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EDITORIAL 
Awards: What are they good for ... ? 

At the time of writing I have no idea who ,.,ill win the BSFA Award. But should it 
maner to anyone hut the winner? I ask this because the now numerous awards which 
eKist in every sphere seem to be more a source of controversy than of guidance. In this 
issue a lener by Sarah Goldner questions the judgement of the Chrke A ward. I have 
longtendedtothinktha1award<;areei thermeaninglessormisleading,andthatthe 
former or the btter depend~ upon who is learning the result and how they act upon it. 
However, shortly after reu,ving Sarah Goldner's leuer, my copy of Matrix !21 arrived. 
Inside ":'a~ a feature on ten years of the Anhur C. Clar~e A;ward. Havin~ read the 
article, a 1s obvious that :iwards can mean a lot to a writer m terms of gaming 
recognition for his or her work, and so they certainly have some value, Unhappily , what 

~
5a~t:1rlu]kh:: bc;~~~s~:/~~ne~i~:7a:i~~~~~!ee0di:1fr:~.i~d5:h:;~i~~:il/e~:;1~:ar 

the awud had been given to quite the wrong book 
The problem is that the awards are based upon a false premise. In the case of 1hc 

Clarke or the BSF A A wards, that of all the sf books p_ublishcd in one ye~r, one of them 
can somehow be "better" than all the res t , and that this "betterness" can m some way be 
agreed upon. Yet all of the virtues that a work of fi ction may ha"e, it is unreasonable to 

:Jth~:~. f:ri;th::at~=~~:1Z ::~ ~1~ir:~~:its~~~e1n i~t i::{g~:;;:~;~~:i! yd:::r:o~~:: 
or even au empt 10 do, as well as some other book. That one reader will prefer a certain 
nawed book over another is always going to be a mauer of personal taste, imerest and 
temperament. The very idea that any group of people can choose the "best" work of the 
year is really not ten~ble. The res~lt become1 "best" by consensus, and as long as we are 
all aware of that and a d.oes the wmner's career some good 1hen no one should really 
havegroundstocomplam 

!tis when awards arc taken as an objecti'.'e standa:d that they .become a problem. 

;;;~ec:ft~: ;:et~~~ai:rt:!~~: :~e;:~:y :h:~ )";;~f t:j;~e1;:;rfil:\~;(1~~ctte 
entirely on the strength that 11 had won Oscars fo r Best Film and Best Direction. It 
became obvious ~hat what I _was watching was ar: average fi1!11, and even_ then I was 

;:n~=~~:1t;ns~:i,~;:sb:cncl~1i~f i;~::ft~~:~:·1~1~:-~;;r:1d1ih:t~~t~ s;;,:x~yssey 
(1968) had fa,led even 10 be nominated for Best Film (,u only nommauons were for 
Screenplay and Production Design) in the year in which 0/,verl won. 

Now 0/11,-er_l is a fin~lr craft~, lavishly entertai~ing musical. It is also an emire_ly 
backwards·lookmg, tradmonal f,lm. That it could wm over the most ground·brukmg, 
innova1ivc,imagina1iveandvisual!yextraordinarymo\' iemade(11ptothatdate)inthe 
history of cinema, revealed how utterly misleading the entire process of awards could 
become. 

Now I am aware that by suggesting that 2001 _is a bcner film than Oli'!JtT and Rocky, 
I lay mpe!f open to the very charge that I am semng agamst awards: that of choosing 
one work over another as the "best". However, I am doing so only as my own personal 

;;:~~;~ttfs ~h:::;~~:~;~:f io s~~:;~::h::1::tds~~:~\~~~ffi::~r:~1 i~~~Tore 
provide a seeming cultural seal of absolute quality. Tte "experts" h:n·e decided that so 
andsoisso,andsoitmustbeso. 

People can be misled into thinking that books and films which win awards are 
bctterthanthose thatdon't.Thereisadanger ofcreatingacanonicalculturcof"great" 
books or films, and of a son of work which is almost automatically "great", either 
becauseofitssubiectorbecauseofwhowrotcormadeit.Yettheveryfactthatthereare 
now ~o many awards, ~nd that the sf awards all contradict each other should give 

war;ienrt~;st~hes~:~:f~J:i~~s'::ct;:~~;~n~:\o come up with a short list of boob or films 
selected as Of Outstanding Merit. Choose as many titles u the Membenhip, Selection 
Commiuec or whatever feel are worthy, and let each individual decide for themselves 
how much they like each one. Meanwhile, don't let anyone tell you something must be 
good just because it won an award. Perhaps they've been watching too many Stallone 
films. 

by Gary Daikin 
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LETTERS TO VECTOR 
From s.irah Goldner, Aberystwyth. 
I have 1ust been re-reading old copies of Veao, (OK, ~ I'm wd and 
have no lifeJ and I was ~ed to be remil'Kied oi 50!Tleth1ng which 
the magazme once 00.15led and now ignores: letters. 

Gener.illy I cons,der 1ha1 1he vauous ednon ilre doing a r;nher 
good 1ob oi edi11ng the rnagazme. I part.cularly enioyed Stephen 
8a11.1er on the h,story of TM Time M.ch,~. However, a vital part of 
any publica11on such as Vt'Ctor 1s a 1,vely, controversi.il and engaging 
debate between mteresred parties, 1.e . the readers, writers and critia. 
As recenlly as Vector 16910ct.,./NOW!'mber 1991, four ye.its .l80 -
Eds) there were e,ght tetcers occupymga full 1hree pages of small 
prmt. Conirast Vttror 188 (one) .ind 187 (two, concerned more w11h 
PC chan sf and which managed 10 fill a smgle page by the judicious 
use of an oversized typeface and an ex1ended editorial reply) . 

I cannot bel,e-ve thal Gary Dal~in and Andrew 8uller have been 
cons1gmng the let1ers 1hey receive 10 1he btn . .lny more 1han I un 
accepl 1ha1 there has been no!htng worth responding to in 1he issues 
of Vector which they have edited. (As a first ltme lelll."f-wri ter lo 
Vec,or I .Jm perh.Jps nol in .l Wong pos111on myself, but I' m doing 
something about 11). 

F1n.J!ly, to get the b.Jll rolling, rm going 10 express .Jn opinion. 
Fairyland should not have won the Cla,ke Award. The book is an 
almost unre.Jdable bore, with characters mere ciphers for a plot 
recounted with all the excitemenl of a newspaper report. Ce rtainly 
the book h.ls ideas, but nothing el!it'. That this won when Greg Egan 's 
Distress failed even to be nommated brought the Award into more 
disrepute than the great Body of Clan spat ever did. 11 might have 
been the wrong book 10 win, but at le.Jst it was a good one. 

[We 're divided over 1he merits of Fairyland, wirh one of us haring ii 
and the other feeling ,1 is a book lhar would repay a reread ralher 
than a read. The Clarke Award panel w,11 h1111e re-read ii Until your 
leuer we had received one since 187, hardly enough to constitute a 
column. Again this was on PC not sf:J 

From David Curl, Archway, London, N19 
Most of what Jim England has to say on the subject of political 
correctness holds water lfrOflt Line Despa1ches, Vector 187] 

But his statement that any person capable of independent lhought 
U!it'S the term PC ironically 10 denote whatever is currently 
fash1onable1sfactually1ncorrec1. 

With the caveat - which .Jpplies to everyone - 1ha1 I have been 
shaped by my upbr1ng1ng, circumstances, e1e. I am upable of 
independent 1hough1, and I do not (always) use the term PC in the 
way described. Rather, I often use 11 10 refer to an admirable set of 
prrnc1ples, such .lS a commumenc ro equality of opportun11y, an active 
and self<rillcal delerminahon to be as non-disc,1min.ltory (in the 
airrently dorm nan I negative sense of !he WO<d 'd1scrimmation1 as 
possible, and so on. ll ,s difficult to approach 1h1s high plateau, and, 
moreover, some of those who fix therr sights upon ii end up by being 
olher th.ln courtf.'O\ls and fully hum.lne. There are Olher who use their 
own supposed self-nghteousness dishonestly, or as .i stick to beat 
Olhers w11h, bYt this generally ttue. rather than a.pplymg excluwvely to 
the .Jdheren1s of pol111nl correctness. 

(We fea.r tlial this has JO( beyond sf - .1nd we know we'W' upset 
peoplt! more r«t!ntly tlun Car~ Ury has. Gary's N/1ror1.1/ mvecr,w
has uused SOffll!' commf!!nr and somt' of ,r w;u wrmen down;) 
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From Mike Mason 
Don't slop thmkmg .1bou1 1omorrow .. 
Yesterday's gone, oh.fl yt1srerday's gone. 

And very sad 11 is, too, because yesterday was a gre.Jt day for science 
fic11on. Proper science f1c11on - sf that meant something. It was a time 
when sf had ideas, stayed up late arguing .Jbout them, promised to 
change the world and wouldn't cake 'no' fOI" an answer. That le.Jn, 
square-1awed sf is h.Jrder to find these days. Today. sf loafs around 
and w1nges about itself. The constant round of dirty nappies .Jnd 
school pla.ys ,s wh.Jt II expected the future to hold. Where's 1he single 
pill to replace all mealsl The Moonbasel The dolphin embassyl li fe's 
re.Jlly bummed out 

Bui has 11! We constantly hear criticism of today's sf: watered
down tech, sequels-upon-prequels-upon,sp1noffs; the book of the 
Hollywood lunch; 1he book of a synopsii; of ,l story by someone now 
too dead lo complain. All these things are lruly hideous, bu1, 1u~ 11ke 
the nappies, atl these non-pure forms are thmgs that we could have 
pred,aed. No, dammll, should've pred,aed. 

l ike Sherlod:: Holmes and the use of the pos1tronic b<ain, sf itself 
rs a bastard child of o1her 1Jterary gf!!flres. And, just a.s sf was born out 
of wedlock. so we should equally own up to lhe fact that much of 
today's so-ulled fan1asy owes ,1s parenthood to sf's own SWtX"d
wielding facnon. Corum's followers, no! G.lndalf's, are 1oday's 
publ1sh1ng house editots. 

It isn' t anYofle's fauh that our wntl."fs strayed from 1he path of 
righteousness 10 suck at 1he III ol evil. We r.hould be brave enough 10 
acknowledge !hilt these non-genl."fiCS are our children - not qurle like 
us, but still fam1ly. And, like all families, we should welcome 
drvers11y in our tribe, safe m Che knowledge 1ha1 - one day soon -
those hybrid offspnng will grow up and SOD OFF. 

That's why I'm fairly I.lid back about the mutancs within us. 
Remember yestl."fday, when we were young and iootloo~. and we 
gambolled through the park wi1h Cl.1rite and Asimov and Heinle in 
.Jnd every bookshop was a joyf Well , tomorrow, the happy days of 
proper sf will be here again. 

Bui the fu1ure isn't safe yel. Keeping hold of the d dream, and 
continuing lo buy its finest proponents, are our only ways 10 a 
fulfilled life when we fina lly end these long child-mind ing years. If we 
don't stay true. the re will be no tomOHOW and we will forever be held 
hostage by our retarded offspring. .1nxious for our mark.et share. 

Tran!or didn't fall in a day. It decayed and crumbled over time 
because the re was no one left with any vision o( the way ahead. We 
must learn that lenon and constantly safeguard our futu re. After all , sf 
readers, of all people, shov\d know the value of thinking abou t 
tomorrow. 

From Chris Hill, email hillc@oup.co.uk. 
I am wriMg in response to your edi toria l in Vector 188, particularly 
your comments on the value (or lack thereof) of Fanlasy and 
'spinoffery'. 

I read a lot of Fan1asy between the ages of abou t 12 and 20, after 
read ing lord of the Rings for the fi rst time. Since then I have hardly 
read any at all and I am know of others in the same position. 

My personal theory, for what it is worth, is tha t this has as much 
to do with 1he saturation of the market place as anything else. There 
are so many ident ik11 fantasy novels on the marke1 ac the moment 1ha1 
it is extremely difficuh to separ.lte the good ones from the dross. Even 
reviews do not always help. I bought recently Gil AldeJm.ln's The 
Memory P.1/act1 as the result of an extremely positive review in Vector 
.Jnd was extremely disappointed. I kepi worrying that 1 had m,ssed the 
point somehow 

For me to en1oy ,1 a fantasy should be onginal and cons1slent 
withm 11's own rules U hate mtl."fnal inconsistency). The only two 
fantasy wrners whose books I would buy wnhout hes1t.Jt1on are 
P.ltricia McK1tt,p and D,ana Wynne Jones. 

However, the' onginal quesuon w.JS whether Vector should covl."f 
fantasy at all. Well, my own opinion 1s yes, it should. like 11 or no1, 

fantasy and SF are, as genres, 101ned al the hip And let's face 11, 
despJte my comment about The Memory Palace above, how .lre we 
going to have any idea what 1s good or bad if Vector and o(hen; of 11s 
ilk do nOI rev,ew the books! 

Okay then, what ~I sp1nofferyl Pl."fsonally I feel th.ll th.lt rs a 
d1fferentmauer 

I would like to make II dear that do no1 have .l problem wnh non-
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written SF m its own 11ght. I have a 1a1rly large coUect,on 01 SF v,deos 
al home. l also have re.Kl my fair share of spinoile<y, quite a large 
amount m the past Bui I h,we never read rt ei.dus1vely and 1 have 
never pretended that 11 iormed any1h,ng other than ' light' readmg 
when tha t has been what I wanled. 

To be honest, I fmd this a d1ificult sub1ec:t 10 d,scuss without 
ieeling a b it hypocr111cal. I was one oi 1he people who came 10 ·,ear 
SF through t.v. and film tie- ins. The Tomorrow People and Doctor 
Who books led IO Siar Wars which in turn led to E. E. Smith and 
1'simov and so on. However, when I was younger there was a limited 
amount of th is sort of t1e-m. V1nually nobody wro1e novels based on 
the t.v series or whatever. All you had was no-.•elisa11ons. So 1f you 
wamed to read more 1n the same vem you had to go outs,de of the 
he-m market. However, now a pefSOn's enttre book-buying habit can 
be catered to from the spinoiiery rad,s 

This has two main d1sadvan1ages: 
Firslly, ' real ' SF 1s losing almosl an entire generation of readers 

and losing them, what 1s more, to boob with linle l11e1ary value. 
Virtually all spm-off books have !O end up where they began. No 
character development is possible because the status quo has to be re
established by !he end. The books are written quickly home authors 
con1ribu1ing three of four books to a series in one year) and oiten 
badly edited. I will acknowledge that there are, of course, exceptions 
toth1s. 

Secondly. they lake up an mordmate amount oi shelf space. In 
that excellent establishment and bane oi my salary, the Blackwell's 
Paperback book shop m Oxford, fully lhree floor..t0<e1lmg ~elf se!S 
are taken up w11h 51a, Trek books alone! 

Of course both of these problems also have an 1mpac1 on the sales 
OI other SF, which must be a particular concern for many British 
writers who do not sell m the same numbers that some oi the big 
names do. 

So, do I think that Vector should cover spinoffery/ Frankly, no, not 
really. There are about half a dozen magazines available in your local 
newsagents that cover th is subject in detail. What can Vector bring 10 
the party apar1 from a general Y rdonic tone on lhe sub1ec:t (judging 
by some of the reviews I have readH 

Righi, I have gone on fOf long enough. Feel free to contact me ,f 
you violently disagree (or agree even, I am nOI proud!). 

(We actually ra1he, en1ored The Memory Palace, having read the 
ume review. One excep!lon m,ghf be Mart.in M11/ar's Tank Girl: The 
Movie: The Novel, wh,ch muck uJ a! being pure Millar and 
wondered how an y of it could have been in the film. Jeter'J Blade 
Runner 2 obviously will pay the bills, bur it is also a stunning critique 
of Dick's original novel. Meanwhile, a pedant, er, eagle-eyed reader 
writes:] 

From Jack HughN, Somerwt. 
What on earth are the "poplar pagan rites" referred 10 by StablefOfdl 
Surely pagan riles involve oaks and hoity and ivy, OOI poplars. We've 
h.d banles around here. defending ancient woodlands: we fought 
them on the beeches. I 1hmk. you need 10 spruce up your proofreading 
before we're sycamore mistakes. 

(We see the editorial as a platform ~ /,om which ro sugges1 
personal positions - bul one reader doub/5 our - my?- positron) 

From Alan K. Coogan, Manchesle r 
To the editor (singu lar) 

Who the hell does Gary Dalk.m think he is1 Or, rather, to the 
poml, who the hell does Andrew Butler thmk he 1s. Allow me 10 

e"<ptam. I have a theory that we have all been 1he vichm of an 
e"<leoded pract,cal Joice which has now run for a year and shows no 
sign o( coming 10 a conclusion. Staled bluntly, Gary Daikin does not 
e~1SI 

No one 1ha1 I have spoken to has ever me! him, or spoken to him. 
or even seen a photograph of him. He has never been seen a1 any si 
convention, but appeared suddenly, out oi nowhere, first reviewing 
books in Vector then within months was e levated 10 ed11orial status. It 
simply isn't credible. We've been sub1ected to a photo of Andrew 
Butler, and so the conclusion is 1ha1 he is the sole editor of the Vector 
features sec:t1on and he must take responsibil ity for its typo ridden 
appear.:mce and ,rs obsess,on w,th hard sf to the exclusion of fantasy. 

Consider the 1n1crv1ew wnh Butler m Matrix; "I'd gone to 
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lconcx:laYTI under a pseudonym I'm always moving m several 
cird~ ill once, often under a different name". ConJider the ludicrous 
'lnvec:trve· m Vtt1or, efiec:uvely banishing fantasy from the magaz,ne, 
and 'Dalkin's' demand 1ha1 we send abusive respon~ m ' his' 
direction. Consider ' his' oiiens1ve comments ,n response to the lenen 
m,ssue187. 

No, ' Daiki n' is a device by which certain smug. pseudo-
in tellectuals within the BSF1' can voice absurd op1 n1ons that no one 
else has the nerve or good sense to open ly declare. It is the equivalent 
of running up to a doorbell , ringing ii and running away. 

I would love to see Vector return to 1he h,gh standards it once set 
itself, bul I suspect 1hat both it and the BSFA ,n general a,e now in 
terminal, postmodern-Obsessed, decadent declme. As a dedicated 
fantasy fan who also enjoys sf, horror land indeed cookery and crime) 
I find the current prejudice within 1he BSFA quite unfathomable. and 
binerly d1sappoin1ing. I find lhe facl that 11 has been considered 
necessary lo mvent a fic1111ous editOf insul1ing. I have yet to dec,de 
whether or not I shall renew my membersh,p. 

[There's no answer 10 that, is 1he,e Gary? Gary') 

A Kim Stanley Robinson Select Bibliography of 
individual First Edition US and GB volumes 

Tht Wild Short (Ne,-.· York.: Ace, 1984; London: Futun 1985}. 
[Incorporates "On the Nonh Poleo( Pluto" and "To leave a 
Mark") 

fuhtn~ (New York: Ace, 198•: London: Orbit 1985). 
[lncorpor:ues "In Pierson's Orchestn") 

Tbt Nofll!ls of Philip K. Di cit., (Ann Arbor, Michigan: U M! Press, 
1984)[Ph.D. thesis]. 

TIN J.frmory of W1.ritrnm: A Seitntific Romanct, {New York: T or, 
1985; London; MacD onald, 1986). 

7bt Planet o" tht T .. ble {New Yo rk: T or, 1986; London; Futura, 
1987). 

Tht Blind Gtomtur, (New Casdc, Va.: Cheap S1rcct 1986). 
&capeftom l&.thm.nd" (Eugme, Orrgon: Axolotl, 1988). 
ThtGoldCo.ut{New Yo rk: St Manin's Press and Tor:lild 

London: MacDonald, 1988). 
"Green Man" with Arthur C. C l.uke, "Meeting wnh Mtdusa•. 

(New York: T o r, 1988). rrordouble). 
7bt Blind Gtomtttr, with Rttumf,om Rainbow Bridge with Ursula 

Le Guin, 'lkNtwAtllfntis {New York: T o r, 1989). [Tor 
double]. 

Escape from Kathmandu (Nonhwalk, Connecticut: Easton [signed 
first cdi1ion] and New Yo rk: Tor. 1989; London: U nwin 
H yman. 1990) [Expanded versions - four 11ori~}. 

A Shorr, Sb.,,p Shock (Shinglctown, Cahfom,a: Mark V. Ziesing. 
1990). 

P<1cifu: Ed~. (New York: T or and London: Unwin H yman, 1990). 
Bhclt Air (Eugene, Orq;on, Pulphou.se). [Shon Jlory paperback 

120]. 
Remaking Hutory (New York.: T or, 1991). 
,1 5emiriw !Rf}ffidmct Upon Initial Condit1om (Eugene, Oregon: 

Pulphouse, 1992). [Author's C hoice Mon1hly N 20). 
Doum <1nd Out in the Ye .. r 2000 (Lo ndon: Grafton, 1992) [Sclecu on 

Ulcluding 7k Blind Gtomtcer, A Shon, Sh,1,p Shock and stories 
from Remaking History]. 

Rtd M .. n (London; HarpcrCollins, 1992 and New York: Sanlam, 
1993). 

Grttn M.:1. rs (London: H arpctCollins, 1993 :lild New York: 
&nt~, 19'H}. [lncorpor.ues "A Mutian Child.hood•}. 

[Editor] F,mm Primiti'fll!: Tht Neu, Ecoropias (New York.: T or, 
19'H). 

BIMtM<1rs (London: H arpctColl im and New York: Banmn, 1996). 

Alto of note: 
•The Thing ltselr, Clarion SF, edi ttd by K-.n e Wilhelm. (New 

York: Berkley, 1977). [U ncollected story]. 
"Explorlllg Foss il Canyon", U11i~ 12. tditcd by T erry Carr 

(New York:Doubleday, 1982). [Likdy to be in< <A Mus 
Comp..nio">> ). 



Looking ou1 of my bedroom window one morning, l 
watched die browning leaves scunlUlg down the path 
and sighed; winter was on its way back around to this 
side of 1he ,,:orld. Padding down 10 my 'Cross This 
Line Of Duth' doormat, I leafed 1hrough 1he usual 
assortment of junk mail, and found a padded manila 
envelope. h wasn"t addressed or stamped. 

With a feeling of inevitable dread crawling like a 
spider up my spine, I tore it open and a CD-ROM 
dropped into my waiting palm. It bore the secret logo 
of the BSF A Comminee. h had been Ul.evitablc really, 
more a matter of 'when' than 'if. A sour 1aste in my 
mou1h and a craving for nicotLil.e scratching at my 
throat (which is unusual since I don't smoke}, I fired 
up Hal, inserted the disc and pressed return 

The logo popped omo my screen, romLil.g slowly. 
The voice had been synthesised, dowed down, warped 
towards its dark side - but its message wao; dear: 

"Good morning, Mr. Ashbrook, 
"This much is known: the season of good cheer 

will soon be upon us, laugh1er will fill the air and 
your words will fill the Yuletide edition of V«tor. 

"Your mission, John, should you choose to accepl 
i1 , is 10 compose an over-view of the media evcms of 
the las1 year. It's a risky job, bu1 no one dsc is as 
gulli ... is as qualified as yourself to complete it. 

"Needless 10 say, if you miss your dead!Ulc, the 
Editor will disavow any knowledge of your activities. 

"Good luck, John. This CD-ROM will self
destruct in five seconds." 

I had hardly manoeuvred the cursor over the 
'eject' icon when there was a crackle and a whiff of 
sickly grey smoke puffed out of my drive. The heat 
melted the mother board and, no! with a bang, but 
with a fizzle, Hal bit the big one. 

So. Where 10 begin? Go and buy a notepad and 
biro,lsuppose. 

The movie world has had a peculiar centenary (not 
le.1st because the rest of it celebrated Lil. '95, leavLil.g 
England an uncharacteristic last). Despite 
Hollywood's determination to keep on making the 
same film over and agaLil. ad infinitum, and the 
public's willingneu 10 keep on shelling out to watcb 
it. there have ac1ually been some really interestLil.g 
steps forward. The range of science-fict ion flavours 
available 10 the discerning palette. ha!i been hcancning 
and entertaining enough to make up for the b.1.d taste 
left by the crecplllg tide of sci-fi. 

Babylon J and 71N X-Filn con1Ul.uc their reign as 
the mon intercstUlg drama shows to be produced by 
1he American television networks Lil. a dcc.1.de, but 
everyone else is talking about them, m I won't here 
Independence Day broke lndumial Light and Magic's 
CG! stranglehold on big effects movies, but wc·vc all 
talked that one to death also. 

What else could I possibly fLil.d to be so ebullient 
about? Well, havLil.g knocked together a quick list Lil. 
preparing to write this piece, I found it to be 
surprisingly long: 

If we look first to the small screen - the BBC, ever 
quick on the uptake, noticed that Doctor W'ho has 
turned into its biggest franchise, so re-vamped 1he 
show. Not entirely successfully, but ~t least it was 
worth the try. Of course, all the anon.ks bemoaned 
that it had been made for the Americans. My response 
10 them is - whicb would you prefer: an American 
s1yle Doctor W1w, or no Doctor W1io? 

For those of us foolish mough to h.1.vc splashed 
ou1 on satclfoc or c.1.ble TV. 1he guncrs ha,•c been 
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running wi1h prognmmes wonh sampling: 
Paean of :seventies re-runs, Bravo, brough1 back 

Nigel Kncalc 's final (and hen) Qu,Ha,114n story, 
siuring a noble John Mills, citizen of a crumblLil.g 
police-state Brit:ain, railLil.g .1.gairut a plane! dying of 
ap.1.thy. I seem to recall that thi.5 tcrrifylllg vision of a 
dystopian future was first aired the year the Tories 
swept into power. Hmm. 

This same station, and UK Gold, have been happily 
churning out Space 1999, UFO, Tlmnderbirds, Tl~ New 
(a.nd Old) Avengtn, Sapphire and Sml, Dr W'ho, Blake's 
S=, The Suruivors, The Tomorrow Ptopft, Roald 
Dahl's Tales oft~ Blttdin' Obvious and any number of 
shows which aren't as good now cl5 they seemed then. 
Nostalgi.1. was never so current, and a second 
childhood never so easily withLil. reach. 

Sky Ont (and now Two) have likewise been 
pumpLil.g out the slightly newer outpourings of the 
American networks: Space: Abow 11.nd Bryand, after a 
promising start, rapidly dissolved Ul.10 a war/cop show 
with lasers :;ind a few special effects which persistent 
viewers were truted to .1.gaLil. and again and again ... 
Slidtn proved i1sclf to be nothLil.g more promisLil.g 
than an altcrn.1.t ive-univcrsc version of Qu11.ntum 
Le11.p/Timt Tunnel; which fresh hell will our Ul1rcpid 
1n.vcllers arrive in this week? Oh, :;i world exactly like 
ours, except underpants are worn on the head! 

VR5 attempted an ambitious and labyrin1hlnc 
continuous talc, woven around a girl and her al]. 
singing, all--dancLil.g mind-reading computer. Or 
somethLil.g. Although it lost its way occasionally, tbe 
writLil.g, di rcct lflg and acting were stylish enough to 
m.1.ke it a contender. It was axed before its firsl series 
Wali through. Similarly, Earth 2 was ripped from the 
schedules scarce half made-up. It patiently, 
methodically told of a group of settlers, trying to make 
ends meet on a newly populated planet, while the 
planet's very alien natives (if you'll permit 1hc 
contradiction) attempted to understand and integrate 
the newcomers. Sort of RM Mars, without 1he 
technical bits. I was sad 10 sec this one go, as it was the 
only new show this year to rise from sci-fi Ul.to sf. 

Pecking out of the nooks and crannies of the 
terrestrial TV schedules you might h.1.ve found Reboot, 
which is an entirely computer-generated cart"oon, and 
pre-<b.tes Toy Story. All the characters arc programs 
Ul.side a computer, and this sea.son fea1ured a couple of 
very amusing cameos - from police investigators Data 
Nully and Fax Modem. (Think abou1 i1). Reboot is a 
delight to 1he eye and a massage for the mind. 

'Delight' is no1 an .1.ppellation one can point at 
Space Precinct. 1n fact, the less said .1.bout SfJll.ce Precinct, 
the better ... the only thLil.g I will concede is that it wa, 
more enjoyable than Bugs. But then so is dental 
surgery. 

The dual highlights of the TV year, however, were 
the kncc-wobblLil.gly wonderful Gulliwr's Tr11.vels, 
which, at long last, adapted the whole book - and did 
it right; and Dennis Potter's swan song Cold laz11.rus 
which, because it wasn' t trying to be science fiction, 
nor trying to emulate any already-successful formuhs, 
sparkled with a conviction and imagin.1.1ion 1hat few 
TV shows can manage. I'm told that, upon second 
viewing, the series suffers and rather falls apart . I'm 
hesitant to find out, jun Lil. c.1.se they're right. 

And so, to the big screen, and don't spuc the 
horses· 

I could evalu.1.te every sf film released 1his year, bu1 
other magai.Ul.cs will do that, whiln I h.1.ve nei1her the 
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9,•ill nor the wordage. So 1"11 highligh1 a few thrnell: 
Cyberpunk amved. It 's only 14 years since Bladt Runnn- rc

dtfintd filmit sf, it"s about bloody llmt somtone else eononed on. 
In quick succession "-"C ,·ere trc:ued 10 StrJngt lli_vs, a 9,•h1tc
knuck1e ride into the nex1 century tha1 was too-reahmc for comfon. 
H1ickn-,, the exuberant son-of film version of Bruce S1crling's 
ucdlent 77,c Hadt:n- Crackdr,wn, and the only film since Tron (1982) 
to come up with a ncw way of visu.tlising the interior of a 
computer. Last and, sadly, least, we h:ad/ohnn1M,1tmonic. lt 's great 
when a rookie scores a goal, it's such a "-"Ute when one drops the 
ball. 

1996 was the ycar "''hen /ndusm.af Light ,md Mag,c drca.med it 
for us, .,holcs.i.lc: their computers generated some of the slicken , 
but ultimately most soulless special cffccts ever to grace a screen. 
The magic anirnals in jumanji were supposed 10 be s1artlingly real , 
llmead they .,,re alarmingly false. The same is 1rue of Draco in the, 
admittedly much better, Dragonl,cart. He took two years and, 
al legedly, half of the film's fifty million dollar budget. There's no 
denying he's impressive to look at, but he is so obviously a cartoon. 
Twenty years ago he was Pttt's Dragon (1977). Fifteen years ago he 
was Vermithn.x Pejorative in Dragonsla~r (198 1). The technology 
improves, but the audience still thinks 'great spn:ia.l dfe<:t' ra1hcr 
than 'grc;al dngon', so where's tht bencfo? 

Anirna1ion had a rich year of i1, ToJ Story trumpeted its CG! 
origins from the highcs1 steeple, but when you came to watch it, 
1ha1 faa faded and it became jun ano1her gren Disney cartoon. 
Funny ho., 1he humMU looked much phoruer than the 1oys. 
Hunchb,uk of Norn D;;rme followed nicdy Crom 1he same team :as 
&a11ry ;;ind the &11.Jl (1991) as 1hc company's statelicsl and most 
dearifying movie ever, Which r.11hcr !ch /amn 11.nd tJx Giant hich 
out in 1he cold. A wonhy anemp1 al modd anima1ion, wi1h wmc 
delightful momentli, James, unfonuna1cly, ilin 't fo to warm 1hc 1oilet 
ieal o( iu irnmcdi.atc predecessor 7M Nigh1m11.n: &forr Chrmm,u 
(1993). 

John T nvoha (who is still planning 10 produce a movie version 
o f &altfi~ld E.mh) Inuck Scien1ology in 1hrough the back door in 
Phmommon. h 's about a man who develops (not very lfllpressivc) 
magical powers and eventually preaches believing in yourself and 
your own potential and that usual stucsidc hogwash that only 
poli1icians and movie characters actually believe in. Infinitdy better, 
and very similar, is Powdn-, a film released in the States but which 
the distributors in this country have been sitting on. It also concerns 
human decency and magic, bu1 n docsn 't preach, and u al l the 
fresher for it. 

Two 'comedies' to pop out of the t-loll)""'ood cloning machines 
were Mu!tiplidry and the unnecessary remake of "fl,c Nutry Profroor. 
The former concentrates on using state of the an te<:hnology to have 
four Michad Kc.itons in1er.1cting. This film is divening, but n01hi.ng 
like :as sharp or as ... -di thought-through as the maker's previous 
outing, Groundhog D11.1 (1993). Their thunder "'ll alw r.11her stolen 
by, o( all people, Eddie Murphy who, merely as -.ui aside to keep 
hirnielf occupied, played up 10 five different roles a1 a lime in the re
hash of Jerry Uwis's sixties morality 1aJe. Agllll. i1 preaches 
believing in youBClf. Again, it rings kinda un1rue ... ·hen a 
milhonairc movie Har .,,j,h .i wdl,paid personal tnmer .md his own 
m.ikc-up 2rus1 tells us du.1 it ain't how you look, it's 9,•ho you arc 
1hatcounts. 

The Summer wu owned by three movies: Mission:lmpouiblt, 
Twmn- :and, of course, i.d4. All have made more than 400 million 
dollars. For three films 10 do that in one year is unprecedented. For 
any of them 10 be good is shocking. This bounty will prove a 
double-edged sword, bccausc !here ..,-ill be more sf and fantasy on 
show next year. but the impulse 10 earn morc, and 1herdore 
experiment less, will be even keener. 

The temp1ation is to look wistfully at the bad old days, 10 
bemoan that U/.1 isn't as good as Star W,m (1977), that Voyager isn't 
a patch on Star Trrk. But the truth is !Im good work, which will 
stand the ten of time, is being dont. Thanks 10 nN X-Fi!tJ (and now 
ul./) sf IS once ag~in in vogue, This means that a lot of bad rip-offs 
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will be churned out, bu1 , if vou look al the glass .is haJf.full for a 
momenl, this also means a 101 of excellent work will get produced 
... -hich, in a period of sf drought, would never stt the light of day. 

The future 1-'i brigh1. The more money there is swilling a.round 
Hollywood. 1hc more films get made and 1he more producers get to 
make the mistake of financing sometlung of 1hc quality of Twtlve 
Mon/rey, - wh.ich man.igcd to combine sur-po .. ·cr .. ·ith a. big budget 
and cuuing edge special-effects whilst, incredibly, being ..,,cJ! 
written, dire<:1ed :and acted.. And for such a major motion•piaurc 10 
get through the commiucc siagc with that panicular chillingly 
unhappy ending still intact, is a minde. 

U I ha.d 10 fish jun one apple oul of this year's barrd, Tu~/w 
Monhp would be i1. If I had the luxury of picking a £cw more I'd 
choose H11nrhfurlt and id4 and Hadun .ind GulliWT's Trawl,. An 
ccleaic bunch, 10 be sure, and, u such, dcmonstntive of 1hc sheer 
range of taslcs and textures available 10 satiate the most ravenous of 
science fiction fans. 

Films of 1996 - Sf, fantasy and related genres 

71)e Kingdom 
Johnny Mnemonic 
J1m1anji 
Strange Days 
Underground 

Nadja 
TU!dw Monkeys 0 

Richard Ill 
~ Grotesq"e 
&rbWi"" 
Muppet T rtamrt /JI.and 
Fargo• 
St:reamm• 
Twist~• 
Rainbow 
Independence Day 0 

71,eStupitlj 
Eraser 
Escape from L.A."" 
71,e Nutty ProfeSlor 
DragonJ,eart 
A Goofy Movie 
T romto and J11/iet 

Selen• 
Loch Ness• 
71ie Pebble and die Penguin 
Toy Story 
LawnmowtT Man 2: Beyond 
Cyberspace 
Mighty Aphrodite 
Mary Redly 
Ro11ghMag1c 
71ie Passion of Darkly Noon 
Hackm•• 
Vampin' in Brooklyn 
From Daum Till Dusk 
Mission: lmpoHib/e• 
71Jt Hunchback of Notre Dame• • 
James and the Giant Peach"" 
71Je Secret of Roan frijl,"" 
71Je Secret Agent Club 
Phenomenon 
Multiplicity"" 
The Adventures of Pinnochio 
Draw/a: Dead and loving It 
The Wind in the Willows 

• Won.ha look ,.,. Vtttor necommends 

The Shape of Films to Corne 

~Craft 
Kazaam 
1k Frighteners 
~Phantom 
Matilda 

CraJh 

Pouder 

Man Attacks 
Joe'J Ap.artmem 
71ieRelic 
Tales From the Crypt: Bordello of 
Blood 

(Listing compiled by Gary Dal kin: opinions those of JA, AMB & 
GD, but no1 unanimously!} 
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S\\.a5ic & llEAtIStl 
Terry Gilliam's new film, Twefw Monkey,, released in America at the 
sun of 1996 and in this country in April, appears to be his most 
commercially successful fi lm since Time &ndiu. It has been more th:m 
four yens since Gilliam's previous film appeared. Always an interesting 
film-maker, this is :i good time to reflect on his work to date. 

Born in 1940 in Minneapolis, Gilliam was fim noticed by che public 
for the grotesque :inimated films which provided much of the linking 
s1ruccure on Monty P'yihon's Flying CircuJ (1969 - 74). These surted life 
on the LWT programme We Haw WA)', of Making You Laugh (1968), 
with Gilli:im making the shift from canoonis1 m animator more or lcn 
by accident. He was on 1he show largely as a quick sketch artist, doing 
cartoons of guests in the studio. Someone had made a collection of 
Jimmy Young's most awful links from his radio show, but the 
producers were unsure how to present them. Gilliam suggested they 
make a short animated film, and they said "Fine, make one". They 
assumed he knew how to do it, and he assumed that they knew he 
didn't . So he made one, they liked it and said "do another~, and lo!, an 
award.winning animator was born. 

Gilliam's knowledge of animation was, at this time purely 
1heore1ical, being gleaned from text-books. Having a very short time 
scale and small budget he setded for the use ofpapercut·Outs because it 
was quick and cheap. le also gives an interesting surreal feel 10 che 
movement of the characters which adds to the strangeness of the 

There are several elements 10 these short films which combine to 
create something unique. The cartoons drawn by Gilliam arc :ill 
grotesques, these arc mixed in with clippings from various sources 
(frequently using pans of classical paintings and sales catalogues from 
the 'thirties and 'forties). The structure is usually stream-of. 
consciousness, which came into its own with Monty P'yrhon's Flying 
Cirrus, where it provided the framework for the whole programme; 
prior to ,his, on We Haw WAy1 of Making You Laugh (1968), Marty 
(1968) and Do Noc Adju,r Your &l (1967 - 69), they were presented as 
complere in 1hemselves. The films were also very dark and brutal in 
content, which contrasced strongly with the brigh1 colouring thn 
Gilliam tended to use. Firmly in the tradition of Warner Bros. 
cartoons, bodies :ire ripped apart and graphic cartoon deaths arc done 
withbo1hahighlcvelofglceandfrcquency. 

When considering Gilliam's films it is important to remember that 
he was, prior to being a director, both a cartoonist and an animator. 
Both disciplines put a great degree of imponance on the entire content 
of the frame. This becomes apparent in the way his films are framed. 
Theplayingof asceneisdctermincdnotasmuchbythe dialogue,asby 
the way the image is presented, the way thu it looks. 

Terry Gilliam's first experience as a director was with Montyf>'ython 
and The Holy Grail (1975), in which he shared che directing with Terry 
Jones. His first film with full directing honours came with/a~ky 
(1977), and never was a film so full of smoke, dirt and filth and so damn, 
well , medieval. Which was fine because it ..,.as intended to be medieval. 
It relates the story of a cooper's son, heavily into stock-taking, and his 
vain attempts 10 m:ike his way in the ci ty after his father disowns him 
on his deathbed. The ci1y will afford protection only to a fonunatc few 
and the Jabbcrwocky stalks the woods outside the wall, killing those 
who cross its path. Finally the cooper's son, more by luck than 
judgement, ends up killing the beast and marrying the princess. 

This film is notable for a number of things, not least the fact it on!y 
had a budget of £500,000. The most obvious thing is the remarkable 
(and believable) recreation of the medieval period.Stanley Kubrick even 
rang Gilliam to tell him that he had recrened the film's period even 
more successfully 1han Kubrick had the lith Century in his own Barry 
Lyndon. 

The film also feels like it still has among link to Monryf>'y1hon's 
Flying Circus. For example, selecting the King's Champion by phying 
Hid.-.and•Scek, on 1he not unreasonable premise that the more usual 

combat to the death "''as leaving a shon:ageoffullyfunctioning knights 
Much of the comedy is direct and has the fed of being grafted onto the 
film rather than arising from the situation. When the humour is allowed 
to arise from the scenario it can be very funny indu d, such as the 
men::hants racing through the streets on carriages carried by servants 
while straightforwardly discussing the current water·to-wine ratios. The 
funni est moments tend to be due to the acting, particularly Max Wall's 
toothless performance as King Bruno the Questionable. 

Gilliam spent a lot of time denying that Jabbttrwocky was a P'y1hon 
film. The only directing he has done with Python, apart from The Holy 
Gr,.i/, was a shon segment intended to be a part of Monty P'ython's The 
Meaning Of Lifr (1983). This never fitted comfombly within the film, 
and was released as the theatrical support to the film under che title TM 
Crimson Pemumt:nl AsJUranu . This was an entirely fantastic world of 
mutiny and piracy on the "wide accountant sea~. It follows the 
adventures of a small oppressed English accountancy firm, under the 
vicious yoke of American Corporations, which rebels with astonishing 
succcss.Ifanythingisalive-aC1ionversionof1heanimatedfilms,then it 
hastobethisfilm. 

Terry Gilliam's most significant work consists of his conceptual 
trilogy concerning the three ages of man and the subordination of 
imagination and fantasy to real ism. This consim of T,me&ndirs (1981), 
which deals with childhood, Brazil (1985) concerning the working years, 
and 71x Adwntum of &ron Munchau,en, (1989) regarding old age and 
dying. In each film the ccmral character does not fit with the expected 
norm for someone of their age and position, and finds escape in the 
realms of the fantastic. This escape works wi th an increasing level of 
successwitheachofthethreefilms. 

In Tim~ &nd1rs Kevin lives in world of high•tcchno!ogy, television 
and kitchens which can produce full meals from frozen in under ten 
seconds. He longs for a simpler and more personalised world. A group 
of dwarfs come through his wardrobe, and with them he leaves through 
the wall. These beings have stolen a map from the Supreme Being which 
locatesallthefaultsintheuniverse.Usingthistheytravelthroughtimc 
and space, including the realm of the imagination. The beings are trying 
togetveryrich,andKevinisattemptingtoappreciatethe(tohim) new 
worlds of history, previoudy only e11perienced in books, 

This journey culminates in a bau!e with Evil, and finally a meeting 
with a somewhat apathetic Supreme Being. It comes as something of a 
shock to discover that the Supreme Being regards his creation with a 
dis1ancedimellcc1ual interest (hecrcatedEvilasan e11pcrimen1) rather 
than with an emotional regard that western religious teaching would 
lead us to e11pect. Kevin has the imaginative ground pulled from beneath 
him, and he returns with something of a bang to the real world. 

Br .. zil secs Sam Lowry, a junior executive, son of a very politically 
powerful (now deceased) father and interfering mother in a world of a 
tyrannic:J Bureaucracy. All he wants to do is keep his head down, do a 
job he is good at, and ge1 through life without making waves. His own 
dreamsof frcedomst:irttoencroach on his real life when he spots the 
woman thac he has been seeing in his dreams. When he S1art1 10 chase 
hisdream,hislifechangesirrevocab!y,asheacceptspromotionsthathc 
previously turned down, and his actions start to be interpreted by the 
government as subversive and criminal. U!cimarely he totally loses 
control of the real world and his actions are solely driven by his 
attempts to integrate a dream into the oppressive regime of life in the 
real world. Lowry recedes further and funher into his fan tasies until, at 
the end of the film, he escapes the real world comple1cly by escaping 
intohisfantasyworld.He isclearlynotcomingback. 

The Advenium of &ron Munchau1t:n takes this a stage further. Set in 
acityundcrsiegeby thc Turk,ina bomb-scarred theatre, a theatrical 
company is performing an adaptation of The Ta/ts of Baron Munrhausen. 
This is interrupted by the real, and very elderly, Baron. He claims that 
only he can raisetheseigcashe wasthecauscofi1,and then proceeds to 
1ellthctaleofhowhcandhiscompanionstooka1lthcSultan'sgoldina 

The Films of Terry Gilliam by Dave M. Roberts 
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bet. The result of this wu that the city ha1 been under 1c1gc c,·cr since 
by the Sulun, attempting to get back -..1 the B .. ron. The talc" uc .. ted :u 
jwt -.. Hory and the B .. ron u m eccentric old m .. n. He chooses to die 
nthcr th.lll 1,,·c m a ••arid of re:uon ••·11h no room for three lc-gged 
cydops ... and ocuns of winc·. Onlr »lly S-..lt, 1n c1gh1 )'CJr old girl, 
wanu to bclsc,·e, and u a rcsult of th,s fa,th the Baron scu off 10 locate 
his former companions .llld nisc the scige. 

Thc journey to find 1hcm is 1hrough -.. fanus1ial world. when the 
:a,d,·entun rejuvcnatcs thc Baron. When hc loo1cs his comp .. niom, thcy 
-..re of course old mcn withoui their sp«il-1 po..,crs, and no1 imercsied in 
-..ny,:hing uccp1 living out the rcmamdcr o( thc1r lives ..,1th u littlc fu» 
u poniblc. With this disillusionmct11, the Baron decides to join thcm. 
S:-..lly, with thc cnthusium of youth, hu to provide thc faith J.nd bcl,d 
m the Baron to cn ... blc him to conunuc. This 'desire for :-.. quict life' 
t-..kes different forms through 1hc different ages. In youth both S.ally $ ... It 
and Kevin in 7imc &.ndus have drc-..ms :-..nd dcspuoncly want to chuc 
them. By thc grind of the working yun Sam Lowry in Br.,zil still hu 
his dre-..ms but chooses 10 ignorc them until forced to do othcrwUe, and 
by old -..ge Baron Munchauscn -..nd his companions h-..vc lived their 
dreams -..nd have quite simply h-..d enough. 

becomes more convinced of this. RJ.11!y is finding morc -..nd more 
e••1dencc 1ha1 his story LS 1rue (the Fint World Wu bullet in Cole"s leg 
ts ruhcr hud 10 upll-in). There is J. constJnt r~aluation on 1hc part 
of the v1e.,·cr as to the tru1h of the situn1on. This is compounded by the 
11n.nge .llld vaguely drnm-likc appearance of the future worid. 

Tv.-dw Monhyl 1:-..kn the 1hcmc of Gilliam's previous films of 
fanusy :as an cscipe from rc.ali1y J.nd bends it around. With Br,ml, what 
was ral and what wu f.an1:asy .:u dear; in Tvidw /tforrlrrys we don't 
know. The suspicion thu Cole is drnming 1hc fu1un: is strengthened by 
the usc of television in the film. There 11 J TV m J large number of ihc 
shots, and the .Krttn is always sho•·ing :-..n old cartoon or film th:-..t 
n:lnn directly to plot at the time; the 1mplinuon is thJ.t m o~·cracuvc 
,m .. ginuion ,s using the source of television to gcncnic chc fantasies. 
There :-..lso strong evidence the other •>ay, Cole's frequent 
diuppear.1.nccs c:m nc,·cr be quite uplamed away, nor can h,, 
foreknowledge of events :-..nd the dmurbing fact that Jeffrey Goinci 
appurs at the sune sugci of pre-1996 history u Cole, including ~ 

memory 0£ m airport shooting Cole witncned as a child. The position 
of 1hc psychiatrist is -..lso ulled into question when the doctor suns to 

The fantasy world of 1he adventures 
-..!w-..ys intrudes imo the re-..1 world in 
Gilliam's work, only in B..ron Muncl,.,10,m it 
is far stronger. The imagin:-..tion wins out :o.nd 
allows 1hc group to defon the enemy. In this 
cJ.sc the enemy is jun :u much n1ionalism u 
i1 is the Turk. Thcgrntestvictory is as1he 
Baron IS able to us.c the fmt:utic •·orld of hi, 
stonc,s to overcome death in the re.al world. 
The Turk i, shown to be no more than 1 

crn1ion of the rational •·orld to kttp the 
people in check, a chngcr thu doesn't rnlly 
exist. 

Bodies are ripped 
apart and graphic 

cartoon deaths 

bc!icvethcdelusionsof thcpcrson111•hois 
supposedtobcinune. 

T'Wt!lvc Monk.-ys is Gilliam's darkw and 
most complex film 10 date, 1:-..rgcly due to a 
very strong script by Jann and David 
Peoples. This is greatly enhanced both by 
strong performances from the luding players 
:-..nd Gilliam's lSIOnishing visu.ah. This look 
is due m part to 1hc efforts of hi1 
cinem-..1ognphcr, Roger Pr.au, whose credits 
include &,1,,,,.,i, Thc Fuher Kmg :-..nd BrJzi/ 
J.nd who w:u ,_ camcn :usistam on Monty 
Python ,,md the Holy Gr.,J. The underground 
world of thc future is sufficiemly n:al for it to 
be bclicvablc, but stn.ngc enough 10 be 
doubtable. When Cole goes 10 the surface, 
the dead -..nd cmpty B.altimore he crcnn is 
nraighc out of a Ballud no,·cl. 

A turious footnote is thJt the grcJ.ter the 
success of the 1nuginni,-e ..,orld over the rnl 
..,orld, the lcs, commcn:i:ally successful the 
film wu on its miti-..1 rclcue. 

Following 1his irilogy came TM Fiwr 
King (1991). While Gilli:lffi had no hand m 

are done with 
both a high level 

of glee and 
frequency A significant part of the creation of 

Gilfom's worlds tJ.kcs us b-..ck 10 1he 
the script, ..,hich '"s by Richard LtGr:avcnue, 1t sull conta,ru the key 
theme of fantasy as-.. form of esupe from 1he rul world. Af1er apparent 
encour:agemenl from -.. r:adio ulk show host, a dinurbcd listener c:arrics 
out:-.. murderous gun attack on an upmarket bar. Amongst those killed 
is the wife of -.. hinory professor. He ruponds by dropping out of 
sociciy:-..ndjoiningthehomclesswi1h-..ncwidemity. AsPari,hisgrief 
and furs manifest themselves in his irlugination u-.. huge red knight. 
I-le therefore has a physic-..! intcrprcmion of his own psychologic:-..1 furs 
1hat prevent him from confronting and overcoming them. Prior to The 
Fisk, King, -..!I the films crcued new worlds in which to tell the smry. 
The fantasy in 7ht F,JKT King e11tcnds only to P-..ri's visions of the red 
knight :-..nd the choreographed commuters at Gr.ind Ccntnl Sution. 

Bui T1tt/w J,fonkeyi sees a rcturn to the vi1u.al fbir th-..c seemed 10 

bc lacking from 71,c Fi,her King. The film is JCI in two worlds: present 
chy B-..ltimorc :-..nd the s:-..mc city in 2035. In the future, ihe hum:an nee 
hu b«n decimated by -.. virus. -..nd the rcmn-..nu of hum:anity live 
underground. Above ground, Baltimore i.s an empty shell, the city being 
recbimed by n11urc. This future • ·or\d i.s genuinely dislocating with a 
nigh1mUUh qu:ality 1hn I~ the viewu 10 qucs1ion its reality; in othcr 
..,.ords, it has Terry Gilli:lffl's n:lffie nunped :all over it. 

Junes Cole {Bruce Wil\i.s) is -.. prisoner in the future world, sent 
back to 19'6 to find more about the advent of the phguc. The 
mynenous 'Army of the Twch·c Monkeys' is belicved to bc 
responsible, so his mi»ion to gain inform:-..tion -..bout thcm. Time tnvcl 
i.s clurly-.. far from perfect Kicncc; he inili.ally ends up 1990 :and gets 
locked up in -.. mental hospiul. Herc he meets Jeffrey Goines ( ... 
decidedly manic BOO Pitt). Aher :-..n -..ncmpted escape Cole is locked 
and bound ,n -.. secure room from which he dinppel.rs. After briefly 
appearing in a Fim World Wu trench, he finally m1kcs it to 1996. 

Cole's first action in 1996 is 10 track down Dr. Railly, his 
psychi-..trist from the days in the mental hospiul (Madeleine Stowe). 
Jeffrey turns out m be the son of an eminent virologin -..nd probably h-..s 
more than a little to do with 'The Army of the Twelve Monkeys·. As 
the relationship bet"-'ecn Cole and Dr. R-..il!y develops, Cole w-..nu to 
belics·c that he is actually insane, and 1h11 1he fu1ure world to which he 
keeps being dngged back is-.. product of hi1 own imagination. Whilst he 
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animJ.tors eye vie..,. The 1crect1 11 frcquemly very busy, with 
distractions from the main Jction by apparently ,nconscqucmi ... l JCtion. 
In 8,.,z,/, when Jill Laymn tries 10 report the disappcanncc of her 
neighbour, the scene is dominated by a brgc remote spying machine. 
Also, in this scene, much of the :-..ction is shown through the monitors 
WJtched by the com rollers of 1he remote unit . This relates 10 the way in 
which Gilliam frequently pl:-..ys with the viewpoint. In J .. bbuwocley, the 
beast is the most frightening u the start of 1hc film when the v,cwpoin1 
is switched to that of che crc-..ture itself, 1nd then, at the end when 
watched 1hrough 1he dead knight' , helmet when worn by the cooper's 
son. The cbunrophobi .. this creates by using only-.. small part of the 
Krttn is generated -..g .. in in the interrogation Kcne in Br .. z1/. Sam Lo..,.ry 
is in prison ..,earing a nr:ai1jackct -..nd 11,•ith a sack over his head. The 
interrogation is shown from 5:-..m's viewpoint, uch interrogator i1 
sining at -.. dnk mumbling, and 1s only •·isible through -.. sm-..11 cycholc 
in the doth. 

A ~riJ.tion on this is used to grcJ.t effect in Tu~w l,fo,i~, 
pl.rtkululy ..,here Cole i.s being intcrvie••cd about his • ·ork ..,hen 
1r:a•·clling to the p:ast; a globc of mon1tor1 :and amens is the only visu:-..1 
mt.lns of communiation betwttn him :-..nd the intcrvic..,.en, adding to 
his confwion. When Cole i.s hospi1-..hscd m 1hc future world, aficr ht 
hu decided thJ.t world is i dclus1on, the Kent takes on -.. dream-like 
qu:ality. When Colc is in 1hc mcnu.l hospit.:al. the amen sways 
violently, mimicking his disoricnuuon. Frequently, :although no1 
~u ... lly s.ceing the world through Cole's cyrs, the cuncn 5Cem'I to U5C 
hi, m,nd u-.. filter, m ... king u1 v,cw the world in hu: w:ay. 

Terry Gilliam is not a prolific film•makcr. making on avenge-.. film 
every 1hrcc years. This is not a situation thu he is h-..ppy with, and he 
has a long list of projccu that ha\·c fallen by 1he w~yside in recent ynrs , 
including A T .. lt Of Two Cmt!' (which w:u !O have starred Mel Gibson) 
-..nd an ad~ptuion of Al:-..n Moore's w .. 1,hmm. In spite of this, he has 
consistently created interesting and highly entcn:-..ining films. After a 
wait of four yurs he h::is produced, in Twtlw Monkeys, what I believe to 
bethcbenscicnccfictionfilmofthc 1990ssofar. 

{Chris Ttmm rcvinctd Twelve Monkey1 in Matrix 119 • AJ,f BJ 



QUEER NEW WORLD? 
Derek Jarman's SF 

by Bob Ford 
Growing up in a small nonhern town, it was difficult to 
combine my thrtt passions in life in10 one: the nearest cinema 
wu half a dale away, along with the nearest bookshop, and I 
dared not express my own Kxu;J confusions and fumbling with 
anyone else. A chance find of a battered and siained copy of 
Dhalgrrn saved me from total despair, although a reading of 
Adams's Horsedans Krin put me back on my quest to Klfhood 
by eightttn months. And if I had read the entry in thr- Cus.t/J's 
QuttT Comp,m1on, a.s our esteemed (and not at ;Ji druggy) Joint 
Features Editor suggested, I would ha\·e found my only r0le 
modd to be HAL 9000, with his "possible crush" for Davr-, and 
would have looked at the ZX81 my father brought mr- v.•ith a 
nr-w kind of affection. (lndq,mCWlu D.ry Josi all imr-rr-st for me 
after Harvey Fiermin wu killed off) 

The rdeaK of Up m rJx 1hr: Collected Film Scripts means that 
I can imagine an alternate world where theK three pa.ssions 
unify. And I also realise that the unity was then to be found all 
along. Jubiln (1977) offered a nr-ar-future dystopia, ruled by 
media baron Borgia Ginz. played maniacally by the actor 
Orlando (who later played Caliban to Heathcote Williams's 
Prospero and Toyah's Miranda in Jarman's T1x Tempest (1980]. 
~As long as the music's loud enough• he cackles, •we won't hear 
the world falling -;i.pan •. This vision of deuy on the Th-;i.mes, 
Buckingh-;i.m Palace as a recording studio (roon to be replaced by 
c.u park) and the county of Dorset as Ginz's fenced-off nitreat is 
framed by the figures of Elizabeth I Oenny Runacre) and John 
Dee (played by Rocky Horror auteur Richard O'Brien) visiting 
this vision of a future Albion. Like the best science fiction, it is 
very much about 1977 - where patriotism and punk clashed in 
the real world over •coct Save 1hc Queen• and on film over 2 

thrashed-out vC"rsion of 'Rule Britannia'. Indeed, one scene in the 
script is labelled ~HEALEY's BUDGET STRATEGY [N 
RUINS•. But it felt dated when I saw it in the mid-! 980s, and 
has emburassing moments now when viewed in the context of 
Jarman's other works. 

The breakdown of society is seen most clearly elsewhere in 
71.>t last of England (1987), when a naked man brC"akfasts in the 
ruins on raw cauliflower, where the huddled masses sit on the 
banks of the Th ames (awaiting deponation or exile or escape?) 
and where a young man has sex with a painting and an ex-public 
school 1ype has SC'X with a masked soldier. Oarman claims this 
last as a con trick: the soldier is actually played by an actress, 
under-cutting our expectations. This for me robs the act of iu 
political power). The faceless firing squads - queers rounded up? 
or anyone if the soldier uw a woman - terrified me then u now. 
And the same horrors seem to lurk in the shadows of Dungeness 
power stat ion in his reworking of the Gospel (according to St 
DC"rek of Dungenen of the O rder of Celluloid Knights?). ~ 
Gardvi (1990), a work whose flaws result from his illne1SC:s at 

t~e t_ime of the film's editing, and which dissipate on repeated 
v1ewmgs. 

His ot her sf tingti seem 10 come in the touches of creative 
anachronismi - uy, calculators anJ tanks in his biopic of 
Renaissance pa.in1er Grrraua:gio (1986) or riot gear in his 
masterpiece Edu:ard II (1991). And 111! of this is should not be 
al.lowed to pass without 1he mention-of Nabil Shaban's Manian 
in W'ircgv,srnn (1993), a touch which 11pparently raised the 
hackles of #!ff-Marxist Terry fagleton (f el wanted something 
more Me-rchant Ivory than Del gave him), but which is 
authentically Wittgensteinian. 

Up m tl.>t Air off en both the script for Jubiltt and a planned 
sequel, 8-M01J1t>/Lrttlt England/A 7imt of Hope, co-~•ritten with 
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actor Julian Sands in about 1979. As Borgia Ginz lies dying, his 
brain hooked up to record his thoughts (Cold Lazarus, anyone?), 
the country is ;1.uctioned off to the highest bidder (C. T. Slicker). 
It is almost as if Jarman had invented Thatcher, or that he had 
mapped out the- horrors of the neXt dishonest decade. One pared 
of land remains out of the h;1,nds of Slicker, the Isle of Dogs (~the 
last of England[ ... ] Alcat raz has nothing on it1 which is bought 
up by pop musician Adam. There follows a banle fo r land, and 
horror gives way to bleak farce. 

What is missing from ~M01J1t is the framing Elizabethan 
Ktting, but this is there in abundance in Jarman's vitriolic Sod 
'Em. Pan a dC"nunci,nion or all things heierosoc, pan a queer 
defiance and reappropriation or Sodom, the film is the most 
tantalising work in the book, and the most impossible to film. 
With the ro~ family reduced to a soap opera (how it is, how 
trueQ, Prince Edv.•ard is conflated with Queer Edward ll, and 
faces the horrors or the prejudices against a love which rants its 
name. 

ThoK iconic queers, Marlo~·e-, Shakespeare, Newton, Byron, 
Wilde petition for God's intervention, but hC"r intervention can 
only be too late. Edward can only have Johnny in the afterl ife, 
a~·ay from heterosoc. Heterosoc can only kill Edward, and the 
one he loves. And yet, as Jarman was to in his later 
'straightforward' adaptation or Eduwrd II, he has his cake and 
eats it. Edward wakes up in the squat with Johnny, a.nd they 
kiss. All is right with the world. 

Jarman's notes tell us that 1his film was swallowed up by 
preparation for 71N Gartkn - and bits dearly survive, such as his 
reworking of religion and his attack on authority. Prime 
Minister Thatcher/ Reaper prefigures Tilda Swinton 's 
astounding ponrayal of beautiful evil inc.arnate - Isabella fro m 
Edu,ard/1. 

Two other scripcs are of vagud y generic incercn - Aknialtn, 
a reworking of Egypcian myth which was to have featured 
Bowie, and &b-Up-a-Doum, a medieval fable: which might have 
starred Swinton and Vanessa Redgrave. But the most evenly sf 
film in the book, and the one that came closest to being made, is 
Ntutron . 

This, as Michael O' Pray informs us in the book 's otherwise 
spot-on introduction, is reminiscent of Scott Rid!ey 's 
8/,uknmnn- [sic). Love rs Aeon and Sophia (one an echo of a 
Jungian term, the other an echo of gnostic knowledge) are split 
apan by a nuclear catast rophe. Aeon is rescued from being hung, 
by feral children, thanks to the intervention of Topaz., a 
mysterious and handsome scranger. After a while longer 
scavenging in the ruins, Aeon turns himself in to the oppressive 
authorities in the bunkers, only to find that Topaz. is their 
leader. (Wh.ilst Topaz and Aeon's relationship is 
unconsummated, this twist has the kick of that odd betrayed 
entanglement of soldier and public school type in last of 
England). 

Whilst the ends of Ed'U->ard II and Sod 'Em offered an escape 
into community, and the Last of England some hope of escape, 
Neutron off en a happy ending of the death of the tyrant, and the 
apotheosis of the hero. At the same time thr- victory signals a 
retreat: Aeon disappars imo medieval history. At his mon 
radical.Jarman draws on the messianic muse. 

And yet, would it have done Jarman any good to join the 
ranks of "Scott Ridley· and Terry Gilliam as one of Hollywood 
visionaries? Whilst the underfunding of Jarman's arttr no 
doubt c:aused anmic compromise, it al.so enforced creativity. 
Who needs a budget for recreating Wittgenstein's Oxford when, 
as Andrew M. Butler ha.s insistently reminded me, a green 
deckchair can stand in for al.I of Irdand? And who needs even 
that, when an astonishing, braYUra, pretentious, inspired choice 
of a single blue screen can allow us to superimpose on all of 
Jarman's thoughts of life and death? Into the .i.ir goes this 
baseless set of visions, and we are the richer for them. 

(lHrrk Janna.n, Up.,. rJ. Aus· Coll«ttd FJ,n Scntns, London: Vmugr, 1996, 
{.1.99. V,nugr h~•·r alsopubluhcd scvr~ volumrsof Jannan'11d,n1e1., ~nd 

KuJm,111,, P,,u/a, an .account of 71,, '-- of &igL,.nd- A.M.SJ 
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"·.·-·: . .,:_ __,, Cognitive Mapping 5: Space 
by Paul Kincaid 

Mort than fony yl'>-rs ~ar:ites these t.,o uuxu. In science fiction poss1ble, from life in a puddle 1n Jame, Bhsh's "Surface Tension• (1951) 
trrms that IS a matter of gtntr:itions: tht Ne., W:ave h» come and gone, to entire citia thre"'1ing the g.tlu,n m the ume author's "Cities m 
cyberpunk h» flourished and faded. Cbrke vu one of the gruu of Righi' sequence, ~inning .,ith E..mhmm, Coml' Homl' {1951). And 
sc1enct fiction"s goldm :age, Banks is one of tht most upnan of the from the .,e1rd .,n~·ironmenu of Hal Clement's /.tw,on of G,.n~I)' 
young turks• ytt th~ punge, could have come from Ulc nmc {1954)tothoitofUrryNivcn'sRingv,o•/d(1970).Whateverthecurious 
unsi1iv11y, the »mt out.,ard urge. Oh, 1hert art .,ords here and there muation available through space, 1t wu an excuse for the comptient 
that can be uud to ttll them apan: 'v.i.rping", 'tmgubmy', ptrhaps tven man - tht abiding symbolic figure .,ho btstridn (panicululy 
'hyperspace' mark out the ~ond e:ur:i« as ~-~--~~-~~-~~ American) science fiction - to succttd 
more recent. Bui in everything that counu, 7he gfowmg g:u shelfs u:rre all around us, through ingenuity and invention. In so 
the 1.,0 .,,iters :1.pproach 1hcir subjec1 in banishing the normal night of mtmtel/ar space. far :u the science fiction engendered by 

;:;~~~ ;~~ tise b~?~n:P;~;h ~b~:u!~~ we were flying into the center of a cosmic bomb $:~k:~a~:mwp~te:c~idaa:~i~hcec!~;:(~~!~ti~! 
Banks :&re doing what Kiener fiction "'"riim that had detonatcd mil/ema ago and whore of science. space provided the perfect 
have always done when they venture out mcandescentfragmentsweresti/lhurtlingapart. backcloth agaimt which it could be 
beyond the thin mantle of our :&tmosphcrc, TIJe immense scale of r.he explosion, and the fact shown off. 

~:~,!~r:g a~'i~~~~~~ln~~:. vmncn, they th"1 the debris alre"dy covered a vobmu: of S{i"t:e bou~f ~c~~~t;;/u:t~c:~;c;u~;1~~d~ 
Space i, made up of incredible distance, many billions of nu/es across, robbed the scene 0} (which. for the nke of argument, .,e"ll 

immcn~ siz.c, titonishing :i.peed. It may not any vmb/e movement It W014fd take decades com1der as co-cxunt "''ith John W. 
be lncrally unimaginable, but it ccnainly btfoTl' UN unaulcd ~ could detect any Campbell Jr 's reign nAJloundmg/An,,/og 

;;::~: 1::h;~'!,:;ti~ t~.,°;';~F.:e~!0or movcme11t m thcsc 1ort1tm! wisps and eddies o} ~a~!7~96~E,~:::,:~i~:es:/;aacc: 0:~; 

that is the :appropriate term m the g-'S, yet the ~n~ of 114rbi1/enl expansion w.u aver.age commuter pars to rhe road or 
cirnimsunccs) of 1hat 'senw of wonder' ovn whelming. r:iilway 1r:ack. It .,;u to be croJSed on the 

... hi~hi,t'l:p~ht :r~~e ~~•r;;ture, that "The Slar· (1955) Anhur C. Cluk~ ;:r ~::;; ~::nr!::e~::1:i:::. :~.'~( 
define science fiction in 1hc popular imaginuion, ipxc tr:i,·cl IS 1hc nory -.u set in spxc, it .,ould be endos.cd wi1hin a hennNic:1.lly-
probab\y the mon vivid. Grxcful vcsulJ and whttl-Jhapcd sp:1.ct s.c;iledgcntr:i1ionn:arship.Somc.,mtrsd1d:aucmp1toshow1he$C:1.leof 
s1.uions perform a smdy w;ilu in the film 1001: A Sp.arc Odyisry (1968), sp;ice. E. E. ·0oc• Smith opened the fint volume of his 'Lmsman" series 
insect-like ships cbn and sub at the v:ast lumbering Dcuh St.1r in Si.n (Tnpl,mt1.11,y [19• 11D .,ith 1he archNypal spacc-opemie image of two 
W•ri (1977), 1hc USS bitnprae boldly goes ..-here no-one h:u; gone g.tlu,cs colliding. But, for most. it wu 100 big. too empty, to provide 
before. From the confines of our busy. crowded, workad.1y .,orld, sp.1cc genuine dramatic possibilities. For ,1 while 1t .,ll only thou .,ritcrs -
i1 1hc magic of our time. and i1 is the bu:i.inas of science fi«ion 10 uke such :u Anhur C. Clarke in "The Siar' ,nd 2001: A SP<'a-~ or 
us 1hcrt. Poul Anderson in 'Kyric" (1969) - who .,ere attempting ro con•·ty a 

Since earliest humani1y looked up from their campfires imo a starry religious, or at lcut a mystical image, who used space iudf ;u a setting. 
sky, it hu been the place where we have found heaven, th., home of Others uud it m provide aliens of such a scale th.11 they could be 
.,ondcrs and mystery. Gods sit unre.1chable abo,·c the clouds, heroes :1.rc both incomprehensible 10 and uncomprehending of humanity. These 
taken up in glory to the heavens; in humanity there is an im.1ginnive .,ritcrs - .,hcther the aliens uke the form of Fred Hoyle"s nebulous 71,c 
yearning for ,pace which science fiction no., rides. B/,1clr Cloud (1957) or the imcl'$tclbr being of J:1.me, Tiptrce Jr's Up the 

comtn~e ~/;~c:~~~ia:nt:f;~n;~;t;~ti;:~~t:':n 7hhe;; ::~·~:::rn::it:; ~~:!~it't ~:1:!!::::1 -;ts~::efst;i~cr:;~:~~ 1~~~ ~~~;ti:~ar:n~ 
type of fantastic fiction, it became commonplace for .,ritcrs like Kepler humanity Again this is an almost religious impube: the heavens once 

!f;::1rrh]~~~:~7D ~dscn~~;.,~; ,.0t:ge~,c~e;h: Over the ye:m, dttadts, centuries and miflenia :;;;e~s°U::n~:/~~e:in!'y:~~~:;e~ 
sun or to the moon; 1hough what they found that followed, Phage had jo"rncyed r.hrough the humanity. 
1hcrc w:u; not unlike the_ .,?rld they left behind. gala:cy, wandcrmg from system co ryscem, Ag:1.inst this son of background, 

;::;':h:· i'1~;;:t!:.t"':id ryu';h'[\i::nK~:: concentrating on tradmgand manufact~ring at ~:~n !;~8:;~;~:~:i::arr~0;;~t:~:c~ 
fiction began to assume the form .,.., kno., 1/int ··· It ~ bten sucremve/y fitted wir.h ~- xtually quite radical. His novels, mou 
1oday, space tr:i,·d played liule pan m 11. more effic,mc and pou,,cr/14/ drl'V("S and cngmes, nouble fuauo.,, uc full of sp:1.ce opera 
Btyond the curious exceptions of Vern, (From until nientually u 'INS able to maint.a.m a paraphernalia. E. E. •0oc• Smith found 

'J::m ~;:',J,: !o~'[l~[.';~s!i»~dca!;i'~[~;: perfectly mpttt.a.ble wl«~ty either ~rpi~g !'rrec~~nt;xt0,.!f.:m~i!',c~is~:~~ 
fiction wu resolutely E.anh-bound. along the fabnc of space-time OT (Tl'.'2tmg m series. ,imply in order to continue th, 

Only .,1th the pulp if ad,·cmurn of Hugo own: induccd-sing14J.ar1ty paibuxry through sptctxula, chuuur; Bmlu's no\·cb 
Gernsback's magnina in the 1910s did spa.cc byperspaccbtncar.horabove,t. too are filled with C\·cr bigger cffecu. 

!i~~~cTiC:i::. ~n;a~~ :~i: :;t;:! ,:~~=n ~i Excnuon (1996) lain M. Banks !:.~::;:::,":h~~;:t:,~;!Yc:::~~ 
the Amcncan frontier imo space, tht 'manifcs1 datiny" lhal guided Service Vehicles, his galuy-hoppmg plane1oids. Herc, the sc;ilc of space 
ninc1ttnth-cen1ury man into 1he .,idc open space of the American We11 is placed at centre nag, - yN the ,ntcnt is never to reduce the human, or 
.,ould guide tw,nty•fim century into 1he wide optn tp:1.cn of... spxc. to marvel at the majesty of 1he infini te. Though the descriptions uc 
Many of the stories that re1ulted repca1«1 1ht mor:il simplicity, the bigger, f:utcr, funher reaching, the guiding chuactel"Utic is aJ.,ays the 
mythic gr:indeur, and even the structu re of the original pulp adventures, human imellect. Though w, could not comfonably take in the sizt of a 
the dime novel co.,boy stories of 1hc end of the ninctc.,nth ccnmry, GOV, .,e could talk to it person to person. What abides in Banks's 
This notion of space :u being a tr:ansplanted American frontier is still novels is hum:1.nity: ;ilthough we may have been dwarfed, it is our 
common in many space adventure stories, and is specifically recognised patterns of thoui;ht :1.nd behaviour th31 guide every massive anefact 
m th t opening voiccover of Star Trek: "Space, the Final Frontier .. .". through ever vaster regions of spact. In 1his he ii perhaps closer to tht 

But if the plots were old, the scnings were ne.,, And one thing impulse of 1he Gcmsbackian writers extolling th, competent man, come 
space provided "1>-·as :& vision of the infinite ponibilitics of our .,hat may . but for Banks the competent man may not be a man, but a 
1«hnolog1nl future ... With such a us1 c~nvas, almost anything .,:u planet, or a planet-sized ship, a being :adjusted to chc .scale of space iutlf. 
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Roger MacBride Allen Isaac Asimov's Utopia 
Orion, 1996, JlOpp, £16.99 

Reviewed by Mark Plummer 

~There arc rimes when the Three Laws have a hell of a lot 
to answer for," says Fredda Leving towards the end of this, 
the fina.l book in Allen's trilogy of .sequels - previous 
volumes were Uliban and Inferno - to Asimov's Robot 
Stories. That idea seems to have ~rved, at least in part, as 
the genesis for this work: the realisation that the Three 
La~, which have become almost a given in much robot 
fiction, may be excessively limiting; that maybe they need a 
re-write. Apparently Asimov proposed such an idea to 
Roger MacBride Allen back m 1990 and this trilogy, 
written with Asimov's approval, is the result. 

So we find ourselves on the planet Inferno, 'one of the 
smallest , weakest, most fragile of the Spacer world', 
amongst the traditional Three Law robots we know so well 
and a new kind. the New Law robots. These have 

~~~~:ti;:;o ;r~:!t ~~~~f~~m0~1i~~0t::m:hik 

h::m~b¥tn~oj~~msa:i~!:-d~~r~t~:~~g f~~h~o;r~~!t t~ 

f~~~i!te:it: ~~r::t\?t, a~a~ms J:rail~ ;~o~~~:al: 
somewhat drastic solution to the prdblem: crashing a comet 
onto the planet's surface. It 's a daring scheme and not 
without risk to the planet's inhabitants, something which 
the Three Laws robots find unacceptable and contrary to 
their conditioning. From here we proceed through a ~rics 
of political intrigues, espionage and kidnapping plans, and 
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those good old Three Laws conflicrs which typified most of 
the original Asimovian Robot stories. Rival political 
factions pursue their own agendas and plenty of grief is 
caused fo r the New law robots who, as well as having to 
cope with human insecurities about the threat they may or 

ili:r i~~~fv:e~~~J~~di~r~s~~~~? ~~~~~:r ;~:?r ~i:;~eme 
The book highlighu the limitations of the original 

Three Laws as the humans frequently find thcm~lves 
working against their 'se.rv.ints', the robots. The computers 
that control the terraforming process, for example, have to 
be tricked into believing that they're actually running a 
simulation so they can make decisions that could result in 

;:;e:~:!/;: :r:i~i/~::, t~!: as:~tlb:t~~? ~~!hv~h: 
removal of the original injunction, that a robot should not 
'through inaction allow a human being to come to harm', 
are the resulting New Law robots safe or do they now pose 
a serious threat to humanity? And on top of all this, we 
have the wild card, Caliban, a robot built without any 
constnining la~: a No Law robot. 

• Asimov would have been proud,· says the cover. quoting 
from The Time.J. Indeed Allen does appear 10 have stayed 
true to the spirit of the original Robo1 s1orics and enthusiasts 
will doubtless be pleased with this addi1ion to 1hc body of 
work. Setting aside all the robot dilemmas. the underlying 
s1ory - the imminent comet collision - is en1enaining 
enough. even if the conc lusion hardly comes as a surprise. 
However, the book has linle 10 offer to those people who 
believe that the whole Three Laws of Robotics issue was 
worked out decades ago. 
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Iain M. Banks Excessio11 Orbit, 1996, 455pp, £15.99 

Reviewed by Joseph Nicholas 
The 'Culture' novels neatly expose the timidity and unimaginativeness of the US models from which they descend. 
Faced with the galaxy as a canvas, US authors have retreated into replays of the American Revolution or 
celebrations of so-called pioneering vinues rather than acknowledge the obvious: that a civilisation which can roam 
the galaxy would have solved its resource problems and therefore could do anything it wants. From each according 
to their abilities, to each according to their needs - a literal communist utopia from which Rohen Heinlein and 
Jerry Pournelle would run in terror. And just to show how hedonistic utopia can be, Banks's characters rarely give 
freely anything to the society of which they're pan, they have to be coerced and flattered into doing just about 

an~:!~te problem with vast canvases is that, to do them justice, the stories they tell have to be equally vast. In the 

~~u!~~;~ n::t1inC:hn:jti;e::~e::;; (:1i1~r1he:'i: ;:rt:~:;~~;li~t1;~::er;0am:i::i: t~f thaeri:~;u:~ 
dr.u:nas available). In the two subsequent 'Culture' novels, however, the narrative focussed more on the human 
element, so that in the final chapters of the third, The Use of Weapons, we were confronted with a crisis whose 
resolution had little to do with the Culture per se: it simply provided a known context for a story which could have 
taken place in any galactic civilisation. However, with &cession, the founh 'Culture' novel, we're back to the 
narrative scale of the first. The focus is as much on the Minds which control the Culture's lens-of-kilometres-long 
spacecraft as the humans. 

The Minds are confronted by what they call an Oul of Context Problem: a black-body sphere, labelled the 
Excession, has irrupled into their universe. It may offer a means of access to other universes, but it refuses all 

:~;:!~e;;~n;e;i:r1:t;oanrcd~c~~~~:s.~~h~ei °!:1le'::l~\i:'e~l!:,;h~~~ ili?i!;;bs1~s;:ct;d1 ~;;~~:nc:k3!;d wtt~ 
GSV Sleeper Service, which is currently classified as Eccentric and so cannot be relied on to co-operate. Instead, 
Special Circumstances has to persuade a philandering diplomat, Byr Genar-Hofoen, to leave his current assignment 
to tbe Affront, a non-Culture species which may join it in the future , and be sent to access her memories in person. 
Barely has Genar-Hofoen's journey commenced, however, than we discover that another pa.rt of Special 
Circumstances wishes to stop him, and so is sending a vain, air-headed young girl, Ulver Seich, to seduce him. 
Meanwhile a conspiracy of Minds called the Interesting Times Gan~, which m:.ay not be aware of Special 

~t~~;n~;;r(shfc\~1~ai; ~1~:!fb~~0b~~sf:edub~ :~he~c:s~~;v~ki~;sih:ctrto:~~~ tcr::e aw~:~e:h~°C~~:;:,,i~ 
order to force the Culture to deal with their known rapacity and cruelty. 

pro;~:~~:. h~::::;~~~~h!0r~f~1:~t~~~~~~1e~f~~~c~~~~sf;:~~u:nlJ 1t~s;:;i~~. ~;o~~: ~:;i~s:~di~:g~~elnn~:~ 

b~~a~sseb~h:u~i~~= :1!~t•t~eb~;i:sd:ip~~gEs:b:t:~Ju:: :; t~1~h~0o~~h~;~~~r:~~u~fi~ ~: ~h:r~~~u~~~k~~hno1 
which will necessarJy intrigue any space opera fan with a taste for the vast. But the other part is that the reasons 
fo r Genar-Hofoen's involvement become less and less convincing, and are eventually revealed as a ruse by the GSV 
Sleeper Service to reunite him with a lover he abandoned forty years before and who has been living out a delayed 
pregnancy aboard the ship ever since. The ship, having been the instrument which first brought them together, 
now wishes to see :.a definitive resolution to their affair, the human couple naturally want nothing of the kind. 
Meanwhile the Affront are forced to surrender, the traitor Mind commits suicide, the Interesting Times Gang gains 
full control of the situat ion, the Excession disappears, and Special Circumstances's contradictory actions remain 
unexplained. 

wh~~!~:~~;h;efi::t a-n~::Itrv:ir:t:e i~:~0 thi~k~~el?~:r:~~i-o~~k~•:\~~een:i:~ ~;etrc~~Fi}:Ct~:i~hi:r~e~~ ~:d 
~:e~h~v~li~dthi:h\~i~;tGe~~~-~oit:~al:n~uhi:1i;;rc:~~:ilie~ sr~~~e°d:~~su~:~Jeui:~?tg ;~de~-l~~tb~a':d~~ 
narrative pattern or proper conclusion, but just goes on until it stops. 1n :.addition - as it doesn't say but as we can 
deduce for ourselves - in real life, individual hum:.ans rarely concern themselves with the larger matters which 
history eventually judges to have been imponant. Our focus is on the immediate and the everyday. Confronted 
with a threat outside our usual expectations our natural tendency is not to start wondering how to become heroes, 
but rather to worry about trivia over which we have some control and hope that someone else will deal with the 
problem. For every ten politicians who claim the mantle of le:.adership and to be :.acting from altruism, there are 
tens of thousands of us for whom the news is just another television programme. 

A1. many critics have charged: science fiction h:.abitually overst:.ates the r0le of the individual as an :.agent of 
change, and just as habitually ignores broad social and historical processes involving people in the mass. We've all 
lost count of the number of stories we've re:.ad in which the fate of the galaxy hangs on the actions of a single 
person. Banks has prob:.ably read them too, and knows like us that they are false bec:.ause they do not engage with 
the real world. H i.s response, riskily courting havlflg it labelled disappointing, has been to write a novel in which, 
although humans feature, they are not vital to the resolution of the elot. As hedonists, they would much rather 
concentrate on the pursuit of transient pleasures tban worry about saving their Culture. That's what the Minds are 
for. Even utopia, Banks suggests, needs overseers. 
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Clive Barker Sacrament 
HarperCollins, 1996, 434pp, £15.99 

Phillip Mann The Burning Forest 
Gollancz, 1996, 255pp, £16.99 

Reviewed by Gary Dalkin 

Anyone who has ever had good and bad ne-ws at the same 
time will know how I felt when 1 received these two books 
lo review. While Clive Barker has produced more 
consistant!y superlative fantasy fiction than any other 
British writer, Phillip Mann wrote The Dragon Wakes, the 
previous volume of the quartet under considerat ion, and a 
work which I was unfortunate enough to read previously 
for Vector. Call it synchronicity, or the zeigiest, but both 
novels concern themselves with the threat of environmental 
catastrophy and spiritual transformation, and despite 
otherwise being very different, each have the failing of 
being decided[ y underploned. 

Inevitably the same fundamental absurdities underlie 
The Burning Form as did the preceding novel in A Land Fit 
for Henm (see my comments in Vector 186). We are still in 
20th century Roman Britannia, and the Romans are still 
preparing to incinerate our every last tree and tu rn 
scorched ean h into a giant sheep farm. Believable plotting 
does not appear to be one of Phillip Mann's strengths. For 
those who missed last year's unexciting episode, the 
rationale is that only British Sheep is safe to eat because all 
the mainland ruminants have gone down with a very nasty 
disease. 

And, err, that's it. .. 

the I;~~~n~f r~l~~~Fe:~1;t':aii~ei~d\;e~~~~e~a1a;~ ~~tr~rb:i 
groups. After a very long wait a few trees do burn - as if 
the Towering Inferno had been a broom cupboard fire in 
the last te~ minutes of the film - b~t Mann reneges upon 
the promised conflagration, prefenng to let everything 
degenerate into arbitary mystical symbolism. 

Thus he introduces the black egg - abraxis, or an anti
life force - from the 'time before time' (sic) and the goddess 
of cre:1.tion/destuction. The mere titular threat of an 
environmental catastrophy causes the enbodiment of nature 

~~i:~n~~gh: ;~d b::h~~ttn ~h~u:fl•e~7:~ ~~eti:'/!:~f~0
t~ 

cause an environmental apocalypse which kills almost all 
the characters who have survived thus far. This deus ex 
rrl4chma ending is not dissimilar to the climax of Raiden of 
!he lost Ark, which comparison aptly sums up the level of 
imagination on offer here. 

Even the details irritate. Mann tells us that people are 
'cremated to statues', and has characters refer to 'gremlins', 
a concept and word which arose from specific 
circumstances in World War II on our own eanh: the word 
could not exist in Mann's parallel world. But much more 
important than these matters is the fact that the book does 
not seem to know what it is, resulting in long sections of 

fnryth~1~~i;i~ iir~gj~::~iir;~:~~t s:~~ ai:~n s~b~~~!~t~:k 
nature mysticism. Actually, everything from the title 
onwards is very sub-Holdstock: Coll can turn into his spirit 
animal and enter other worlds of the spirit, while far too 
many forms of magic are included to suspend any disbelief. 
However, several passages, panicula.rly one dealing with the 
death of one of the central characters, do maintain the 
simple poetic srandeur of a f~lk tale. 

expr?:s h~s~~~~e~~:~dfn~e~t;~~s ci::i;;~~~;.h~~;fae~~~ 
an indication of the fact that he believes in nothing, that he 
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has re~uced life and the universe to a meaningless 
mechan~sm, an~ so has a?opted the existentialist position of 

~tt(nmh~~n~a~~, f•:;:t;::t7~:~ t;[eouJr~a~:r:fede~:r:x0~~e~h: 
entire world to 'prove' meaninglessness. It is the ultimate 
solipsistic viewpoint, rather than the corruption of absolute 
power. 

Sacramen_t also features a character, Jacob Steep, who 
has the ambition to destroy all life and so more clearly hear 
the voice of God, though when we first meet him he is still 
ove~eeing the ~xtinction of the final pairs of individual 
species. Steep 1s the surrogate father/nemesis of Will 
Rabjohns, a character who is su rely Barker's most 
autobiographical hero to date. 

Barker's writings have shown enormous diversity, and a 
marked development from intense horror to visionary 
fantasy (with a side-step to produce, with The Thief of 
Alw_a)'.S, the finest children's novel of recent years), while 
retaimng key concerns for those on the margins o( society 
and their spiritual and physial quests. 

Here Rabjoh ns is a middle-aged Englishman living in 
San. Francisco. He is at the top of his profession -
environmental photography so dark and disturbing as to 
make his work as controvenial as it is lauded - and the 

h~~os~t~:fity~h~hil;'a~~re hihavean be~~tsit~m~:ex~!i 
characters in previous Barker novels, lmajica and Everoi/le, 
they have been very much in the supporting cast. Now it 
would appear that Barker has had enough of catering to his 
heterosexual audience and has decided they should follow 

~~dini~;a~hi~hT~:~b:b~;::::;;;;e s~~= bc~~ss~~~~!t:~te;; 
HarperCollins. 

The explanation for Barker's fonhrightness may lie in 
what we learn of Will's disillusionment with his career. He 
has done everything, professiona\ly and personally, and 
feels there is nothing left to aim for. At the beginning of 
Sacrament he is considering making his latest book his last. 
If this is a reflection of Barker's thoughts, this may indeed 
he his final novel, though the ending does give hope for :i 

new direction. 
In a prologue Will is attacked by a polar bear. We next 

meet him in hospital in a coma and are plunged into 
Ba_nksian territory reminiscent of The Bridge as, for the first 
third of the book, Rabjohn relives the significant evenu of 
his adolescence. He has moved to a Yorkshire village with 
parents who are grieving the death of his older and 
preferred brother. Unable ever to live up to the image of 
dead Nathaniel, the disaffected Will becomes friends with 

~he~~od.n~t!1: :!!f c?;in~e~h11~ouh:;i~i1e;eti~r~~:;; 
Jacob Steep, and immediately a psychic bond forms. 

Steep is one of those fabulous creations who seem as if 
th~y should always have existed in folk tales, yet he is a 
umquely 20th century cha~cter, an ar~hetype for an age of 
environmental hell, an anu-Noah. He 1s the man or, rather, 
something aki n to a fallen angel, who supervises the end of 
creatures, two by two . With Steep is Rosa McGee. 
Together they have travelled the world for centuries, 
passionately bound together by love and hate, and forces 
more powerful than even they remember. 

The first sect ion ends with inconclusive violence, and 
then the book reveals it major weakness. Will recovers 
cons~ious?es~ ~nd returns to San Francisco to recuperate. 
Despite his vmons of Lord Fox, a complex symbolic figure 
which appears to move from dreams to the waking world, 
and a growing awareness that Steep is st ill in the world and 
presents a greater danger than ever, far too many pages are 
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devoted to Will rekindling an old romance and visiting 
various friends. The relentless narrative pull of /magica and 
Weawworld are sadly missing. 

At too great a length, Will returns to England to 
confront Steep and face the riddle of the ancient Domus 
Mimdi, the enigmatic House of the World, in which may !ie 
the destruction of all life on earth. The pace accelerates, but 
the novel remains curiously !ow key. Barker repeatedly 
writes himself into the position of having to deflate what 
otherwise would be one of his vast set-pieces of wonder and 
destruction, for if he allowed events to run their course the 
book would be over long before it extended page count. 

Eventually, via the the enigma of a centuries-dead 
mystical artist, we reach a pantheistic vision of the heart of 
nature, one which is a cousin of those found in the stories 
of Arthur Machen (Barker has previously referred to 
Machen in the singing roses in Everoille) . Opposites are 
joined, blood is spilled, and an ambigious redemption 
atained. 

This is a book fu!l of couples, revolving around a theme 
of the fercundity of nature. A central irony is the failure of 
almost all of the characters to satisfactorily reproduce. Will, 
while half of various couples, never has a child due to his 
sexuality. Frannie sacrifices any chances she may have had 
fo r motherhood to look aher her brother. All of Rosa's 
children die at birth. Will's brother dies and he can never 
find the same place in his parents' affections. Implied in 

humanity's failure to produce the next generation is the 
species' almost gleeful destruction of the natural world -
Barker paints humanity as half-mad from alienation from a 
vague, new•agish, conception of God. 

Especially fine in this respect is the creation of Hugo, 
Will's father. A university philosopher who could once 
compete with Sartre, his materialistic, nihilistic view of life 
has only brought him bitterness and a cold heart. 
Egotistical, vain and cantankerous, he shows no redeeming 
qualities. His confrontations with his son are among the 
most moving scenes in the book. 

hav~f ~;:7;::~~~:\;~~s~l;k~~.e:~dtif~i~~~t:;~~~ do~ 
in passing, recall his previous books a little too closely, then 
at least the writing is as fine as we expect, :md the 
characterisations are superb. There is something here of the 

~f~h0!hi:~~ra~r~i~ tttd~;if~f 0iit l~:,np~;;~?;gt~o t~:~ 
the second. There is also a very real sense of loss. This is, 
unlike most fantasy fiction, a book unafraid to confront the 
real world, and the silence presence of AIDS is so strong as 
to become almost a character itself. If much of the old 
Barker has gone, what remains are the moments of wonder, 
the glorious epiphanies, the metaphysical enquiry mixed 
with love, sex, death and 1ransfiguration. Though this fine 
novel ultimately disappoints, it does so only because we are 
painfully aware that at his best Barker is incomparable. 

Storm Constantine 
Reviewed by K.V. Bailey 

Scenting H allowed Blood Signet, 1996, 357pp, £5.99 

In this, the second volume of a 'Grigori' trilogy, ancient myth set in a contemporary framing, Storm 
Constantine has chosen locales which, more than those in Stalking Tender Prey, lend themselves t0 that imaginal 

~:s:~bf y°J~~~;;~u~i!~kh{io:ag~~al r:~h~~h ;~~~[dca:h:i~e;7~~ re~:;ee; c?rf;!~L t:~:t;h;~~5r~i:~e c!aes/:;;i~~ 
the Lizard which is the haunt of rival Grigori factions and of a meddlingly participatory coven of witches. Her 
'imaginal blending' is well illustrated in the observation of the debris from the climactic tidal wave: broken 
bodies 'that looked like seal s but were not', weed 'that might have been the shorn hair of giant mermaids' . 

arcJ e~;;~fa~h::a:~e~~ ar~-;~~: t~ia;~~:r:r:i~~d a t:;:r:~d l~~~~eas~ad;:d/efh!inc~n~~ai fi~:;:roi;h~h:;:t aa~ 
embodiment of the fallen angel Shemya.za who had, in Stalking Tender Prey, been incarnated in the bivalently 
good/evil, but predominantly evil and now dissolved person of Othman. To a greater extent than in earlier 
fantasies, Storm Constantine has hitched her story to a specific body of myth - myth which has roots in the 
very earl y history of Middle Eastern cufrures, according to the investigations of Andrew Collins (From the Ashes 
of Angels} and other interpreters of Akkadian and H ebraic legends of the 'Sons of God'. In myth, and in 

f~~:1:d~~~; a~d~int~ini~~c;;n~; ~~;~~':lo5!;;.'h:~a:kind~bu~th~ :~ e:ii:t:di~ s~iri/rh:i~~e~ tJ1e~:i:1 
starry exile while the descendants of that prehistoric miscegenation have, as Grigori, continued to frequent the 
earth. In this volume t he Grigori characters from Stalking Tender Prey, in their 'good' and 'evil' divisions, expect 

: h~:~•l;~d ;~:~:/!t Stt:m{ud~f~~;,\b;~k~~ga \is5:~~ h~:iti~0bid~~;_\_f>beJ~~~ed~tht; fak:~\!~~/~:;g~ri 
stronghold in Cornwall while some of his followers arc taken to the stronghold of rival G rigori. A kind of war 
pers ists, punctuated and energised by a variety of rituals and sexual encounters and practices. It culminates with 
Shem/Shemyaza, as Azazeal, Angel of Light, experiencing a series of confrontations deep in the cliff caves of 
Cornwall . First there is the vision of the Earthmother/Eve figure, Ishtahar, then the temptress of the negative 
path, Sofia, and finally the ophidian Shamir, the dark serpent of the Earth, with whom he conjo ins 
apocalyptically to burst forth into the primal ocean the the accompaniment of solar eclipse, tidal wave, 
earthquake and manifestations th roughout Albion's many 'omphali' - stone circles, cathedrals and centres of 
supernatu ral potency. 

After all that, t hin gs sober down somewhat as the factions come together in feasting while the scene is set for 
the tri logy 's conclusion. Shemyaza, though a Solar Messiah, has not yet pierced the cosmicall y liberating 

~:~;:s~t~~ab;~hec~~J;?;iet~:c;~:t:~1~0~~.\::~::d !i~as~~~~~~ ~~s~;~1bi~: :h:::~u~~i5~~~ tlle3 i~;::~n;~l~ 
this scale is a matter of novelistic skill, and Constantine succeeds well. Take, for example, the Cornish coven, 
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~~~t:g~1:~~ ;~cir::tn fi:v:::~tsri~::~::·e l;:n~tish:Ip ~:;;:tn~t!hi~r :c~e:~h1:?!it:id ~~.fb:i;i ~t:~ 
they finally stand 10 ~ce the wave mou.m.iin their im.ige is noble and tr:.igic. Simil.irly the Moses Assembly 
Rooms in their commonplace Bloomsbury loc.ition initi.illy seem just dingy and Victorian, but they .ire soon 
expen.ly invested with Gothic horror. Thus the re.ider's im.igin.ition is .it full symp.ithet ic st retch when it comes 
to the big set pieces of supern.itural and/or erotic fantasy, such as the underw:11ter episode in Lyonesse or 
Shemyaza's vision.1.ry recapitulation of his past. 

These, and other sequences, while not being specifically allusive, are vibrantly reflective of those deep-rooted 
areas of myth out of which so much poetic literature and metaphysical imagery has sprung. The chapter 
' Waking of the Serpent' has affinities with Kundalini yoga; a partially analagous drama is Byron'stragedy of 
Azazeal, Heaven and Earth; and a kindred fantasy is H.G. Wells's 'The Apple', which gives a modern setting to 
the aftermath of the legend of the Tree of Knowledge, guarded by angels in the mountains of Kurdistan where, 
Storm Constantine has said in a recent interview, her third volume will take its readers. Actually the Trees of 
Life and of Knowledge, with all their Cabbalistic associations, are central to the evolution of Constanti.ne's 
Shemyaza: his entry into the abyssal Sphere of Da'ath signifying his uniting of them and his command of their 
negative and positive aspects. It is archetypal resonances of this kind th:n make reading Scenting Hallowed Blood 
so imaginally rewarding, though 2t times the action may cenainly be melodramatic. 

Robin Cook Contagion 
Macmillan, 1996, 4J4pp, £16.99 

Reviewed by Brian Stableford 

Since publishing Coma (1977), which became a successful 
film starring Genevieve Bujold and Michael Douglas, Robin 
Cook has produced a steady stream of hospital-based 
thrillers. Such works are the horror genre's equivalent of 
the romance genre's nurse novels and TV's crisis centre 
dn.mas, productively mining the yukk factor and life--or
death melodrama which are intrinsic to medical 
emergencies. A few of Cook's works in this vein - most 
notably Mutation (1989) - have ventured into the 
borderlands of sf but even these crossovers are content with 
formularized plots and conventional story-structures. 

Contagion is a mystery in which a Medical Examiner -
seemingly based on the abrasively nosey Quincy of TV 
fame (but better looking, at least until he stans getting 
beaten up by gangm.s) - tries to figure out why a New 
York hospital has suddenly staned turning out groups of 
stiffs killed by very rare and exceedingly nasty diseases 
which appear to have been contracted in house. The second 
protagonist is a female advenising executive desperate to 
advance her career who begins to wonder whether there 
might be some mileage in playing on public anxieties about 
nosocomial infections. 

(Nosocomial infections arc the ones people pick up in 
hospital, far more frequently than hospitals care to admit. 
One of the benefits of reading Robin Cook is that you get 
to find out what words like nosocomial mean . In Contagion 
he also explains how to order lethal pathogens by mail on 
your VISA card, in case you're interested.) 

On the plus side, Contagion is genuinely gripping. Once 
it has become dear that someone is deliberately infecting 
hospital patients with nasty diseases, beginning with the 
plague and moving on through tularemia and Rocky 
Mountain spotted fever to the Spanish flu, with the 
apparent motive if staning a major epidemic, the reader is 
inevitably hooked by three questions, two of them trivial 
and one vital. The trivial questions are, of course, who? and 
how?; the vital one is why? Tlus is what distinguishes 
medical mysteries from commonplace detective stories; in 
ordinary mysteries the challenge is usually a matter of 
figuring out which of the characters did the dirty deed but 
in medical mysteries the deeds tend to be so bizarrely and 
excruciatingly dirty as 10 make the problem of identity pale 

into insignificance before the question of motive. Why on 
earth would anybody stan slaughtering innocent persons 
wholesale in the na.stiest manner imaginable, in the 
apparent hope (or at least with the attendant risk) of 
unleashing an epidemic which might kill millions more? 

As it happens, I can think of two or three reasons why 
someone might want to do that, all of which have already 
~n featured in medical thrillers of some note (cf, for 
instance, Terry Gilliam's Twtlw Monkeys). While I read the 
first three hundred pages of Contagion I tried hard think of 
a new one that would be both plausible and interesting, and 
I suppose Robin Cook must have been thinking just as hard 
while he was writing them; I failed but not nearly as 
spectacularly as he did. That, alas, is the minus side of 
Contagion. It is an unfortunate truism the more gripping a 
story is, the greater is the disappointment, anger and fn.nk 
disgust which ensues if it turns out that the answer to the 
enigma is moronically absurd. 

Cook fights against these odds in a manner which might 
almost seem heroic were it not so patently futile. In order 
10 offer rival suspects in the matter of how? he gives us an 
account of an unlucky patient's last hours which carefully 
includes three different ways she could have been given the 
lethal dose - but hey, if it had been the injection or the drip 
even the idiot stn.w men who arc not permitted by the 
author to observe any commandment save 'Cover Thine 
~• would have figured it out. As for who?, it doesn't take 
a genius-level reader 10 deduce that if a book has a prologue 
which introduces three characters, two of whom are the 
story's main protagonists, then the third must be there for 
some other reason. In terms of real dnmatic tension, alas, 
the story only has one authentic enigma with which to 
tempt and trouble it readers - and the simple fact is that 
poor Robin couldn't think of anything that would qualify 
as a sensible answer. If he could have, I dare say that he 
would have - but it is, after al!, his job to do that, so it 's 
difficult to substitute pity for contempt. 

Mercifully, dear BSFA member, you'll never have 10 

find out what an insultingly horrible mess the climax of 
this book is, because it isn't really science fiction. That's 
one of the few privileges of membership in this ~lite band 
of brothers (and, of course, sisters) we are proud to call 
fandom. 
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Mark Dery Escape Velocity 
HoddPr&Sco11ghton, 1996, 376pp, L/6.99 

Reviewed by Steve Palmer 

For once, here is a non-fiction book about cyberculture 

f~;~ a;~~h'\~r!:~n~ri~ ~°J.~~ ;;ira:d ~~dte;::1 c:~i~a~~:~d 
coming with its own Website {http ://www.well.com/ 
u.ser / m.arkdecy/ ), this is a work that delivers what it 

proc~~~I~:: t7;ni;~i~ys~n environment. As J.G. 

:~=dor:~:te~~w!h~e;e ~~"t1po~:be ;:,e r;;:::ga~:J 
reality with one created by the human mind. Our 
increasingly technological world - a world where the 
multiplication of computers is like bacteria, where the need 
for wd u~ of computers is h.i.rd.ly ever questioned, ._.,here 
The Computer is a new <kity - is losing its green colour 
a.nd becoming grey. 

the :~a~i:~if~f ~~1:k1b~Z ~kd :~:c:~~~r;h~~~ 
body - is the way in which humw beings are becoming 
ever more divorced from their physic:al seh·es. It seems that 
the earliest religious ideas of the mind, or spirit, being an 
entity inside a vehicle - the body - has been eX2.ggerated by 
cyberculture. There exists this bizarre concept of hum.m 
minds able to be set frtt from their bodies to roam the 
infinite ways of cyberspace. To me this is absurd. The mind 
wd the body arc one, inseparable; there is no such thing as 

:h~~ef:r:.P!~t;;°soa~:!i!\~0k =~~:ef; :;!n~~~t=~ 
the reality of their bodies, ,md creating ethical 2nd artistic 
mores that express really dttp body loathing. Bea~ 

~e!h1?h~pi:t~~u~:!rJ:°:si~~ ~~c~!t:1e:~~c1i:~~res, as 

equt~~:c~u t~~~e~~ve ~~a~h. a f,~~~t~:aly:tn~o s;:t~~~ 
imagination, and the concep1 of the machine, particularly 
the computerised machine. The obsession with material 
ioods and computational progress, particularly in America 

it t~~u7~:~t t~c :b:e~~!~a~~ o~~h\~~fr!:~•e~~m~f 
mattematics. Computers are based on mathematics: 
unemotional, statistical, quantifiable. One of the horrifying 
things about the new environment is how anything 
intuitive, sense-based, and particularly anything that cannot 
be measured, is ejected from mainstream society. The 
deadly black grip of a new culture is upon us, and its 
forerunner is cyberculture. 

dep~fvf~~~~~I~~ e~r~~~::i~~!n~;_ sgus;s m~~chr:r:cb:!~ 

Michael F. Flynn 
Reviewed by John Newsinger 

Vec;lor 19 0 • November/December 1996 

on the input of our bodies. In Bea~ Velocity the new 
concepts of artificiil realities, of ethics being economic in 
origin (ie. comput2tional, since econom.ic space is now 

:::~iaJ1~:phasit::/~h:); ~n:,//o c;to°wrg:ht~~~• n~;ht~::~ 
lies before us. It's worse because there doesn't seem to be 
anyt hing an individual on do about it. The only moral 
answer is to drop out, but that could be seen l1S 2 form of 
rejection. Do we try to change the course of the juggernaut, 

or tt ._.~e ~i;:b~biy significant that a word used by Mark 
Dery to describe the typically cybercuhural concept of 
static observation of datll., the mind apparently divorced 
from the body, is DISCORPORATION.) 

And as he notes: 

l~'=:!~h;;ic':r7ddk :~ ~::r Lb, h!!::t m 
condition - that we simuh-aneowly ha\·c bodies and .are 
bodies. that our flesh lS both 'it' and 'I'. 

Maybe the sohn ion to this eterna1 problem is to live for 
the moment, in real time not cybenime, in rea1 bodies not 
cyborgised bodies, immersed in a culture that is not based 
on mathematics wd on materialism. But in the West this is 
difficult. We are used to opposions: love or bate, work or 
play, us or them. The concept of mind AND body is not 
one we are familiar with; we think of mind OR body. The 
Statis1ical, quwtifiable nature of late twentieth century 
Western society reinforces this dualistic approach and 

~; ::n~:tfn~• ~h~:• ;;~;!~abf/a:~~:~f ~in~a~~ 
(Unless you drop out). 

So it is not unreasonable to be suspicious of cyber
hippies. The first chapter in Mark Dery's book concerns 
the Nouveau Underground of the nineties, 2nd notes the 

f~:~~~:e J:~:~~c~~g~: t;:b~c7nt~:h~~~;g ~~~o:~ 
~iti~i~~i~~i:~!~n~e;ta~~~t~: ~ir.t~~ ::s: self obsessed 

The New Age spimuality that is based on cybercuhure 
is also based on science, 2nd thus on computational 
mathematics. Too often supposedly spiritual folk resort to 
science to back up their arguments, again showing an 

~~:IT~iJee1;e:?~~~~;t::di~~a;~!~i~t1:;e ~~ta i:;i~j~u~e!tSeh~~ 
computational interaction are people just substituting 
computers for their own minds? Any cursory look at 
recent psychology books shows this worrying analogy. So 
does Bea~ Velocity, and the author doesn't much like it. 

For anybody intersted in the future of humanity, bot h 
in the near 2nd far futures, this book is essential. 

Firestar TOR, 1996, 575pp, $27.95 

Firmar is a huge novel about the redemption of America, about how the country and its citizens can be saved 
and restored to greatness. The way to achieve this objective: a revived space programme. 

sec:~~hi; 9:t t~i~~s;i~!n co~~in3aii~;:f,el~~~~e~;~a1~/:S~~i:m;~t6~t~:e~h:~ p~:fi~~atl~:n:h~f ~k 
consistently denigrates any state 2ctivity as inherently inferior to what can be provided by business: government 
is the plaything of special interests and at best only gets in the way of \',rogress. While VHI is ostensibly 
interested in profit, in fact the space programme will, it is ho~, provide l e American people with renewed 
purpose, with a challenge. It will also provide Eanh with a defence against future catastrophe. Th.is last is the 
secret obsession of the head of VHJ, Mariesa van Huyten: the need to save the human race from random 
extinction by getting off planet and into space. 

On one le\'el this is just another right-wing sci-fi manifesto, very much what you would expect from 
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someone who collabo rated with Larry Niven and Jerry Pournelle on their appalling Fallen Angels. It would be 
easy to dismiss the novel as a fictional rendering of the world according to Newt Gingrich or our own John 
Redwood, but that would be a big mistake. First: Flynn can actually write (a skill wh ich Pournelle has never 
possessed and which Niven seems to have lost). Second, and just as important, he takes ideas and their rOle in 
society seriously; views he doesn't agree with are actually given a hearing. The result is a significant novel that 
will surely be in among the awards. 

For Flynn, America at the end of the century is a country without a purpose, paralysed by special interests 
more concerned to hold on to what they have than to take control of the future. This paralysis at the top has 
left the American people without hope, worn down by recession and urban blight, obsessed with their personal 
predicaments. What the country needs is a transcendent cause, something that can raise people's eyes from the 
gutter to the stars. The politicians have nothing to offer, on ly good old free enterprise offers a way out. Enter 
Maricsa van Huyten and her Prometheus team, visionary entrepreneurs who have the courage and the foresight 
to seize the time. They have a long view of history: their objective is not just to realise a quick profit but to 
renew America. They are engaged in a great experiment in soc ial engineering that will carry humanity into 
space. 

VHI has an educational division, Mentor Academies, that has bid for and taken over parts of a state 
education system that is in crisis. This is not as fa rfetched as it might seem: only recently, as pan of the creeping 
privatisation that we have over here, Securicor and Group Four were allowed to put in bids for the inspection 
of teacher training! In Flynn's America, state education has failed altogether, it does not motivate young people 
but instead educates them in failure and low expectations. Mentor proposes to turn the situation round. The , 
dead hand o f rote learning will be replaced by the excitement of problem solving. They are, in fact, training 
people for the space programme, producing the engineers, scientists, computer specialists, pilots, skilled workers 
who will make the conquest of space possible. 

Even leaving aside Flynn's rejection of the sort of 'Back to Basics' approach that characterises right-wing 
attitudes towards education in Britain, his handling of Mentor and its activities has considerable strengths. He 
does not rant, treats views that he disagrees with seriously and does not denigrate the motives of those 
characte rs who are shown as unsympathetic to Mentor's policies. This is fairly typical of his approach. He 
presents his agenda for renewing America in a reasonable civilised fashion, it might be complete tosh but Flynn, 
one fee ls, is someone worth talking to. The only time his restraint really lapses is his thankfully brief account of 
American intervention in the continuing Balkan wars. Here we get a graphic celebratory account of the sort of 
high tech massacre that seems to be an almost inescapable aspect of American culture at the present. This is, 
however, only a momentary lapse and hopefully we won't see too much of it in later volumes. 

Another of Flynn's strengths as a writer is his skill at creating convincing sympathetic characters, Mariesa 
herself, Ned Dubois one of her space pilots, Barry Fast, a teacher and later Mariesa's husband; all these 
characters have flaws, weaknesses, failures. Somewhat predictably, the action man, Dubois, comes out best, but 
his macho personality is still subjected to the sort of critique that you would not expect from a writer of the 
Niven-Pournelle stable. 

Despite all the obstacles and setbacks, VHI succeeds in getting America back into space: the way has been 
prepared for future volumes. It will be very interesting to see if Flynn can sustain his utopian expectations of 
the free enterprise system or whether the realities of today's triumphant capitalism (the increasing gap between 
rich and poor, ecological disaster, etc) will actually succeed in leaking into his fiction. Regardless of this, Firestar 
is definitely a book to read. 

Neil Gaiman 

Neil Gaiman & Ed 
Kramer (Eds) 

Reviewed by Paul Kincaid 

Neverwhere 
BBC, 19%, 287pp, £9.99 

The Sandman: Book of 
Dreams 

Voyager, !996, 29Jpp, £16.99 

In the episode of The Sandman called 'The Books of Magic', 
Neil Gaiman has Queen Titania say: 

There arc only two worlds - your world, which is 
the real world, and other worlds, the fantasy. Worlds 
like this arc worlds of the human imagination: their 
reality, or lack of reality, is not imponant. What is 
imponam is that they arc there. These worlds 
provide an alternative. Provide an escape. Provide a 
threat. Provide a dream, and power; provide refuge, 
and pain. They give your world ffieaning. They do 
not exist; and thus they arc all that matters. Do you 
understand? 

Gaiman certainly understands: the speaker could as 
easily have been him as any of his characters, for his work 
has always tended to bridge this gap between the worlds, to 

exercise the fantasy that underlies and gives substance to 
our reality. The same double existence is there in 
Neverwhere as it is throughout The Sandman, the panllcl 
between reality and imagination, the need for a second 
realm that feeds us with threats and promises, hopes and 
despair. For most of us, that second realm is provided by 
story, consciously or not it is what we read for, it is why 
humankind has been drawn to fantasy throughout its 
existence; and Gaiman's stories are about 'story' far more 
than they arc about anything that might happen in them. 
Robert Rodi, one of the contributors to this collection of 
Sandman stories expresses this precisely when he has one of 
his characters say: 

Stories arc import,rnt. They're all that we've got, 
really. Growing up, I was spat on, ridiculed, beaten, 

:~;~~~zr~~s~ S~~i:~ea~:1/o;~iTi:~atatpy:~ !~~1 
yourself for a bit, and whca you get dropped back in, 
you're different -you're stronger, you've seen more, 
you've felt more. Stories arc like spiri1ual c:urrmcy. 

Gaiman found the perfect medium of exchange for this 
spiritual currency in Dream. The Sandman, Morpheus, 
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Lord of Dre;i.m, the dark etern;i.\ who rules the ever-shifting 
landsc;i.pe of our unconscious: in this one character Gaiman 
could embody all the variations and contradictions that 

~~;i~~:t th~0fu~!:l iliea~n st1;~ _:~~ t1;:e6' a~d 7h:s:~~s hi~ 
shapes us and our creation of the world around us. It was a 
deep investigation into the human need for mythology, a 
postmodern drawing together of a vast strain of literary 
creation, and it was also clever, stylish, funny, entertaining 
storytelling. It was limitless - yet it had its limits. Whatever 
those limits were, Gaiman reached them and ended the 
series - but there is life yet in the idea and as a final flourish 
he has drawn together this collection of stories in which 
other writers make their own forays into the same 
imaginative territory. 

There are one or two contributors here who have 
followed Caiman's model too literally, taking episodes 
directly from the comic. Will Shetterly, for instance, 

~:hl~g rf~~~s t:heth:er~!ti~~~eriut0th::~tt~ta~~~s a:r~ 
thankfully, rare. The Sandman has proven to be as vivid 
and exciting a spur to the imagination of these writers as he 
ever was to Gaiman. There are stories which directly 
address the relationship between fiction and realiry - Tad 
Williams's 'The Writer's Child', for instance, or George 
Alec Effinger's wonderful recreation of Little Nemo in 
Slumber/and: 'Seven Nights in Slumberland'. Dream's 
sister, Death, features nearly as much as Morpheus himself, 
mortality being as vital to our imagination as anything else, 
but Death and Dream work the same magic in Gene 
Wolfe's 'Ain't you 'most Done?' or Robert Rodi's 'An 
Extra Smidgen of Eternity'. Some writers - notably Barbara 
Hambly in the threatening little comedy 'Each Damp 
Thing' - have picked up on the humour in Caiman's 

~{j~;:l~ t~~~!~t t~ ~em~;~;s~a~/~::::sTh~~y;~i~e:h}:e :;~ 
stories here as good as any you will see th is year. John M. 
Ford proves yet again that he is a master of oblique 

~~::;~::~~\~ch ~~~;su~st:::~~:~:~::1~/:h~c;;ris~ 
World War to the Battle of Britain by way of a chilling 
medical phenomenon. Ford has a superb literary style, but 
in this volume he is matched by Susanna Clarke with a 
sparkling exploration of alchemy in 17th century London, 

Alan Garner 
Reviewed by K. V. Bailey 

~:i:b:~~:~~h":hed~ric:i~~e;d;~s:?:~\:::. stories would 
Cu riously absent from this volume, apan from brief 

and unrevealing introductions, is Gaiman himself. But then, 
his first big post-Sandman project, the novel and TV series 
Neverwhere, could as easily have been a Sandman story. 
Everything that marks out The Sa11dman is there in equal 
measure in Neverwhere: the vital importance of 

~:~g~d:~~o;rde :fu~~tlre~ ~f b;tr:a/rar:~dt~o;:~~t: 
beside our own. The origins of Neverwhere actually pre-date 
The Sandma11 - I can recall Gaiman playing with t. he 
personisation of London landmarks in the mid-1980s - but 
it clearly belongs within the same imaginative universe. 

The novel is actually better than the TV series - 1.here is 
room here for playfulness to work which doesn't translate 
comfortably or convincingly to the much more literal 
medium of the television - but the two share many of the 
same strengths. It is a familiar story: an unprepared 
innocent from our world is drawn into a parallel realm 
invisible to most of us where he overcomes threats tO 

emerge more whole. It is the same message that runs 
throughout 7he Sandman: without the secondary world, 
without fantasy, without story, our lives are incomplete. 
We need to accept where the imagination takes us in order 
to be complete. Here that second world is the world of the 
poor, the discarded, the cast-offs of society who are all 
irou nd us yet whom we mostly choose not to see. Yet see 
them and we also see London as a mythic place, a maze that 
can be followed to deep and dangerous and important self. 
revelations. Richard Mayhew - a typical Gaiman touch, 
that reference to the great chronicler of and campaigner for 
the underbelly of Victorian society - rescues Door who 
proves to be just that, an entry to a jumbled and confusing 
underworld in which Old Bailey and Hammersmith are 
people, 'Night's Bridge' belongs in the lands of one of 
Dream's kin, and Islington is another of Gaiman's favourite 
figures, a fallen angel. There are moments when the novel 
seems to require illustration for completion - but still 
pictures not the moving ones of television - but that 
doesn't stop this being another vivid and vivacious 
exploration of the realm of story. 

Strandloper Harvill, 1996, 200pp, £14.99 

Welcome back to Alan Garner after a considerable absence from major novel writing. And a major novel this 
undoubledly is. It is a departure from most of his previous fiction ln that it could in no way be thought of as a 

~7i~~:ii~~ ~~~ha~~!;,s b~~i~:,~r:~th!J i~:r r~~::t c:o::;~ei~ :hs;;:m~ ~~kd J~~=~~~t;dr~i:~!~l:ai ~;t~d~~ 
Whal it has in common with most every other Garner story is the rrescnce of 'conductor' objects, objects 
which are noumenally invested or which act as focuses for projection o what is experienced subjectively and/or 
psychically. Such were the eponymous artefacts of n,e Owl Service and the Grail fragments of Elidor. In 
Strandloper there are several such 'focusing' objects which sustain continuities or merge temporalities, such as 
the 'swaddledidaff', a story-spanning, hallucinating, crystalline keepsake; also two inter-related images which 
have permeating symbolic sign ificance: a hawk/ eagle manifestation and the oak tree/Tree of Life archetype. 

The narrative is divided into five parts, the title of each being the name and persona assumed in that part by 
William Buckley whose t rue story 1s the novel's foundation. In the first part (the time being the late 18th 

~~n~h7b~:·shi;e0 ~ilfa~:?;5~i~t-Sh:~Js ~~~i.ct~~:~k (H~~, t:h\~it~;t~d :t~Te~:::, :nth/:!:dJ1~di~vaf ~ ;:1:bb~~~ 
between them. The mood is as earthy as the dialect, the horseplay rough, but subtly interlaced are motifs and 
allusions which are to become continuing threads. Under the tuition of the local squire's son, William has 
learned to read and speak Edenic lines from Paradise lost. To play his part he has blackened his face and taken 
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branches from the traditional oak tree , and it is while he and Her are within the hollow oak that William, 
climbing the tree 's interior, sees above it the windhover (one of the folk-names for the kestrel, and one used by 
Gerard Manley Hopkins when identifying the bird as a Christ icon). The celebration moves to the church 
where, beneath the belfry - 'a frame of huge timbers, as big as the oak' - the vicar performs a mix of pagan 

~er~!~~n;tai:h1s ~~:~\~: o:t/re:~~o~i~~:~d ~h:a~iv:~fde6f~fiinibtr~e ~ftfe ~f~tt:ia~i::~iTt:~et;'br;1a~i~~ 

~i!l:~;:Ps\~~t~\xrW1ias~ui~r:r;!~esJ ~:} J:;:~:d ~~~Jife1,ubith:\:~~:~sot~e~:tir~~dition and blasphemy. In the 
Expelfed in chains from a fallen paradise, William becomes 'Crank Coffin' as he voyages in the perpetual 

~:t~~;:: ~f;fs:if~\tf~~s tt~1t"o~\: b~~;~c~s~J:h~l~~~ tb:~i:: i~ b~?nd/~0o~ 5 ;hi~h0 ~~e~a~J1\;rhd~~at_1:t 
they near shore, Crank Coffin is corpse bearer for a sea burial: when he comes from below the sun is blinding 
and hallucinating - 'shapes of golden men, standing at a gold bulwark'. As the corpse sinks the chaplain intones: 

:-~~;1cr:~r~:cc:P;;;~t~h~~/~:::~ :u;e;~'.ea~?~~~~;t~tob'~yh~:~i~ir~i: ~i;~~~i;0ir~~;i'r~r~~ i~\\::'ti~;r!~ 
the episode ending with an encounter with leafy and fruiting trees beside a river (biblical images again) and, as 
death seems to overtake him, visions of 'Man of leaf and golden bird' He is, however, revived by an aboriginal 
tribe. He drinks milk from a woman 's breast, is inducted into rituals, lore and skills and, re-identified as 
' Murrangurk' , becomes a great singer and leader, experiencing a fusing of the Shick-Shack roots with those of 
theDreamtime. 

Thirty years on, just as Shick-Shack Day had been brutally attacked and destroyed by the poison that 'Came 
from Caesar's crown' {a constant refrain), so is this quasi-paradisal aboriginal world. Murrangurk, having been 
granted the King's Pardon, is intermediary between his People and the white colonisers, and proceeds from 
unintended betrayal toward a new Dreaming. 

Having returned home, as yromised, change and the rationalist dispensation of the new century leave him 
disillusioned, the swaddledidaf has lost its force; though he sees changes and the events of his life as steps in a 
destined dance. As 'Strandloper', a wandering bird, he goes to the oaken church (whose windows repeat 
aboriginal/archetypal patterns) throws off his clothing, blackens his face and dances there for his friends, for his 
People and for 'the Man in the Oak and the Crown of Glory' 

The psychological and historical symbolisms running through this story do not register precise equivalences, 
but there are certainly oppositions between, on the one hand, human custom rooted strongly in the earth where 
tradition and ritual yet grant latitude for freedom and spontaneity and, on the other hand, an ordering 

:~1~;r:l~a~:Cef~:;t~'.sfui~r;;e:r;~s;~~ :~di~h~r:t~tcb}:~td~~1:~t~a~fh}t~i~~~~d:~0as11-ili1:~~~1li~~~1:~~::~s0! 
figure akin to Coleridge's Ancient Mariner: both of them voyage to the earth's end and back, both experience a 
purgatory and, while remaining prophetic wanderers, both are sustained by culminating rradisal visions. The 

~a1:~;e~xfh;t~~:~r~~ s:~r~iie:~~ i!~gt:fu~ee~~:h:1::1::y th;:tk~~e ch~:!h~har:lis e;;:~l;ty;~dtlhfte~~~ 
Silence and the Song were All and One' 

Anne H arris The Nawre of Smoke 
TOR, 1996, 284pp, Sll.9'> 

Sage Walker Whiteout 
TOR, 1996, 352pp, $23.9'> 

Reviewed by Helen Claire Gould 

Both these books use voyeurism as a plot device. In 
Whiteout it comes in the form of 'skinthins', Virtual 

~::!i?oiki\~t:i:h! :!!~ t~t;1~; ~i:g~asu;~~ ;:t:eh~ 
wears such a suit so that everything he sees, says, touches 
and does is recorded - then he disappears. In The Nawre of 
Smoke, the one who tries to disappear is Magnolia, an actor 
in snuff movies who kills her exploiter in an attempt to 

escape, but who is observed doing so. 
Sage Walker's novel is set early in the next century 

when the 30-year moratorium on exploiting Antarctica, the 
last unspoilt wilderness, is up for reconsideration. Tanaka, a 
Japanese company with fishing iriterests in the South 
Atlantic, wants to turn krill into food for the world's 
starving masses, and employs a small outfit called Edges to 

~~fs i~u~~;~~ j:r~~tn:l :~:~;s~r;J;~s ~\~~~\:~~ 

finding in Antarctica when he disappears, and his lover 
Signy determines to find him. 

but';; :~~~t:;l~vri~~:!~~~~ t::t!~\~:st~ fi:e~~;1a~~db~i;'~ 
unfocussed feel where the writing should have been tense 
and involving. The minimalist writing includes irrelevancies 
that obscure the storyline, while the choice of viewpoint 
character and the distancing effect of the VR angle remove 
any impact from the story. The characters command 
neither sympathy nor respect. Deliberate confusion over 
Tanaka's attitude to the conference provides a clumsy plot 
twist; and though quite a clever one comes later, by then 
the power of surprise has leeched from the story. Yes, there 
is a story enmeshed in all this, if you can wade through the 

!h:ler::~~:et:~~ a:~~fong~;~l t~:t~r~; i~h:i~i~ in:::~a~;de f~: 
interesting, but Walker too often drifts from the point so 
you are left wondering what it was all about. 

In The Nature of Smoke, Magnolia's escape is observed 
by Rahul, a brilliant but co rrupt inventor of organic 
robots, and by his chief of scurity, Kelira, whose sister was 
sold into prostitution when he was a sick child and for 
whom he has been searching ever since. Rahul tracks 
Magnolia down and offers her a sinecure, which she 
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accepts. But Kdin. and Tumcari, Rahul's first creation ;md 
potentially the most interesting character in the book, guess 
Rahul's motives and hijack Magnolia before she can be USffl 
as the template for a new line of robots with initiative. In 
Polish Siberia, Magnolia also meets Cid, a lesbian bio-

~~t!jsded-tra~F:t~~tio:er~o;nt~::X~a1 st~df~bia:'~ 
with an interesting slant on chaos theory. But Rahul 
eventually discovers 2nd deals with his employees' 
disloyalty. 

Though the writing style is apparently borrowed from 

:~:r;'rsim~n,:~e:n~: P=~~ng i~~~fb1t0 Jan~ow;:U~~e~ 
However, Harris does, mostly, understand how to use 

Frederick Lane A Tow,i like Alfred 
71Je Book Guild, 1996, 175pp, £11.95 

Reviewed by Andy Mills 

Before receiving this book I had never come across either 
Frederick Lane or The Book Guild Ltd; this and the extraet 
from the novel (complete with incorrect grammar) printed 
on the back cover made me suspicious that he.re was, in all 
probability, a vanity publishing vuture. Having read A 
Town LJu A/fmJ I am prepared to stake my life on it, this 
is one of the worst novels I have ever encountered.. 

a1re~~ :~~;h0ex~~pl~m;t~·nfu~~~\~~i~0 sft;tf~; ~~ 
bookshop shelves. Lane's novel is comic only in the sense 
that the author believes weak jokes 2nd terrible. puns are 
the acme of sophisticated wit. An example will follow, in 

~ r;~s th;~:il ~h~ ::::/Tu~ ;loi<s~c~~ ~:::;eb~) 
concerns tt~. crea1ion of an :au1onomous state on Salisbury 
Plain. The Prime Minister has decided 1ha1 the country is 
!-ailing apan and that a new start is needed, so he elects to 

c:~;~~:s~~r:~\:l~ah'!sa:~!eut,:~: ~~ d~~:ro~0 hi;e~:~ 

:~~~nn~~~~!~ t:~~~ei~h:;.) he likes. (Before you a.sk, this 

The businessman, Alfred Mountnessing, forms a council 
to plan the form their new state will take. Each member of 
the council writes a paper on their vision for the future 
Renaissance (as they decide it will be known). These papers 

Kim Newman Tbt Bloody Red Baron 
Simon & Sc.h,mn, 1996, JJ8pp, £14.99 

Reviewed by Chris Amies 

This ~uel 10 Anno Dracula, in which Newman continued 

f~~~n:~a :h~1i:0~~~dr~na;nfl2;~• ~~~~t~:~~h: 

~::p~:o'::~t=~Jhhur::oi~ 1:r::;~ l~;;r~;:::.~ib; 
night alongside the people of the day. Newman's vampires 
do not really owe ;t lot to the current crop of vampire 
fiction 1ypifie-d by Anne. Rice; he has gone back to the 
origins of the myth and to Dracula itself. Theh are stronger 

~~:~s~~:)~vtag;/~th:~;~ q::~~~r· ~ha~~~tist~e~h~~ h: 
t;'~h~bi~~~t~~ec~t~ i~fa1::~1):e v~~~~~. ;:;~gr;h::t 
a reference to 'warms' (i.e. non-vampires) 'turning' each 
other, :a process which does not seem to be logically 
possible. 
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viewpoint: the best writing comes when Cid expb.ins to 
Magnolia 1hat she's infected herself with some of Tumcari's 
mitochondria. The story kept me reading mainly becaw.e I 
thought I would find out more about Tumcari - I didn't : 
charaeterisation is sparse and neither credible nor 
panicularly in1eresting. However, 1he interplay between 
even minor cha.n.eters did work for me: everyone has some 
kind of axe to grind, usu.ally on someone else. 

If voyeurism is ultimately uns:nisfyinf;. perhaps this 

f~t\~ksthehr~~his ~~g::;ei~ ~:::1~po~h\;;aty8~; 
unfocwscd writing. While Harris tells, relying heavily on 
chance, Walker shows everything, but has yet to learn to 
cont rol the Oow of information to the reader. 

ta.kc up a third of the book and cover issues from taxation 
to law and order, prostitution and television. The state is 
brought into being. Nothing of interest happens 
throughout. Finis. 

cou~~it~:~bc;an;a;~ (~e~:r:;; ~isw5h%bb;,ea~~ts~ 
features throughout the novel) but a.las we are not treated 
to an intellectual discourse. No City of the Sun here, folks. 
The ideas are trite, the humour unamwing and linguistic 
ability noticeable only by its absence. Judge for yourself, 
here·s Lane on advertising: 

!~rm~: ~s:;:~~h~t~~~f good 
example of what we would be unhappy ;1.bout is an 
advertisement which has 2ppeued r~uly on 
television which ;ictually sutn th.at au would buy 
the lldvertis.rd product. Now, even if cm had their 
own credit cards. Alice knowi for ;1 fact that her c:it 

would buy Scotch Wmon. To be fair, we decided to 
inlerview a r;indom sclecuon of the said felines, 
asking whether or not they would buy the Jaid 
product. and the responses fell roughly into three 
canygorics. Some merely sp;it ac 1hc imcrviewer; 
othcn turned away disdainfully, ignoring the 
q_uenion; the remainder said 'Meow• or something 
sunilar. 

The rest of the book is much the same. The only 
positive thing I can say about it is that it contains especially 
wide top margins, thus mercifully reducing the space 
available for text. 

ru he has done before, Newman brings in references 10 

other works of fietion and to the cinema; for e:umple, in 

~:u:;~p~~~ ~~:i!t;l'i:eCc~rG:1dti~0~nccc:h;:: 
the pilots include one James Biggleswonh and his comrades 
Bertie and Ginger, and he meeu an intelligence ope.n.tive 
called Ashenden. Richthofen's castle employs an alienist 
called Dr Caligari, as well as the incomparable Dr Moreau, 

~~o~~ ~s!~1.'n::~:~na 0T~h:a~:1~b~e:.dwhth \: 
to say he was barking mad' - not the first ti.me Newman 
has piss12ked Bulldog Drummond, as anyone who has read 
' Pi1bul\ Britt:ain' will know. And then there are Sadie 
Thompson of 'Rain', and Maia Hari herself, a historical 
per~on who so reinvented her own life as to belong more to 
fi cuo n. 

In Newman's alternative universe the 19 14-18 war 

~~~~;e~~ ;~~erthb/aili: G!arasv!~ 00~~;,a~i~hi:~glti; 
becomes a war between vampire and warm, too, ll. 'tide of 
war su rging around the world, sweeping through 



continc-nts like- a drc-adful wimc-r', year ahc-r yc-ar for no 
good roson othc-r than that the- politicians dC'('m it a good 

~:~hTt::;:~ ~~~~nv.~tl: 1~~1or'!~~C'~~l~~b!~ t:~ti~ 
is n01 just a re-write of the firn decades of 1he cc-ntury from 
a cinematic viewpoint but a considerable fc-at of 
worldbuilding in the great sf-nil tradition. Given the 
horrors of the trenches with their resultant thousands of 
deaths and disabilities, the horror of vampirism retrea1s 

:~~~m6;~Ja1t~t~\,hicr::~;:, :h~t~h:ra~~;: of~hl!f~o:el 

t:v~t:~~;'Ac1::::n~hitha~e:.:;e!:;~ccc'f;~~st~ft~hti~~~i~~ 
state :1re illusory, despite his long-time closc-ness to 

::~:~~jo~:!ris~:~~;t;:l:~u::;a~in~n1ndi:d;;;n~;~~ 
character who m.ay well appc;ar in later Newman novels. 
Kate- - who is dC"SCribed as 'tiny' though her 5'4" would not 
have been small for a woman of that era - is a.ftc-r the- real 
nc-ws, not the misinformation put out by Lord Ruthven's 
Government of National Unity. So she heads for the front 
line. 

Mickey Zucker
Reicher-c 

Reviewed by Vikki Lee 

Beyond Ragnarok 

Orion, 1996, 676pp, £9.99 

Beyond Ragnarok begins a new series set in the s.ame world 
as Reichen's successful Renshai series which began, 

;;:~g~~c;nC~fty w~is~~;c ffut !itli~~~ 1~ 3~ 
the last battle, the Ragnarok of the title. Now a God 
himself, Colbey's task is to kC'('p the bal.ance of the world. 
Naturally, in order to crc-atc- a book of this length, 1he 
balance of the world needs to be 1hreatened, and it is, by 

:~: ~a;~:~:{)E~v:u ~~:!rt~:m\which was destroyed during 

The kingdom of Beam is the hinge on which the 
balance of the world rests. The ruling monarch is specially 
selected by the ma~ical Staff Test, and each monarch is 
charged with providing suitable heirs, one of whom will be 
chosen to succeed him by the Test, as well as keeping the 
balance. The current king, Kohleran, lies dying from a 
mysterious W35ting disease, and when the many heirs start 
dying by accidc-nt, poisoning and other sundry occurrences 
the Chancellor, Baltra.ine, decides 10 Staff test all the 
survivors. Naturally, none of the heirs pass the test and the 
future of the- world rests firmly on the shoulders of Griff, 
the one heir that none- but a chosen few know to exis1. 

The repeated non-return of parties sent to bring back 
Griff brings together the neccs.sa.ry disp.arate bunch of 
young herOC'S who alone can succC'('d where adults fail: 
Matrinka, a princess of Beam who has already failed the 
Test; Ra-khir, a young Knight of Erythane in 1raining with 

J.D. Robb Naked in Death 
Hodder& Stoughton, 1996, J06pp, £16.99 

Reviewed by Tanya Brown 

'So what about this book, then?' 
'Well, you're the science fiction fan.' 
'But it isn't.' 
'Sf? It must be, it's set in the 22nd century! It says so on 

the blurb.' 
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The Bloody Red Baron of the- title is, of course, 
M.anfred von Richthofen who is, .as you might also expect, 
a vampire and bafflingly sttms able- to drain his victims m 
the air - shades of Arthur Conan Doyle's story 77N Horror 
of the Hrighcs, where airmc-n flying at altitude over 
earticular parts of the world are mysteriously and terribly 

E~~: 'Z1::m;!~in(7o~ivl;gis inhe)~e a uft~~g:1~~dphr::h·~~ 
unappe.aling person, is called to Richthofen's base at the 
Castle- of Malinbois to ghost-write the vampire baron's 
autobiography. Naturally, when he asks directions he is 
told darkly, 'You don't want to go there, sir!' Later, he 
begins to feel that was good advice. In this thread of the 
story wc-irdness and darkness g:ither pace equally, as Poe's 
discoveries become more and more biz.rre. 

Despite- the joky references and name-dropping, there- is 
dearly an agend.i to the novel; and why not? The political 
points about the inevitability of war as a result of the 
system arc- not overstated, but they are definitely there-. lt 
begins - for there is likely to be more - a journey into the 
dark hcan of the twentieth century, or at least a twentieth 
cc-ntury, recognisably edge-on to our own. 

an really long title and a code of honour guaranteed to 
make his life very shon; Kevr.ll , a young Renshai warrior 
whose only aim in life is to protect someone or something 
and die gloriously doing it; Darris, son of the bard of Beam 
who is destined to be able to talk only through song; and 
Tai Khan, 1he mysterious grubby little Easterner whom 
nobody trusts or wants along in the first place, but who is 
naturally integral to the plo1. 

OK, you've heard it all before and the size of the book 
will put most of you off anyway, but the.re is one major 
redeeming fc-ature abou1 this tome: Reichert can write! 

abil~a:0 ho~~~his h;-;el~ha%~t!~ot ~dfet::d \!eic~h~~ 

interesting throughout .a veritable mountain or p:iper. 
Bonding abounds, and not without a few hiccups along the 
way. Kevral's discovery of men as something other than 
practice dummies in which to insert her deadly twin blades 
,s a joy to follow, as is Tai's desperate need to belong to the 

KiJ~~in:?/ oft~n b~is~~cidedd~tt!;~~s ~~ctee; th:e b~~~~; 
during Kohleran's long illness and eventual death evokes 
empathy fo r his plight. I can evc-n empathise with the Elves 

wh~~=; ~oc:r~r c:~::~~n!ell as a lcgc-nd amongst the 

~~:rt:~ ~1~!m~n~nzr•j7r:enc!h~~~ts~o~0 \:a~eci'~~ 
previous Renshai books and know little abou1 the legend, 
the quotations at the head of c-ach chapter aptly fJI you in. 

Matbe Reichert 's writing isn't entirely original and is 
overlong, but I'd recommend this book 10 anyone with the 
stamina to stay iu length. 

'But Roarke - our tall, dark hero - is only in his late 
thirties and he's supposed to have bttn born in 2023. That 
makes it 21st century, maybe 2060.' 

'lt'ss1ill 1he future.' 

u~:0 ·~~~ohsf:tt::~t l~:t ~~~hi;r R~:k:.~bf: ~~: 
mentioned a lot, though only in the vaguest terms. And 
guns have been banned, of course. Th:1.t's why ~feisty New 
York police lieutenant Eve Dallas" is ca.lied in when the 
first prostitute - I'm sorry, "licensed companion" - gets 
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shot. Nobody commits murders with guns in this bnve 
new world.' 

'Guns are banned in Britain too. h d~n·t s~m to stop 
people shooting one anot her. But wh,n do they use in the 
future? ' 

wh~l~~'iuiit~~hh:f~~e~t~ ~i~~:~ta~:t!::lj lady 
'Donn't?' 
'She told him not to eat it . But that's not import.int. 

Okay, it's the future, guns have been banned for sixty-odd 
ye.rs and Senator DeBl.ss is c.mpaigning for the 
reintroduction of the right to bear arms. It 's his 
gnnd<b.ughter who becomes the first victim of the killer 
with the guns - she's a prostitute. Eve Dallas, feisty 
etcetera, is called in to solve the crime - you're the thriller 
fan, what do you make of her? ' 

'She had her moments.' 
'Like when she goes off alone with the prime suspect 

just because he offers her a real cup of coffee?' 
'Well,coffeeisscarce,afterall.' 
'Yes, it makes a woman "almost moan". On the other 

hand, she thinks that someone's perfume smells of 
•expensive sex~: 

'l think you're being unfair.· 
'You're probably right, after all it 's not rC'a.ll y an sf 

S.P. Somtow The Pavilion of Frozen Women 
GollanC2, 1996, 172pp, £16.99 

Reviewed by Barban Davies 

S.P. Somtow, the working n2me of Thai au1hor Somtow 
Suchari1kul , writes like an angel. A dark angel. Frequently 
in 1his collection of short stories his pro1agonists bear the 
scm of sexual abuse and their abusen;, quoting glibly from 
1he Bible, claim to have only their vietim's best interests at 
he.rt. h could make for depressing reading. Fortun.ttely, it 
doesn't. 

Here are ten stories that blend reality with the fantasti c, 

:rt~;e ~:n~e :~;::~:u~h:e z~0mbr:~~~:;;k~d~:fry ~ai~:: 
Frankenstein's monster, Homeric myth and Arthurian 
legend. Somtow has a keen ear, a great sense of humour 

.tn\:t~~c~~iaJh~~ r;rt:;;~:: of Transformation) set in 

:~~e;~:arr~~i•;id~d~~a;:~~k~rra;;ee~te~~:;:: hi~ 
Som1ow's ven;ion the mad scientist uses the corpse of a 
young prostitute in the construetion of several monsten;. 
The protagonist comes to rWise that death doesn't matter 
when his lover's body-pans are still available. 

Three of the stories involve zombies. 'Hunting the 
Lion' is a Pl romp set in Roman times, full of Vestal 
Virgins and sly jokes about 'three liner pile-ups'. Master of 
disguise, Publius Viridianus, discovers someone bas 
convinced the Christian community that zombiism is the 
same as resurrection - this, happily, also cuts the cos1 of 
providing victims for tbe Emperor's amphithe.1re ... 
'Darker Angels', set during the American Civil War, 

:~~~f~i a~h~~o~e~:~;ic~m~~e: the b!::~ ~o:~~ a:7:b 
redemption, unl~e 'Though I Walk Through the Valley' 
which is a much bleaker story apparently based on the 
Grimm's fairy tale 'The Stubborn Child' . A father tries to 
control his unruly son by turning him into a zombie - it's 
'for his own good', of course. 

Two more stories also use folk or fairy tales for 
inspiration. 'Gingerbread' shows the terrible things that 
happen to a modern day Hansel and Gre1el when Titania 
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novel , it 's unfair to judge it on its dubious futurology.' 
'It 's in the sf section at the bookshop .. .' 
'An~ Brian Stableford's Saual C«mutry is filed under 

science 
'She talks to the lighu! And the shower!' 
'You're reft:rring to Eve's voice-aetivated apartment. It's 

an inconsistent future, you know; some things are 
definitely futuristic while others don't sem to have changed 
very much at all. She still looks at a monitor and the 

dis~~~~:~~ ~ta~ ttrill:~ :~~:~\~.lisu. · 
'So how long did it take you to spot the murderer?' 
'About a hundred pages - 1he only pen;on in the book 

with ·hard eyes~.' 
'And the romantic element?' 
'Not terribly romantic, bul kind of sweet. Who is this 

~~- ~
0 ~%e~i~a~o:pr:;;;st;fu1 \~i~ee ::;,~~;";he!~; 

mo~~h,~h:Ys :h~~~ tt:0;ub1fsh:~:~!~e't::~~~~dvertently 
helpful - take a look at the title page.' 

'Oh. So you're saying il's not exactly sf?' 
'No. And it's not an especi.tlly demanding thriller, 

either. h's not bad, though. Well , not that bad.' 

Midnight takes them under her wing in a sleazy 

~~~r:hilte~ ~~v~e:~h~ ~~u:n;::j 1:i~~ at;:;a;;~~~~; 
of Hamelin, a legend which 1urns ou1 to be fact . 

~r:::<Wat;V htet~~r g~iid~~ ~t;a/ art:t:1:~~: 

dem;r';~~i!::,:;~~n; from myth and legend into differenl 
settin~s is a favourite device of Somtow's. In 'The Steel 
American' a bewildered Sir Perceval, dad in rusting armour 
and still searching for the Gnil, turns up in a magically 

;:~';:: o:k i:~:~ie1~:r1Ye~~l~~m fna~htc:11~:\:/rs~~ 
Odysseus disrupting the life of a wiJower and his twin sons 

in c~~t:~f~h~iro~t;~e;~c:~ain elements of the fantastic. The 

~~j~tb;ntt~i~~ ~'t a1;~~t;pa~h~ i~h~o:,Jtd:~snsH~~h:~: 

k18~~ryr~:~~~~a~r:hi: ·t~1:'~~sr~~t=t:h~ 1:oka~fte ~h~ 
boy's mother. 

My favourite story, which gives its name to this 
collect ion, was nomina1ed for a World Fantasy Award, and 
it 's not hard to sec why. Native American and aboriginal 

!~:ic}A~(ptc;~u:~d co!!~~~a~hi~nm~~er is~dte~ 
Hokkaido. Somtow conveys the atmosphere vividly, as 
here, for instance, when the female protagonis1 eats 
'<b.ncing shrimp', the Japanese ph~ for freshly 
decapitated but still wriggling seafood - the experience 
illuminates subsequent events: 

It had squimml as it went down my thro.it . But the 

h:~~h~:: U:11~r~;n~i~hhi~s~ro:~c..;tte 
like texture and its uquisitt' fla vour ... thert"'d bc~n 
something almost synaesthetic .ibout it ... somethmg 
joyous ... something obscene. 
'h 's a peculiarly Japanese thing,' said the Ainu snow 
sculptor, 'this almost erotic need to suck out a 
creature's life force ... ' 

See what I mean .tbout writ ing like an angel? 



Bruce Sterling 
Reviewed by Andy Mills 

Holy Fire 
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Orion, 1996, 296pp, £16.99 

I can still remember my delight upon reading, almost twenty years ;;ago, lnvolucion Cx-ean, Bruce Sterling's first 
novel. Th;;at w;;as then, this is now, but I'm h;;appy to repon that Holy Firt is ;;also ;;a ple:isure to re;;ad_ 

Sterlin~ is of course ;;a le;;ading cyberpunk writer. John Moore ('Shifting Frontiers: M;;apping Cyberpunk ;;and 
the Amenc;;an South ' in Foundauon 66) contends that Sterling exemplifies ;;a recognisably Southern version of 
cyberpunk: 

In this str.md, the op~nunist outlaw remains powerless to mount ;i, socioblitia.l ch1.llen~e to co~rate 
~~efur~:ti~~ i~e;~':J~u;:: fe~~li~f h~r~i~\:~:~e~ sumin person;i,I deve opment throug 1echno ogical self-

ye;;a~h~j/_ :s 1~l~ht~:ee~d~r~i0thi~~rt~~~~~t::~~h~ Nb~~~i; d~c~?Zf:l i;:~u~~!~~i~:S~:;Jr~:;~i:x; 
'The scope of gerontological research alone w:is bigger than agriculture ... The prize was survival. ' The populace 
aim to live as long as possible; the polity encourage and suppon those who help both themselves (by stayi ng 
healthy) and the community. Power and wealth is held hr. the old, who are getting older. 

Mia, one such citizen, is very, very careful. ('W hat 's life without a drink?' she is asked. ' It was, thought Mia, 
life without cirrhosis, ulcers and cumulative neural dama!tJ When her first boyfriend is on his deathbed he 

f~~t~~:J0y!~~;~~~~~~hs~;t!:abe?:ie~a~:~~s~~~~~:g:s t~yg~i~1~~~~;; a~ed ::k ~d:~n~~~~ ~= da~eh~ 
been a watershed for her; that night she realises that her very careful life is me:rningless, that she is lacking any 

JO'e de 'Vl'llrt', a.ny holy fire: 

~v.~n~:il:: i~0ilie~~~!1iir~hwi~~r~ t:r:~~}~e:Ck h':: ::~~-h;if ~1~h~1~~;r;f ':t~~il~~e0~J:_ ~d her 
insunt decision, sudden, conscious, unsought, but irrtvocable: ' I can't go on like this.' 

She c:ishes in her investment and undergoes one 0£ the more revolutionary life-extension treatments. (fhose 
readers who, like myself, are not blessed with a strong stomach, are advised to skim through this part of the 
book). A new person emerges like a butterfly from a chrysalis, she now has the body of a young wom:rn a.nd 
the confused mind of... who? 

he:~;sa~d~~-i:;,;i:r:~:;i~sh?ceh :~~i~t~~::e be:~ ~::~:l:1a~~;~i;tMia~trik/~:t~-111;~~s,-ist;~~ 
live for risks' she tells her new boyfriend. He lives on the edges of society; henceforth, as she travels through 

;:rx:;~~~=e~~d b:~~irze:~ikeMM~;a:eriri;d r~1~toi;i~~minals, artists :rnd the intelligentsia. All are young 

Perhaps this precis does not make Holy Firt sound like a cyberpunk novel, perhaps it isn't. The trappings ;;are 
there: Maya's people live on the margins - not in poveny, ce rtainly, but without influence - there are the usual 
technological advances, memory palaces and intel11gent, talking dogs to name but two. But Maya isn't interested 
in killing anyone, and no-one 1s trying to kill her (seemingl y a no rmal state of affairs with cyberpunk!). What 
this is, without doubt, is an important novel about posthumanity. Mia/Maya understands her condition, 
understands what she has become: the novel is about how that understanding is reat:hed. 

obs!~!/r:io~:t;;eerl?~:=~s?r~!:\:~~~~/; ~7~ l~:s ab~~e v:i( 2 t:~~:;om the droll observation to the sharply-

:i~w.r~~.r~~f~~~i1~\•m always pretty areful about drugs.' 
'Roman kids read?' Mahi encouraged, son:ing shoes. 'Gosh, how clmical of them.' 

~s vi~1p!=?~: ~;n~~~~/p~y~ 1clial~~ :'.l~h0y~n~::! tee;;,;.i~~d,~c;T:: l~d r;r';:.~:ve to 
destroys yout" eyes and hurts your posture and makes you fat.' 

Risk a bad back and obesity. Read this book. 
Postscript: This is a nicely produced hardback, with a handsome cover. I thus hope that someone at Orion is 

suitably embarrassed when they are informed that the author's name h:is been misspelt on the title page ... 

Ian W:atson Hard Questions 
Gollancz, 1996, 288pp, LJ6.99 

Reviewed by Stephen P;;ayne 

~~i~~ar~o C:n~::J ~:~i~~e~:~r~::~rif;'A°;:};;:~it~hi: 
particulu hard que~rion is lht Hard Question: life, the 
universe and everything. We're talking quantum physics here. 
Meanwhile, the QX Corporation in America have built the 

ha0:~~~}i;dt &:~:ot~ft:v~uaa\:k a~'t!hii:•sh~'~a~v:~~ N~!J'. 
the quantum computer is a Big Idea. The drawback •:1rith yer 

typical modem computer is that it is ph)'Jically limited in the: 
number o( tasks it can carry out concurrem.ly; with the: 
quantum computer thet"e is no such limitation, it will U!iC each 
probable: version of itself, to infinity, 10 complete the 1uk. 
Thus a tuk that would require years of processing time, 
billions of iter.i.tions, can be completed in seconds - the 
possibil ities are, literally, endless. 

So Clare zooms off to America with her would-be lover, 
Jack Fox, in tow, to give a speech at the Hard Questions 
conference. Unfortunately, due to the spite: of an ex-lover, she 
and Fox find themsc:lves the urgel of unwanted atten1ion from 

fig1:t~a::t·c~b~ie~u!So~f.ad£~e:~ru:11~at~:y Kki~~~inti::: 
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lhough luckily Fox manages to escape. Soul wants her 10 join 
lhcm, so he exposes her to a cruel variation on the 
Schroclinger's Cn experiment in an attempt to subjugate her. 
But the 1onure affects Clare in an unpredicted 11>·ay and, rather 
like Wauon's fH3th Humrr where he realiltd death as a 
physical entity, the purpose here is as much 10 illuminate the 
reader, as it is to motivate the character. 

Clare is soon rescued by a SWAT team and events stan to 
pile up 11>•ith a randomness reminiscent of ·At The Rialto'. 
Having jumped out of one frying pan, she just happens to be 
outside the QX labs when Qua is stolen. 'Don "t touch that 
dial', we -all cry as she reaches forv.·ard 10 switch the thing 
on ... But she does, and it is as the reader predicts - for we are 

Margaret Weis & Don Perrin Robot Blues 
Gollancz, 1996, J82pp, £16.99 

Reviewed by Andrew Adams 

This is mis-named Knights of the Black Earth Volume fl. Kmghts 

!f:m~';;:t~:\ ~::~h~r;;;;:~a~:kc!l1et~i~:;iF~r~t7 ~hi~ 
the first book they encountered and defeated the Knights of 
the Black Eanh, in this second volume the Knights don't even 
appear. So much fo r series names. 

Gwa~;:n::~ri:s i:.rit~::1~ :1a~~l~~~i1t~lo~:. tr:e tr t't 
characters appear 10 be common 10 both, but without having 
read the St,1r of CM Guardsa,u series, I can't be sure. 

Mag Force 7, a cypical)y macho and fairly sense.less name, 
is a group of mercenaries. They arc the usual suspects: the 
cyborg leader with the unpronounceable name of Xris, the 
telepathic alien called The Little One (???!!Q who's the only 

~:::1r°~a~5 bts=~c ~!::~~ (~~1:tR.da:ult~:a::~1~tl) 
who's obsesa;;/ with clothes and looks. Comic relief (as if it 

:~p~;~::A is;;:;vi:~lb~~~e fsil:1!!::rym~:~c:l~; \~:p~~ 

r;i:ti~~d ~~db~n !:~:1::d ~~:i11;;;u~e:t1xri~iJh\:r F:~:a;j 

Michael Williams Arcady 
Hodder & S1oughto11, 1996, 486pp, £16.99 

Reviewed by Cherith Baldry 

The world of this novel is strange and enigmatic. h is 
unlocalised in space and time, though hints suggest that it 
might be our own world in the far future. There arc 
suggesiions that in the remote past it was more popuJous with 

~re~;;~i~!v::~C::di;v:t~f~ !::ic~hi,s ~f ;i::r~,:~~-not the 
Williams's world is dominated hr the Absences, areas of 

nothingness which it can be death to penetrate. Around the 
Absences are the Borders where reality fluctuates, unexpected 
changes take place and nothing is as it seems. The Borders 
advance and retreat like tides but the Absences are fixed; at 
least, so everyone believes. 

The Arcady of the title is a house, large and r:ambling, 

;~A~\~gii:~1i;1b a ~~;e:0a~:ke~h~:ai:tiswt:°nib,it!o: 
houses his dcsccnlms. Close to the Borders, the house and its 

::;;i~n1f:a~::;,c J~:~;fn ;::~ :~k~~::i::~. qs~:~~~ 
come to life. 

As the novel opens, Arcady is under threat from another 
incursion of the Borders. A child has disappeared and the 

~;;~r :h~d J~~g!~!0 o~ry bs~~:::gn thhti:s~1rk~~~ttt!~ 'hi~ 
priesthood is a sham, his faith a matter of words and out,;,,•ard 
forms , and that he is po,;,,•erless 10 save his home and family. 
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allobscn·crsinthis. 
This is a thriller about quantum physia and the moo1cd 

possibilities of the quantum computer. Variations on this 
science have been done before, most noubly by Greg Egan in 
Q•ummtme, but Wauon is a storyteller at heart and that's what 

:~:i~;~~e~erb)' ~~: p;::;:r~0!~1 ;n s~~~= !:;h?:tJabcJi~ 
'quan1um' nowad.i.ys could be used as an excuse for any old rag 
and bones, but Watson is not that son of writer and I fek the 

=:en~inal,0buth~eide:: ar: c:~~l~ly ~~t, i7::i~tg"f~! a~d 
highly recommended. Crap cover, though. 

Agent pre-bionic life), T ycho, a chameleoid alien, and a 

Doc"fhi:'it~mr:i~~n~~ac:~=~d ~~~~}:~fli~~~s s~ae,:e:;~ra. A 
complex plot, with backstabbin~s and classic pieces of mis• 
direction, adds up t? a bit of !1ghc entenainment. h's well 
enough written that it's not a chore to read, though there are 
some irritating touche:;, the worst of which is the sidearms: 

~=~!~::~,T;;rd:~a:; {s~~~Ja~':tla12' ~~f~r:::ee~t r;:~:}: ;j 
decawan and 22 decawan (2J decawan seems to be a common 

:fc~ri!1i;1! ~~~~;:~~~? a:e~t J~::::,~. g~iJ :,w;~o~~ 
write these as non-sf to .nan with then add in sf trappings to 
turn it into space opera.> It would appear not, sinct" the few 
original ideas arc actually science fiction, bu1 it shows a lack of 
imagination when the author(s) can't even gt"t away from 
standard bullet sizes for their laser guns. 

On balance, this is neither the worst nor the best piece of 
military space opera I've ever read. The alien bad guys arc 
suitably icky that you feel no symrathy for them whatsoever 
(their laste for human flesh sort o puts you ofO, but are not 
sim_ply bad for the sake of it - there is some justifica1ion from 
their point 0£ view. There are some nice touches and the 
violence isn't all sanitised away. h's not great, but it's not 
awful either. 

facti~e ::ufd \5a!:1%e~ed~~ej~ai:nc~lt:ar:k~f0~~~hf!e~t~hJ~ 
the opposition believes this wifi turn the land into the kind of 
desolation found near the Absences. Active in this war, and on 
opposite sides, are Solomon's brother Diego and their cousin 
Anemis: Arcady itself is divided. 

lmpcrtant in both the background and the action of this 
book 1s the religion of the world, which is based on the 
mystical and prophetic poetry of W1\L1am Blake. Blake's work 
iuelf is Holy Scnpmre, while the work of the Roman1ics and 
later poets, reaching down to 1hc Victorian period, arc thought 
of as Commentaries on it. Anyone who knows Blake will 
realise the pctcntial for strangencs.s and wild vision. Williams 

!::t~!i:nt~I~ ~~t;~!r i~t nf:;:h i:~~~~y 0;1:::er~t~ ~h:r~~~ 
iu angels art vision, h-allucination or present in re-ality. but it is 
powerful, guiding the thinking even of characters to whom 

h~~tfen ai~dn~hct!':t:f~b!: t~:::d hf ::.:;~~c;;:t:17~ 
the truth about his world and comes to undersrand "'·hat the 
Absences re-ally arc. 

The style is complex and multi-layered, echoes or the 
poetry at its centre continually appear in direct quotation, in 

~;;;~~B~~';;,!nnithj:::t:rfJ t~~t~ti~~~~hee i:!~is t:;::~:f, 
!"II be left for a long time wi{h pictures of Arcady itself, of the 
whirling grey Absences, of the radiance of angels. 

I'm not sure that I completely understood this book, but I 
found it very rich and satisfying. h will repay re-reading and 
I'd recommend it to anyone who wants iomcthing diffe rent, a 
challenge and 11. new and intriguing world. 



Paperback Reviews 
edited by 

Tanya Brown 

Brian Aldiss Helliconia 
Voyager, 996, l072pp,£9.99 

Reviewed by Joseph Nicholas 

I read the Hef/iconia trilogy as it appeared in the early 
eight ies, and "Was disappointed by the third book's turning 

~f:h/~0e;t 1~:~e~~~~::.n~~:::9~~eh~0n~~di::~h;i?s:ed 
the history of the nuclear winter which had almost 
destroyed fortieth-century Earth, and then debated with 
the inhabitants of the seventy-sixth century what 
He!liconia meant to them. At the time, I thought Aldiss 
had undergone a change of mind, and was attempting to 
reinterpret Helliconia as a metaphor for the nuclear 
winter which then seemed to threaten us. This new one
volume edition, however, makes it plain that this 
judgement was superficial. Aldiss had been reading James 
Lovelock, not the TT APS paper which advanced the 
nuclear winter scenario. 

This one-volume edition contains several appendices 
on the cosmology, geography and biology of Helliconia: 

~Jdi:s i~Fa~~a~h7;~~=~~ ~f i~v:::~~u~~r: h1po:t~i~ 
on the creation of Helliconia. One's immediate response 
to this is unease - if the explanations have to be given in 
an introduction they must surely be absent from the 
story - but as one reads on, new understanding emerges: 

:~d ~h~ic~;::~s~f~~;p:sr;\~ri~~ f;~e t:sb;~:u;;afhe~ 
would otherwise destroy the plant's self-regulating 
biomass. Thus one reason for the third book's 
introduction of far-future humans: because fifteen years 
ago the Gaia hypothesis was much less wel!-known, and 

r!~heli~:u~~;h~h::enib~:~ c~:rl~~kedh:1~~~:~h:~.d~~:. 
the hypothesis has so penetrated our thinking that it no 
longer needs such explanation, ,,and could even have been 
given concrete form in the current struggle between 
environmentalism's attempt to live in harmony with the 
world, and the technocracy which strives to dominate it. 
The argument that one shouldn't have to write a science 
fiction trilogy to dramatise such ideas would simply miss 
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the point that all sc ience fiction is a disguised 
commentary on the present. 

These concerns aside, I still retain a sneaking fondness 
for the stories told in the first two books, rather than the 

frfr~nitig~o;hird~ !~h:r !~~~~s~p~~~:~o~at:~r: t~:tio:e~} 
talking slugs?~ had been Aldiss' response to those who 
wondered why his aliens weren't more alien; and the 
trilogy was notable for the space it devoted to the actions 
of ordinary Helliconians, and their ordinary Helliconian 
concerns, rather than the usual folderol of dictators and 

~~11fcoa:i~ ~;r~th~i~a~0d~!~~:io~i:~ic~n at:;; ins~~~~:~ 
worlds lack, and is thus all the richer. 

Kevin J. Anderson Ground Zero 
Harper Collins, 1996, 292pp, £5.99 

Reviewed by Kay Hancox 

This book, an X-Files novel, was voted 'Best Science 
Fiction Book of the Year' by the readers of SFX. So what 
makes it stand out from other sf books of 1995? 

Our heroes, Mulder and Scully, are called in to 
investigate the mysterious death of a scientist at the Teller 
Nuclear Research Facility in California. Within a week 
three seemingly related deaths occur, and Mulder and 
Scully are heading towards an atoll in the Pacific Ocean 
where an unauthorised nuclear test is to be carried out. At 
this point, towards the end of a hitherto gripping thriller, 
the plot becomes totally ludicrous and races towards an 
unconvincing ending. 

Stylistically the book is odd. It is not clear whether it 
is a new story, or a write-up of an episode of the TV 
series. Something about the style of the book suggests 
that either the author was paid by the word, or had to 
write to a pre-ordained length. It also appears to have 
been written for people with the attention span of a gnat. 
Each death occurs aher the receipt of a mysterious parcel. 
Each time it is described as if it is the first time that the 

;:~~~ ~~ J~s~o: aif~~i:k~~:'!!;,f~h~e~n1;~:k~~r;~~~a~e~ 
bet I know what happens next!". One of the characters, 
Ryan Kamida, is blind. This is mentioned every time he 

app~~; ~f ~h:a~a~~:~t~hi~g! ~b:u~i~~::;g~~ro is the 
characterisation. Two subsidiary characters, Miriel 
Bremen - an ex-nuclear scientist, turned nuclear protester 
- and Ryan Kamida, who was injured (and blinded) 
during American nuclear tests during the 1950's, are quite 
well drawn. However, Mulder and Scully have no 
substance at all. Although Scully's family is mentioned, 
they remain very shadowy, and neither of them seem to 

have any friends or social life. Nor do they have any 
thoughts or feelings of more than the most banal kind. I 

t~fl;fr1:: ~~~i;ek~::iedgeean~f t~h~es}y°~~r~~lt~ ~~~ 
non-X-Fi/es watcher they just seem insubstantial and 
shallow. 

So, although it's probably not the best sf book of 

f:J~rs~n t ;rot:bf y !rtff;rg a:th~~ tta~e~~e t~;~st~ai~it~ 
of X-Files novels allow him to be. I suppose this is the sf 
equivalent of a sex and shopping novel. Light and 
entertaining, but you wouldn't want it to make up the 
whole of your reading diet. 
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R obert T. Bakke r Raptor Red 
Bamam, 1996, 284pp,£4.99 

Reviewed by Graham Andrews 

Raptor: 'bantamweight dinosaurs, small and compact in 
the body but equipped with weapons of exceptional 
deadliness. They were kick-boxers. One claw on each 
hind foot was transformed into a big curved knife that 
could disembowel prey with a single stroke'. (from the 
Foreword). 

Red: 'colour of blood'. (Collins Dictionary). 
Put these definitions together and - presto ch:mgo! -

we've got female dinosaur Raptor Red. Maverick 
palaeontologist Robert T. Bakker was an 'unofficial 
consultant' on the movie version of Jurassic Park. He is 
most famous, however, for claiming that the notoriously 
cold-blooded and asocial dinosaurs were, in fact, warm
blooded social activists {The Dinosaur Heresies). Football 
hooligans might take up this chant: M We are the dinosaurs 
now!" 

Non-fiction authors who turn to fiction-writing 
usually produce dramatised essays - at least the first time 
out. Bakker is no exception .. 

[all raptors insist] on a dung-document 10 prove the 
identity and status of strangers. It will always be this way 
with long-snouted predaton. His distant cousins, the great 
tyrannosaurs of the later Cretaceous, will have huge snout 
chambers for their sense of smell. So will the bears and 
wolves and hyenas much further l!I the geological future. 
Of all the land animals who hunt big game, only one will 
come along who cannot read the dung-sign - homo sapicns. 

seco~~t;er!o:-:fi~~~jc :r;j::i~tn~to;erto!:kt~r•: J:~~ 
London-ish life of its own {The Call of the Even Wilder?) 
Raptor Red will probably sneak up on you, too .. 

BillBamm 

Reviewed by L. J. H urst 

The Mystery of Bill Bamm's 
Golfman from Mabbil 
Pentland, 1994, 79pp, £4.95 

One is not sure what to expect from Pentland Press, as 
they advertise for authors. At the moment they are lucky 
because one of their recent titles has been the subject of a 
!ot of attention - unfortunately, perhaps, that title which 
will find a huge readership is a biography of Anthony 
Chevenix-Trench, the spanking headmaster of Eton, and 
not Bill Bamm's Goffman, our subject here. Bamm's first 
page warns readers that this is not a 'How To' book; 
perhaps that warning will save many an unwary 
purchaser from something they would never normally 
keep so close at hand. 

Bill Bamm describes his friend Tommy slipping off for 
a game of golf one Saturday morning and, as he scores a 
hole in one at the third hole, finding himself sucked down 
into a huge cavern beneath the ground where the 
Golfman - a figure constructed of spheres and with the 
heads of clubs as his hands and feet, and possibly golf balls 

~h:rt: i~0 f r~~m~h~hpela~~lf;;:bbr~:!\~:~0 ::sE~~h~~ 
Go!fmen are intent in capturing the skills of players who 
sink under-par holes. The Go!fmen have eliminated the 
idea of Golf-widows by banishing all women, and have 
now evolved the figure that Tommy finds so interesting. 
The third hole is a repeat of Alice 's rabbit hole; but I'm 
afraid I got lost in the rough part of the story. Tommy is 
examined by the aliens, is asked some questions. and is 
then allowed to go, to go to the toilet. 
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And [ wondered what he or I had learned. There are 
some puns - "Catch a cold; you mean you have to chase 
after a cold?ft the naive Golfman, but a later question 
MWhat is this thing called love?" comes only as Tommy is 
being placed on the transporter home. So a lot of 
opportunities get missed. 

Back in the clubhouse Tommy drops the Golfman's 
pills in the goldfish tank. Bill Bamm's Col/man could end 
the same way - make a splash or sink unnoticed. Unlike 
that spanking headmaster. 

David Bowker 

Reviewed by Stephen Payne 

The Death Prayer 
Vi~ta, 1996, 244pp,£5.99 

Oxford, Nottingham, Glasgow, and now York. Detective 

~h:~in:e:~;;~ ~rkil1in~ss ~~ke Y;J:ce usi~al vioti~~ma~nci 
inexplicable circumstances (bodies flung like rag dolls 
around locked rooms for one thing), he is called in to 
track down the killer with the aid of his own peculiar 
brand of detection. He doesn't talk, behave or think like a 

h~~cedo~~• ?;' d~e i~~ill ~~Jl~ghe•~0 ;~~~hi;~\~~m::, ;~ 
discover the nature of the unnatural forces that are 
causing the killings, so he discovers his own latent 
abili~ies _ and how he can use them to stop the murders 
contmu1ng. 

This is an odd book, a strange compromise between a 
supernatural thriller and a procedural crime story 
('procedural' in the 'Inspector Morse' sense) and they 
make uneasy bed-fellows. The strict rules of the crime 
story are easily broken when the supernatural can be 

~i::d? a(~~0 -~~wC:~ ~:;!n t~nbe~h:e~~fv~r~at1;~ri:~~vl!:; 
bad behaviour, which made the ending rather flat for me. 
It's a B-movie of a book, it rolls by easily enough and the 
plot carries enough hooks to keep the reader going, but in 
the end I think it would work better on TV. 

Stephen 
Briggs 

Terry Pratchett's Mort: The Play 
Terry Pratchell's Wyrd Sisters: The Play 

Corgi. 1996, 17lpp/158pp,£4.99 
Reviewed by Sue T homason 

Stephen Briggs, already well-known to Pratchett fans as a 
Discworld cartographer and encyclopaedist, is also a keen 
participant in amateur dramatics. Not surprisingly, he has 
adapted several Discwor\d books for the stage, and two of 
these adaptations have now been published by Corgi. 

ra!:r~1ed0~~dJ;r;0~~a~ch~~~~1t~:p~eKeB~i~~.a;id :h: 
~~;~~~:;I~n a~~i1:bt r~;r p;~~~~::c~ t1:1~m~~::r!t ~: 
professionals either in the British Isles or overseas.~ 
Anyone contemplating a performance must apply to 
Stephen Briggs for consent before starting rehearsals or 
booking a theatre or hall.) 

So how do these texts stand up as plays? Obviously 

~;l;;di~,asd;t:t1 ~:a;:it~~;a,~~~~ dae~r~fu:1~~t~r ~:n~ 
realistic and/or magical scenes and events, for a two hour 
performance on a small stage by a small cast with a small 
budget. Death has been cut from Wyrd Sisters, and the 
Librarian from More. What's left is authentic Pratchett 
dialogue, but it reads very flat on the page. The words 



ddineate not charAaers, but shells of characters - we 
Pratcheu fans already know what Granny Weatherwax is 
~ally like. The plays might work for an audience who 
didn't know Pratchett - but the C2Sl had better know and 
love the canon, or they won't be able to stan building 
their characters. 

As I have little personal involvement with the theatre, 

!o:~C:nlSa o~7i:::~~I sheaf d;11:haatg~);J~~~0 lact~ 

!~j~~~~:~h;oc:gih~t~:~1sf:!~sr~fe=c~:~ 1,:;';d,: 
but this has been de-emphasised in the play). Some of the 
stage directions boil down to 'hey, look: isn't this 
funny!', which should be redundant. Both mns 
occasionally lack needed directions (for instance, I 
couldn't work out when or how dead King Olerve gets 
offstage in Mort, Act 1, scene 4) . And, necessarily, a lot of 
the depth of the novels has been lost. For example, Wyrd 
Sisters, the play, includes the novel's running gag about 
Duke Felmet's increasingly desperate and destructive 

h~~d!~hl~g getb~:~;;~ds :~bbi~; 1~ithlay; obh:t;: 

:~;::r.;~r~in;,5ln~!e·~auc;e:~!~tl~;~~nf~;.nrn ~h~ 
novel, this generates a certain compassion for the Bad 
Guy. Pratchett gently conduas us into empathising with 
his pain. h won't make us Stt Duke Felmet as anything 
more than a ridiculous villain, but it might make us a bit 
more sympathetic or understanding to the next person we 
meet with an obsessive compulsive personality disorder. 
This depth of empathy is one of the great strengths of the 
novels, and it's entirely missing from the pb.ys. 

To summarise: an amateur dramatic society who are 
Pratchett fans will have great fun with these plays. Their 
audiences (who are probably a tolerant bunch anyway) 
will have as good an evening out as they usually do. For 

~~\:;~o0
~ ~~/~ra~cl~~ti~d:s~;~~~:;i:t~~: :J1ba:; 

them, others probably won'L 

Terry Brooks 

Reviewed by Cherith Baldry 

Witches' Brew 
Legend, 1996, 304pp, £5,99 

This is the latest in Brooks' 'Magic Kingdom' series. It 
tells the story of bow the witch Nightshade attemplS 10 
destroy Ben Holiday through his daughter Mistaya. 

Though I know 1he Shannara novels, this is 1he first 

~~;i;~ed.'M~~~ 1t~i:~· s;ries~~d~!~:e :;~~· Iful~ 
realised. 1 never felt, as I do with some fantasy worlds, 

~i:; ~:da~;:~1n~tt a !:fdP:{ ~:trnt!en~llf ~~: 
characters cardboard, but there's no real depth to them, 
and the events of the novel aren't charaaer-Oriven. 

~:;:c~n!n~h~ cl!i~:gt;:x a~i: ~n ~~:~ki;~bi~:7t 
coincidence. 

Witches' Brew is a pleasant read, and fans of the series 
will want to meet the characters agai n. In fact, this may 
be pan of the problem. Brooks is so concerned tO remind 
us of all that went before, and to lay the groundwork for 
future adventures, that he never focusses on the perils and 

;:n!e::n~f ~b~i:~a~:le s;:~n~x;~:c i~e ~~ea:~;\~~ 
heanstrings. 
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C. J. Checryh 

Reviewed by Jane Carnall 

Invader 
Ul,end, 1996, 426pp, [5.99 

•Translator, traitor• is an Italian proverb, and it is the key 
to this novel. It is set in the same world described in 
Fortignn-:. an island of humans on a world of atevi, tall , 
dark, stronger-than-human aliens. C. J. Cherryh h.u a gift 

!h: ck:~?t~,;e:r;:n::en~ :nutst~ui~e~eev:a~1 t~~~t~ 
Hainish Convention?) that they should always be 
humanoid in form. This novel continues the story told in 
Foreigner, but both novels are strong enough to read on 
their own. 

Bren Cameron is the paidhi, the translator between 
atevi and human cultures. He lives among atevi, adapting 

~a~::~ '!,\C: ~~~~;~att;t~:th~m~~:l~~~ ~t:~e~ 
walking a knife.edge between two worlds. The 

d:~~b~~h:abi~-111~1~~~ ~~ l~!d!~~~J/~h!~e~:rc!he~ 
another human - the second paidhi - appears is the reader 
made aware of what Bren has become so used to 
enduring. 

C. J. Cherryh describes the impact that two intelligent 
species have on each other better than any other writer I 
know of; she almost s«ms to write without human bias. 
An intense novel: I can't wait for the Kquel. 

Chris Claremont & 
John Bolton 

Reviewed by Colin Bird 

The Black Dragon 

Titm, 1996, 180pp,[ I0.99, 180pp 

A mediaeval sword•and•sorcery graphic novel first 
published as six Marvel comics in 1985, it's obvious that 

:~~s !:C%~c: ~o~f:.dTh:bla~kea~t:~~~;~~:~~t~e; ]~h~ 
Bolton is stark and rea!ISlic and Chns Claremont's 
complex plot is well served by believable dialogue. 

awaI;tl~a;!u~;a!'titsisn:!: ~rnt~i~h:~d'. ~~~ tr::di~·; 
the crusades and there is an air of political uncertainty in 
the air. James Dunreith returns to England to claim his 
family .seat now 1hat his enemy, King Henry, is dead. 
Dunreith is branded a sorcerer and recruited by Queen 
Eleanor to investigate rumours that an old friend is using 
the black ans to divest the throne of ilS power. 

The story begins to sink under the weight of many 
fantasy elements introduced at the halfway mark. I would 

~ave iJl;f~rrte ~~;miv~rhass;~~~m!n~w~rlu1!: r:ii!:f~ :r: However, fantasy fans should enjoy this intelligent 
tale. What a shame the gr.aphic novel couldn't have 
included the original cover anwork. 

Christopher Evans Mortal Remains, or Heirs of 

Reviewed by Liam Prove n 

the Noiisphere 
Vina, 1996, 319pp.£5.99 

Mort4/ Remains is a joyfully iconoclastic book. 
Occasionally, it defers to its elders, but more often, it 
cheerfull y borrows their concepu and twists them 'til 
breaking point. 
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At he.an, it's .a chase across the Sol.u System, but wi1h 
many excursions IO 01her pl.i.ces .and events. The time in 
which it's set isn'1 explicitly given, although i1's 
men1ioned 1hat no-one has bnded on E.arth for cen1uries. 
Virtually 1he entire Sys1em h.u been seuled .and 
terraformed, from the hot inner pbnets out to icy Pluto, 
yet in all this time, i1 Sttms 1ha1 no-one has man2ged 10 
travel to other stars - or, 21 leasi, they haven't re1urned 10 
tell 1he 1ale. This implici1 acceptance of Einsteinian 
relativity seems [O be a trend in some contemporary SF: 
since, given cu rrent knowledge, you can't go faste r than 
light, if an aut hor wishes to rem;ain rigorous 2nd not 
resort to magic, there c:m be no FTL, and therefore, no 
star tn.vel. Presumably, slower-than-light travel via slow 
generation ships or immortal inorganic explorers, or 
travel by individuals thanks to 1ime dilation, isn't good 
enough. 

In any event, the people of the Solar System have used 
the long ages of their imprisonment well. High 
technology is everywhere, but here, rather 1han being 

t i~tt~]~~;~l~~s~";,/1~h~c;~:~: ~~j :a~h'ln:~r°ti,; 
life, from houses to cars 10 sp.icecraft, :i..re semi-sentient 
living crea1ures in their own right, and you mu.SI look 
hud 10 find in2nimate mechanisms anywhere. Although 
1hey shun E.arth itself, there are people everywhere else, 
from the asteroids up to 1he moons of Jupiter, ;and 
everywhere there are living machines to kttp the 
envi ronmental conditions hospitable to norm.i.l, 
unmodified humans. At some point in history, from the 
time of the novel, there was a pogrom against the 
Augmenters, those humans that used biotechnology to 
mould their bodies IO their environment, rather than the 
reverse. The ·standard' hum2ns won, and the remaining 

';\~go:~~:~t~b. ~h~~: ~ildra~~si:a:P:~~ea~fi~i!l1~~ 
tampered ecosystems are now the most dmgerous place in 
the System. There are other reneg-ade Augmenters still 
living in the outer re.iches of the System, though, and 
reconciliation between them and the unaugmented is a 
major theme of the book. 

The basic setup of an densely-populated System based 
around elabon.te biotech, set some millennia hence, is 

:~d'l~Ys:O~~ni~:t::,f /;s~l, <;~d~h~0t~~l~~:ren;t~e~: 
in the reclamat ion and recolonis:i.tion of a long-shunned 
E.anh which has now recovered from past ecological 
excesses. However, in Morr.al Rema1m, there's a lot more 
going on. 

The inhabitants of the System don·1 refer to it -as such; 
to them, it is the NOOspace, the physical volume occupied 

~~m:~~ ~f°:(:er~!~il~~rd a de bo~ha;~~~e re::a.: 
convention.i.l religion, Ev.i.ns' humanity has abandoned 
the uncertain redemption of 2 immanent deity in bvour 
of cre:i.ting their own technologica.l transcendence. 

lC:~~t~f~n hi~d~~d~~~ -a;~oi!ted;!rt~~~h;~stfci~d i: 
translated into the nOOsphere, apparently a gigantic 
computer which srnres the myriad past lives: an 
intriguing take on 1he current idea of immomi.lity 
th rough resurrection in a computer. The living can visit 

:t;~ 1~a~o~:~:~att e;i:h1~to:e sf ~i~~e :~~~p:e~:~ 

~~~Se ~f \~:n~i~~n a:d~ot~:;i~~:sa~d~1li:~h;i:raff~Yth: 
no6sphere - the closest analogue to a government - to 
keep track of their charges. The nominal leaders of the 
no6space are the two Advocates, but the current 
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incumbents seem to be neglecting their duties, and plans 
are afoot to replace. 

This gives a partial insigh1 into the remarkably dense 
and complex: universe of the novel, as conveyed through 
the "iewpoints of its multiple first- 2nd third-person 
narrators. Few novels contain such richness of setting; 
Dan Simmon's Hypn-1011 is one of the most recent 
~amples that spring to mind. There's -a lot of ambiguity 
here .ilso, some intentional, some (l would guess) not -
for instance, it's hard to keep the nOOsphere and nOOspace 
sepan.te and distinct in one's mind. More deliberate is the 
ambiguity of n2rrator, observer and participam. Different 

~::o~~i, recd~:~~n:1~en 6firs1-~~~: Pi~!=~l~~ 
Gn.dually, the two converge. h 's a very effective 
structure, and since one side clearly dominates, it 's less 
hard work than, say, the alternating storyli nes of Iain M. 
Banks' Use of Weapons. 

bu~tr:tj:h1
~~:~~ :,~v~:1:h~i~;h a;t!u~i~~';;p~J,:~~ 

plot. h 's also great fun. 

Nei l Gaiman Sattdman: T1Je Kindly Ones 
Ti1an, 1996, £9.99 

Reviewed by Liam Proven 

For those who .i.lready read gn.phic novels, you should 
already know all 2bout the S2ndman, .ind you can skip 
the next couple of par.igraphs. If you don't, shame on 
you! Read on .. 

Do you read comics? No? Think they're all about 
superheroes, and tend to be over-reliant on the word 
'Pow!'? Then you are wry wrong indeed. Go away and 
read Bey.in Talbot's 7be Tale of One Bad Ral immedi:nely. 

intr~!fuhc~i~°:• ~17.~!t::~sef::tth:~~ll~~f~mfii: }':i~lh 
the fo rm. By '2dult ', I don't mean sex-related, either, a 
lamentably common assumP.tion today. Although some 
of the traditional tropes st ill permeate modern comics, 
there is 2 flourishing genre of graphical fiction written for 
grown-ups, exemplified by classics such as Art 
Spiegelm2n's Maus and Alan Moore's V for Vendeua and 

[~~::~nien~~;a~;~esg~Y~~ri~mab:~: 1h~~:n~m~e~ 
yes, that one: Morpheus, bringer of dreams and 
nightmares. 

The Sandm2n stories h.ive been appearing as individual 
comics since 1988, and have b«n a showcase" for many of 
the best artists in the field: Bryan Talbot, Charles Vess, 
and Steve Leialoha to name a few personal favourites. The 
different artists have illustnted m.iny tales, all scripted in 

fh!~;tti~~~:ai~ ~o~t:~?fy:;P~h:~~~ ~~;e;rt:f ty 
Dave McKean's surreally haunting covers and 
frontispieces for each chapter. However, for me, they 
work best in 1he form of bound graphic novels, with the 
individual comics edited into coherent books. 

Volume by volume, they chronicle the exis1ence of 
Dream, younger brother 10 Death, eldest of the Endless: 
Desire, Destiny, Despair, Delirium (nee Delight) and 
Destruction. The history starts with the capture and 

l~hi!s~b:~~;, ~t~;i:~d~~ \ 5£°0:;:~ f~~'::ble:,0 a~:t~~ 
begins the fall of its King. Over the next 69 issues, 
Gaiman's saga roams far and wide: there are many 
separate 'srnry arcs' , some of which relate only 
peripherally to Dream himself. 



Early on it's hinted that even 1he so-called Endless nn 
die, and there's a growing sense that Dream must fall. '7'M 
Kmdiy 0,1n is the climax of that fall, hut - ever 
producing the unexpected - Caiman's afterword reveals 
that it isn't the last Sandman book, :ind that volume nine, 
'7'M Wake, will follow. ln this book, a conspiracy is made 
agiainst Dream, the agent of his doom being the Furies -
who are so feared that it's bad luck to name them so, and 
:are therefore called the Eumenides - the friendly , or 
kindly, ones. With delicious irony, the unknowing 
conspirators use the (apparent) death of the hoy Daniel to 
fue l the Furies' rage ... 

As always, there's a lot left unsaid in Gaim:an's 
writing, .ind to describe any more of the story would be 
10 give the tame away. Yet even knowing the broad 

~ud~~:~•~\~e:1•sa[t Tom:his g:e~d:~1:1bk:s~; i~:sidu~ecl~~~ 
how much Dream knows of his fu ture, and although he 

~t;:i~~af1\:n:s!1:~~~ ~~~~• t~!1tah~rts~lfe~o~;n';t k~~~ 
either. No more do I know what's coming next, no 
matter how hard I wish that I did. 

boo1t~t:0 ~~:1:i::~! efih~te ~~r:~~ ~f0 iliet~:ned~~~ 
series is the biggest of all. For me, it was a particular 
pleasure to encounter the stylish designs of D'lsraeli, the 
D'emon D'raughtsman, creator of "Timulo' in Dudline 
magazine (of fond memory), and the crisp, sharp lines of 
Glyn Dillon. h's essential reading for any follower of the 
story so far, and though some might be ready to stop 
here, the beckoning of ~jwt one more" is very strong. For 
a reader not already familiar with Sandman, though, it 
v.·ould be fe.irfully hard work, and most of the resonances 

:v;~:ds~:ed;:~1~t:n~·J1'itca:t; bs(t r:~\:1~dJ~ 
w-a11. 

Will iam Gibson & 
Brnce Seeding 

Reviewed by Andy Sawyer 

The Difference E,igine 

Visn, 1996, 383pp,£5.99 

!: ~s:ib~tfit~~~~atlt~\v::S th!a~~~ck~;o~~ :~t 
authors and the conceit which lies at its heart: the 
supposition that Charles Babbage succeeded in developing 
a working version of his proto-computer which was taken 
up by, and ch:mged, Victorian Capita.lism. The fact that 
the ending is a not rewrite of the similar epiphany in 
Neuromancer also underlies this, and furthe r suggests a 
sense that the dynamic duo of the cyberpunk movement 
were having an awful lot of fun :adding some different riffs 
to the basic mix. 

Yet there's no way in which thlS is a.,euxd'etprit while 
Gibson and Sterling ~use themselves with turning from 
the 21st to the 19th centuries. That 's not to say that the 
hook isn't fun. In m:i.ny ways it's my favou rite novel by 
either of these two writers, and Gibson himself has 
recalled in interviews his collaborator's detailed research 
fo r the minutiae of Victorian social history: research 
which has resulted in some wonderfully atmospheric 
forays among the low-life of this particular alternate• 

i},~~~l~ianas Lo;od;~~h~~; it~tr;:si~b:~o ~e::J::g~!:~nc: 
supposition Nick Lowe points to in the same original 
review of the novel (in Foundation 5.f) from which I 
nicked the 'dynamic duo' phrase. 
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Lowe's review underlines the function of the book as 
alternate history, and 1he cleverness of the authors in 
allowing all the flashy stuff about steam-driven 
computers, Dickensian clerks as clacker-nerds and 
nu.strophe theory to keep so much offstage and in 
shadow. It is n01, for example, the Babbage 'engine' 
which transforms society so much as underlying social 
mechanlSm of the politica1 victory of the Radica1 Party 
under Lord Byron (who in this timeline docs not die in 
Greece) which seu the scene for the mathematical genius 
of his daughter Ada and Babbage's vision 10 have space in 
which to operate. Ada herself appears mostly as a 
gambling-addicted lush while most of the other 'High' 

dt~~~~~ kis v:f:ht 1~
1::?iie~;c!f n~1 fi!~;es~h;h:~~v:~~ 

Mallory, the journalist/spy Laurence Olipham (based 
upon the real character) and the adventuress Sibyl Gerard. 
Shelley has been shuffled off to exile as pan of a splil 
among the revolutionaries, Karl Marx is runnin~ the 
Manhattan Commune in a fragmented USA, and Disraeli 

is ~~~:in:a~rastr th~v~~-vel's men th that much of thlS 
background is kept in shadow: a~er all, shadow is what 
allows w to perceive depth. At times, we do seem to be 
teetering over what may be a pit of vertiginous depths 
but jwt might be an artfully-designed illusion: the plot 
hinges on that most venerable of cyberpunk motifs, the 
ve7 import.mt hit of software which everyone is after, 

a~ :~ta::er:;1;, :i:~:t:~ l!et~/:a~;~i:: 
~fore. But we are rarely if ever going to read it with such 
verve and humour, such attention to detail and invention. 
The Victorian period, with iu exp.inding technology, 
increasing focus upon the implications of 1he new 

cl=~~d ~~1:;i,es~:~h;it~fi/~~~ie ~r:~ti~~~:u~! 
wh ich deals with these questions. Gibson and Sterling 
(note those significantly Victorian init ials!) highlight this 
by recasting many of today's computer-generated theories 
and cultures. They also do a pretty good line in putiche 
Victorian porn which out•eroticises any of your later 
post-cyberpunk not-babes in leather-coated silicone, but 
that I am sure our readers are not interested in .. 

Sharon Green Game's End 
AvoNov;i., 1996, 262pp, $5.99 

Reviewed by Lynne Bispham 

According to one character in this novel, •People find 
themselves in a position where they have to s:ave 1he 
universe only in silly books, not in real life!• Well, quite. 

C::rml!''J End is the third book in a sword and sorcery 
trilogy and, a.lthough it is vinually self<ontained, for a 
reader new 10 the series it has all the problems of 
char.acters and scenario being a.lready esubllShed in 
previous \'olumes. At least, this i.s presumably why there 

~~ lif~:~~ed a~h;rhe~~ tr:;i~3: ~h=~r;1!i/hjs volume 

bot~~~!c~~~~~~h~nha~~n~~:~!t;n;~~t3uth; e':~a~i~~ 
of a kingdom and now rule in their stead. Bariden and 
Charlaine find themselves 1hrea1ened by a powerful , evil 
wizard who almost succeeds in 1urning them against each 
other. Fortunately they manage to resist the wizard's 
spells, and plan how they might best defeat him. 
Unfonunately this involves a great deal of talk about their 
own spells, all of which is preny tiresome for a reader 
untrained in their system of magic, and who rapidly 
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begins to suspect that the pages and pages of meaningless 
dialogue are ulter tosh. Definitely a book to be opened at 
the reader's own risk. 

Simon R. Green Deathstalker Rebellion 
Vim, 1996, %8 pp,£5.99 

Reviewed by Graham Andrews 

Yogi Berra, the baseball player turned spans 

~f~~~~:di:~ De~~h:~1ke:\:et:ffio~:' J k~o~:C~h!:inh: 
meant. The following paragraph will give you the not-so
big idea: 

In the beginning was the Empire, and all was wdl. It was 
the great adventure of humanity, springing out from its 
homeworld, pressing on into the endless dark in search of 
new worlds and wondtrs. It was a time of heroes and 
marvellous deeds, as humanity spread out from world 10 

world and the fronti er proessed remorselessly outwards. A 
thousand worlds, with a thomand civiliz.ations, blazing so 
brightly against the dark. The Empire (p. 7). 

Isaac Asimov should have copyrighted the 
'Encyclopedia Galactica'. Green's sago (sic) is blunt-edge 
space opera, coming as it does long after - say - Galactic 

~~t7~d ;~~e;i;ig%:S:a-;:~.::/i ~h~~a::;:!b!d;· ~;.~ 
read everything by everybody to cast critical stones. Then 
I'd cite 'sampler' movies like Star Wan- and the 
continuing 'Treks', which shamelessly recycle the musty 
ambience of a bygone age. 

Perhaps science fiction has entered its dotage .. 
By the time of Owen Deathstalker, the Empire was ripe 
for rebellion. Despite his Family's martial history {sec 
Volume One, 'Death~talkcr'), he always saw himself as a 
scholar rather than a warrior. .. (ibid.) 

Fat chance: "Deathstalker. It's not just a name, it's a 
destiny" (it says here) . As a matter of fact, the rebellion -
sorry, the Rebellion - doesn't really get going until p. 
567 ... second Childhood's Ena! 

The plot hardly bears thinking about - so I'm not 

fh~nru:n;r~~cV~~u~1d cn:~c\~:d.ti~~:~vf~;~es ~~~~~ 
01her stock-cube types include: Finlay ~ 
Campbell ("once known as the Masked Gladiator" - and 
the Jekyll/ Hyde of Tannochbne?); Captain John Silence 
("of the Empire starcruiser Daunt/en" - Green's homma~ 
to the Algernon Blackwood psychic detective?); Empress 
Lionstone XIV ("the Iron Bitch" - a wee bit of political 
satire?). Josh Kirby would have had a field day with such 
drams. pers., but the zapping-spaceship cover illustration 
is by Steve Crisp. 

I'll t~l~ef:t1!~e1t:b~lfef~~a~ ~f;i~°l.1~1~!~kh::rfii0~ 

a metafiction parody of galactic empire 
builders/wreckers. But any suggestion that he takes 
Deathsta!ker Rebellion even halfway seriously would bring 
me out in reviewer rage. 

Steve Harris Black Rock 
Gollancz, 1996, 495pp, £5.99 

Reviewed by Sebastian Phillips 

Black Rock may not be the worst horror novel I have ever 
read, but it's high on the list. At 495 pages, this is 
overlong, tedious stuff. It was obviously never meant to 
be 1he kind of book which terrifies the reader, more the 
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kind of fantasy where reality bends in on itself wi1h mind 
expanding results - more Magical realism than meathooks 
and mayhem. This could have worked; but Black Rock is 
too slow movi ng and every spooky point is heavily 
laboured, usually in italics. Tt 's not helped by the fact that 
Harris has given his characters names such as 'Snowdrop 
Dresden ' and 'S ' n 'J'. It's helped even less by the fac t that 
these characters behave with gobsmacking stupidity. Of 
course, he explains why they are doing that, but only 
after a good hundred pages or so. 

Most readers won't make it that far. 

Shaun Hutson Lucy's Child 
Warner Boob, 1995, 435pp, £5.99 

Reviewed by Sebastian Phillips 

~:n?~i~t~~ebfs ~~;~t~!~~o_n~ i~~~~~p:::;:~:;t~i~~ 
dead sister 's body alive because she wants to adopt a baby 
growing in the 'd_ead' womb. It would have been a. good 
psychological chtller, drawing on themes like sibling 
rivalry and mother/child relationships. It 's the kind of 

b~0~:~~~;~~ ~;e;I; di:~:;b~!; ~r:x~:;~n~haa~\~~~:~ 
wimps out, as if he can't accept that the theme itself is 

1~:u:~~~~ :c~~~c\~:o ~fst~hf~ !'~~~eyiJ:,u~~;~-~0:/~: 
fone fifty pages wittout anything horrible happening - I 

u~~:~J'tt:h1s sa~:e~~~ ~7£/(1 kiry~~ n:0.te disposal 
The problem is that the blend of splatter and chill 

doesn't work. A gorefest has to be unrelenting; it relies 
on the reader feeling delighted when a character is killed 
in some bizarre and agonising way, and no one cares if the 

6~0 ~~11:::~~~~;;d, ~i h~:e0 i~:~i~r;;, chac~~~:~/:~dd ~~ 
develop atmosphere. Lucy's Child ends up somewhere 
between the two. It won't please the juvenile market 
because this really isn't inventive splatter (at least until 
the final and totally expected last couple of pages), whilst 
more demanding readers will lose patience with it in the 
two hundred pages it takes to get going. 

Diana Wynne Jones 

Reviewed by Tanya Brown 

The Tough Guide to 
Fantasy/and 

Vim, 1996. 223pp, £4.99 

.,Find the Map. It will be there. No tour of Fantasyland is 
complete without one ... ~ The Toitgh G11ide is no 
exception. There is the Map. These names, or names 

:rs:;t::d~~lit:1~~::o~~~}fa~~~/ :;i;~e i~~t ~1:1e?:f 
Doom. Pon something-or-other. Names with 
apostrophes where one would not expect to find them. 
Nuneaton. (And why not?) 

out ~~a;i:e~?::faed!~:::~:o~g!~~~:h:~si:en;i~~: :hl: 
mystical realm. And it is clear that its author knows it 
well. One cannot help but feel that she is in some way 

~h~nt~:~df~~ ;~~-~a;;ir~:f: :~~~1~:1; ~h~o:~i~~l~ 
~a:as;c:nn:~~ilife;n~~e ;:chnc:ni}~0 ~:l!~;n~it\~fc~: 
wrongness', :md the rest. Unlike many another 
Management figure, however, Diana Wynne Jones makes 



no bones about the unspoken crises of Fantasyland. For 
example, given that there are so few animals, what is the 
meat of which stews are invariably made? What, exactly, 
is m all the bales that are piled high on every wharf? 
Where do Fantasyland horses come from, and why are 
they so well-behaved? And why do female Tourists never 

hav;h:rt~;h Guide is a joy, if ou can cope with the 
dictionary format. Perhaps it woufd have been better as a 
guidebook or 1ravelogue. On the other hand, that might 
have me.ant too much compt"tition for the Management, 
many of whom are doubtless poring over the entries for 
Confrontations (Small and Friendly to Final), or Peoples 
(Hum.1.n 2nd Other), in a desperate Quest for a 
meaningful plot. One only hopes they are not too busy 
to enjoy the trip. 

Robert Jordan Co11a11 the Invincible 
Legend, 1996, 284pp,[4.99 

Conan Ihe Defender 
l..tgend, 19%. 184 pp. £4.99 

Reviewed by Graham Andrews 

Conan rlN Jnvmcible and Conan tk IA/endl!T (both Tor, 
1982) were Robert Jorcbn's first two Conan noveloids. 
Legend have neglected to mention that Sphere published 
the original editions in 1984. 

rem;~e: .):~ab~iassfi.rit~ :ou~~t pb~:;b1ror h~h: 
unaccount2ble recent bestsellering of Jordan's 'Wheel of 
Time' series. I don't mean to be mean to Jordan and his 
work, but fake archaisms like ... •o most High among the 
Powers and Dominions, this one is so insignificant beside 
thee that thou mightest destroy him without noticing 
such 2 speck in thy p.ath" (Conan UN lnvinc1ble, p. 15) ... 
giveth me the pip. 

'Robert Jordan' is actually South Carolinan James 
Oliver Rigney, Jr. , born in 1948. The pseudonym might 
or might not refer back to the tormented hero of 
Hemingway's For Whom rhe Bell To/'5: if so, it would help 
expl:i.in his fe.1.rsome facility with theeing and thouing. 
Rigney/'Jord;m' served in Vietnam (1968-70), earning the 

re~1li';;ri::ho~e ~r}:t a:~0:b:~ln~:t:ov~tro~nd.ay~:· 
Meanwhile, however, I'm reviewing his Conan UN 

/n'Vmc1blt and Dtftrukr. I feel sun~ th:it Robert E. 
Howard would have :approved. Conan goes places and 
kills people - things, even - in the very best butch
Hyborian manly fashion. But the law of Diminishing 
Ripostes (•When you've read .about one sword fight, 
you've read about them all") soon takes ill-effect. At one 
point ... MConan settled down to serious drinking" (Co11an 
I.he Invincible, p. 26). And so did I; these books presented 
me with a real three-pint problem. 

CODA: •Nobody alive writes Con.an better than 
Robert Jorda.n• avers L. Sprague de C:amp (Conan UN 
Dtfende-r blurb). But - by Crom's Braun Balls! - the best 
li\'ing wri1e:r of Conan is none other than El Sprague 
himself. 

Patricia Kennealy-Morrison The Hedge of Mist 
HarperCollins, 1996, S02pp,£5.99 

Reviewed by K. V. Bailey 

:~~:rra~ ~~i~ :p~~ra%ilt~o ;:r\~~::, vj!ede K~ti:. 
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there has to be :,, de2I of turning from text to g\oSS,1,ry 
before you get the hang of it. It was a pleasant nect'SSity, 
for the author's elucidations illuminate her worlds 
wonderfully, creating fine webs of interconnected 
destinies and dynasties. 

The overall scenario has it that the post• 
Atlantean/Cehic voyage of Bran, in our fifth century, 
founded a starry homeland. Within its confines, in our 
twentieth century, is enacted the Art hurian dram.a, our 
own mythic accounrs of which are not .actually derived 
from .any hist0rical past but are long-range prophecies 
from that past. It's a difficult equation, well-maintained 
right up to the b:i.rd Taliesin's fin.1.lly leaving planet Tara 
for planet Earth. Taliesin, here Arthur's foster brother, is 
narrator of the two episodes comprising the novel - the 
Grail Quest and the Morte d'Arthur. The Keltian 
variation on the former is that the Grail is stolen and 

:~~~~;g(a~t~~ rG~i~e~ 1~:r~~~tw~fl'!i,~el~!!!~ti~ ~h.a~ 
Arthur and his warriors die by steering their disabled 

:c:c:t::;~~i:e v;/~folk t!t;h~pt~e:h~tik:~la~r ~~ 
be known as Avilion. There are characters loosely, or 
dosdy, identifiable with those of the earthly myths, and 
there are loves, loyalties and betr.ayals, but these are not 
always the same as those of the myths. 

SFnal artifacts Qasers, etc) sit a li ttle uneasily alongside 
the magic and swordplay, but where there are vistas of 

:h:ci,;iJJi:;a~;c~!\~i:s i;r~~:c:~:; ~:it~~~0 de:~ri~~ii~! 
sweep is powerful and moving. Lyrically effective, too, 
are passages of reverie and medita1ion - Taliesin's re-en1ry 
into the Throneworld, his returning of Llacharn 
(Exalibur) to Gwynedd's Inland Sea. And the story has 
its met2physical dimension, symbolised in the domain of 
the Shining Ones, the Sidhe, where lies mortality's path 
through the Hedge of Mis1. Io all, an imagina.11y cohering, 
inviting and explorable fantasy universe:. 

Gary IGlworth 

Reviewed by Kathy Taylor 

Cybercats 
Bantam, 1996, IJ9pp,£}.50 

f ,~4 :r!~2;0~:~:~:i{rf:e ~~~/~; a:i~~c; :t:~e: 
sound SF. his set in an near future city, where the social 
fabric has broken down just 2 little further th.an in 

:::r:hiki~~ ~~~-t ;;:;o::~f~be '!:ep:i~ti~~lt:e;! 
scavengers on rubbish dumps. 

Hotwire and Blindboy are two smart, streetwise kids 
who originally grew up on the city's rubbish tips. At the 
start of Cy~rcat.s they are living with grandf~therly John 
Woo and working in a computer repair shop, exchanging 
work for food 2nd a floor to sleep on. Together with 
John Woo they come up with the cybercats of the title, 
rubbish eating robots designed to help dear the streets of 

c:~:rcl;:;~ttte::: [~·;m;k:e:Sth~ ~dol7h~u:a~:. ,be 
However Mouseman, a criminal they helped put away 

in the previous book, The Electric Kid, escapes from jail 
and tracks them down wanting revenge. The rest of the 
book deals with their effons to try and survive and 
thwart Mouseman. I c.an strongly recommend this book 
for children of about nine upwards. The characters are 
ide!'1ifi_ab!e and believable, and the pace fast enough to 
mamtammterest. 
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George Lucas & Chris 
C laremont 

Reviewed by Susan Badham 

Shadow Moon 

B=um, 19%.-15.!pp,£-!.99 

This book is - slightly confusin~,ly - both a sequel to a 
film (Willow) and the first novel m a trilogy. Holl.•ever, ir 
- like me - you haven't Sttn the film, you can still follow 
the story. 

The cinematic background of the origina.l (and of 
George Lucas' mind} shows in the big set pieces - you can 
almost Stt lndustria.l Light and Magic consulting on the 
special effecrs. However, as this is accompanied by lots of 
excellent descriptive writing and a nice turn of 
imagination, I didn't have any problems with it. 

The book is slightly formulaic, with a tendency to 
preach which I suspect de.rives from both authors - the 
comments are certainly from the 'homespun wisdom' 
school of philosophy made familiar by St4r Wan and .the 
'X-men· comics. The characters spend a lot of ume 

~~::r~;\:~t ~~~e:n~n~Ja~~ :i~;s~ :~e:c;u~:re~~e r~~ 
mora.l development . 

Apart from this irritating tendency the book is a good 
read, wirh a muscular story, inre.resting characters and 
some novel ideas as to villains and the way they go about 

~~i~t5e - t!:t~i~ v!l!~~ t::,:ub~h~hh~ :~n t~::t :~ 
Claremont aren't afraid to have their characters die and 
suffer and I'd guess that de.feating the bad guy is going to 
take more than dropping a talisman in a volcano at the 
end of the trilogy. 

fan~~ i: o~1J: ~~~j~I; ~r -,h~:~~stn~tf ~h~-~/~f£t i~ 
the shops and well worth checking out. 

Ken Macl..eod 

Reviewed by John D. Owen 

The Star Fraction 
Legend 1996, 34lpp, £5.99 

A first novel from Scotsman Ken Macl eod, and a very 
accomplished one. Set in the 21st Century in a Britain 
broken up into a series of self-protecting neighbourhoods, 
with security agencies the main growth industry, The Star 

;;:i~~7er Ta~~n,e;:;:~::t: ch:;~e~r~~~; ;i:::r:t~ 
plot to come up with a fascinating, fearsomely intelligent 
and fast-moving story that grips from the first pages to 
the last. 

The story revolves around Moh Kohn, a security 
mercenary with a very smart gun, Janis Taine, a scientist 
ll.•ho comes up with a breakrhrough in memory• 
enhancing drugs, and Jordan Brown, a teenage computer
whiu. from the Christian fundamentalist enclave of 
Islingto n. Taine's breakthrough attracu rhe attention of 

~;iJt::n~ifi:• advS:~:~ ~~': ;~f:S jT~i~: i~ i~r~::~~ 
danger, and gets her away to the relative safety of 
Norlomo, a capita.list anarchy in North London, built up 
around the spaceport. There they meet Brown, running 
from his fundamentalist roots with the proceeds from a 
deal struck with the Black Program, a mysterious 
electronic entity, which may have been created by Kahn's 
father before his assassination by the forces of the 
US/UN's 'New World Order'. O nce the three get 
10ge1her, the plot lifts off int o new territory, the politics 
get very tricky, and MacLeod's imagination really lets rip. 
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This is excellent stuff, very much in the vein of Peter 
Hamilton's 'Mindstar' books. Hard to believe this is a 
first novel, but it 's worth ~aring in mind that Macleod 
is an associate of lain Banks, who has helped ou1 by 
reading early drafts. With a teacher like Banks, it's no 
wonder the pupil turns out so well. 

Phillip Mann The Dragon Wakes: A Land Fit 
For Heroes Vo/11me J 

Vista, 1996, 272pp.£-l.99 

Reviewed by Alan Frase r 

This is the third in Mann's alternate history series, which 

~~ar]d0 ~~e~5~:e ;o~:: \;~~~~ej~::~~1iefta~~i:;~~\;.n I~ 
follows on from Escape to the lrlild Wood and Szand Alonf 
St4n by co ntinuing the three now separate stories of the 
young protagonists, the Roman Viti (now Coll) and 
Britons Miranda and Angus, as well as that of Col\'s 
father Marcus Ulysses, now ruler of Britannia on behalf 
of the scheming new emperor, Lucius Petronius. Miranda 
continues her delving into the spirit world, Coll 
continues to agonise over his past bu1 is starting 10 

~::;: ah::~; rl';h~e~~r::i~i%t~i~es~~I~ D~:o~ 
righting machine to de.liver blows af,ainst the Romans. All 

~he~~~op=~~':fC:.!~;~1{~nrfta~J:~J~u~ tt~:t~~k 
island into a vast sheep farm to feed the Roman Empire. 

Despi1e lhe. handicap that lhe background premises of 
this scnes are extremely shaky, as noted be.fore by mysclr 
and other Vector reviewers, Mann's writing skills propel 
the muhi-str.inded story forw:ard towards the final 
denouement, and kept me involved in the fate of the 

~:~h:ry~:~ ~~eJ~~~.~~ ~~;/~hfsintr 1:~d Ii~~• i~.u~ 
personally fo und the fantasy clements out-of-place, but 
I'm sure their importance will be explained in the end. 
The concluding volume 4 of this series, The Burn ing 
Foresl, is now available in hardback, so it shouldn't be too 
long before it's out in paperback and we know the final 
score. 

L E. Modesitt, Jr 

Reviewed by Mark Plummer 

The Order War 
Orbit, 1m, 581pp, £6.99 

It is axiomatic that you should not judge a book by its 
cover but perhaps we should make an exception here; the 

;~::t t:ffiin!: ~;_mto:h:;n:~n}~:~~ii::d~~ec~ 
the forces of order and chaos, good and evil, in a world of 
swords and m.agic. What innovation 1he.re is extends little 
~yond the faa lhat the white wizards of Fairhaven are 

~~~c;: ~ur c~J:u~~~~~ d(tnoia~! tty:::e-1~i~:'s~ 

;~;ih ~~~d=it~a::zs 1:'on~~:!u~e:e J:s~~~t~~-s;r1~::~ 
colour as his primary form of characterisation, for 
example - but, by and large, there is liule to distinguish 
this volume from any the dozens of similar works that 
d og the publishers' schedules in the mid-1990s. 

Although this is billed as the fourth volume in the 
Saga of Recluse, it does work as a stand-alone volume, and 
continues to establish Modesitt's repu1atio n as the Master 



~ir~u~h::~~f;~t:· h~~dr~r;:e!h;r:ct:~:s:dv:~~u~~;;~ 
conventional genre plot, in a world where Oooo .. . is the 
sound of someone moaning in pain and horses go 
Wheee ... . Truly, this is a Fantasy Land. Is this the book 
for you? Grab a copy off the shelf and go with your first 
impression; you'll almost certainly be correct. 

Michael Moorcock 

Reviewed by Chris Amies 

Fabulous Harbours 
Orion. 1996. 228pp, £).99 

We open upon the pirate tale of Horace Quelch, the 
White Pirate, setting sail with the mysterious Rose across 
the seven seas. This co!lection of not particularly linked 
stories continues in a certain sense the stories of the 
characters of Blood. The author, however, is upfront in 

rt~t\;~t s~~~e;t t~ ~~i~.a~:~e~~~~~a~,~:k vru~d;.~ 

;:::~;i~f~h:n J};i~'~t:n;', ~hee ~~~:t? r;h~eGirlgth~ 
kiJ\ed Sylvia Blade' dates from 1966 . . . a thirty-year-old 
story in a brand new collection? What is born-again 

;veext~~r:0 ~~~i~al~o~g:~t!ai;~1ru~:/ k~ni:n 1:ft;i~ 
native shores and these fragments against his ruins? Von 
Bek, £Irie, Cornelius, all the usual Moorcockian suspects 
have some part to play in these stories. Closing time in 
the gardens of the West (as symbolised by the autumnal 
gardens of London) ; and a search for the Holy Grail to 
hea! the wounded land. 

The whole volume sits under the names of Ackroyd 
and Sinclair - Peter and Iain respectively, whose 

~=r~~!r0 fe~1:!s ;:~tntd~: ~ha~d~~t~~n·;~~nHb:\~ti 
built if it usurps the structure of what was already there. 
The old structure will show through in some way. For 
instance, the faceless glass buildings on the north side of 
Hammersmith Road have not entirely replaced Lyons 
Supermarket and Cadby Hall. The human memory - and 
the sense of the way things should be - cannot simply be 
dispensed with or bought off. In this sense, though much 
of its action takes place across an unfamiliar world, and 
even in the realms of Fantasy, this is a book that relates to 
the London of the 1980s, a city rebuilt without attention 
to the interests of those who lived there. 

You could look on the A to Z for Sponing Club 
Square and decide that he's redrawn the entire map of 

~;~ha1n1 ~~~tnM~:~~:k ,~u~~~ritt~~la~~p~J:ty a;: 
street by street, not really that imponant (unless, like 
your present reviewer, the reader has lived for the last 
fifteen years in the area thus described) . This is an 
alternate world, where "the further you travel from 
London, the more exotic it becomes," and which has 

kis~:e~h~ s;:~di:y s~~;rcar~ j~;~~in~ndc)Xit~qu';;e~ 
becomes a kind of conjuration of Mother London herself. 
It is not just an alternate, but also a possible. At the very 
dose of the book he says, "There's a road between the 
worlds which shimmers and curves like an erratic 
moonbeam. It carries a multitude of travellers .. . they live 
to taste the textures and music of the multiverse." 
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Andre Norton Mirror of Destiny 
AvoNova, 1996, 394 pp, $5.99 

Reviewed by Graham Andrews . 

J:aie;~~r~h~ h~u~eeh~1J~fb~~;~;~a~w~l~[de?t:nf~~~~ 

do:~,h:rurm:~;gi:}I!~/~:h :~d i;~~~hin:.~o':u:~ 
answering to the call/Of flesh and blood and inner air (p. 
2). She is being intently watched by a shadow-gray cat; 
yet another familiar Norton - well - familiar. 

But neither the cat nor the chant does anybody or 
anything any good. The ecophobic Industrial Monster 
has: 

descended upon Varsland, devouring all the arable land in 
its path. By royal decree, the displaced mu51 venture into 
the treacherous woodland domain of a strange and secret 
race. (blurb) 

The King's lottery determines that Twilla "must marry -
for only the wedded can survive the terrible fate awaiting 

~~:e tl:7s\fuerbe~~hil~~j!~i;:rv;~/rest" (ditto). Who 

The word 'quest' should be a dead giveaway where the 
plot is concerned. Enough said that all ends well for 
Twil!a & Co. in what will soon be the best of all possible 
worlds . Regular fantasy readers might feel that they've 
wandered into several other books (so what else is new?) 

;;~irkd h;re ~;~;si~~a~;~f1~h~ci~f~~1~y~::~s"~~=t p~~: 

caut~Jrf1ti~eo~f ~~ never written a bad novel: but 

~~; ~~~\et~:da~d/t~~~i~;t!si~;ts ;n~u~r~t~r r~;: 
disappointments, though - having said that - I'd give it 
6½ points out of a possible 10. 

John Saul Black Lighting 
Bantam, 1996, 4S2pp,£4.99 

Reviewed by Sebastian Ph illips 

Black Lighting is a good, straightforward horror novel by 
a writer who knows his business. Anne Jeffers is a crime 
journalist who has campaigned for a convicted murderer 
to receive the death penalty. He dies in the electric chair 
but the murders start all over again. Has she hounded the 
wrong man to his death, or is something more sinister 
than that going on? - the answer is pretty obviously ·yes ' 
but it doesn't spoil the fun. 

The book provides more good shivers than it does 
gruesome descriptions, which make it slightly more 
disturbing than most of its ilk. Saul 's characters are well 
drawn and we come to feel a certain involvement with 
them. Black Lightning probably isn't a classic, but 
definitely a page turner. 

Christopher Stasheff The Oathbound Wizard 
Legend, 1996, 409pp,£S.99 

Reviewed by Graham Andrews 

I had a hard time reading The Oathbound Wizard {book 2 
of A Wizard in Rhyme). No fault of Christopher 
Stasheff's; just that I've read The Incomplete Enchanter, by 
(for the mere record, surely) L. Sprague de Camp and 
Fletcher Pratt . Stasheff has done a fine non-pastiche job, 
but. .. Oh, roll on the plot-happy blurb: 
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~Matt Mantrell had been whisked to a world where 
reciting verse worked magic by runes on a scrap of 
parchment. Growing more sure of his powers and head 
over heels in love, he should have been having the time of 
his life. But , Lord High Wizard or not, he couldn't marry 
his true love - Queen Alisande. For Matt was only a 
commoner ... 

"This was not a good time for Matt to discover that all 

~~~~~a~~p;rti:ul:~t; :::~~ i:.::: a~g:t~~~J j:t as~~~~ 
~ith0 ~lit:nde~iS!~i~ ~ff hf:r ~h:\~:t~r ~ile,h~~tbs; 
the loathsome Gordogrosso ... ". That's the gist of it. 

The Incomplete Enchanter was a hard act to follow; 
even for de Camp and Pratt (he Castle of Iron, yes: Wall of 
Serpents, no). What do I mean, was? The Oathbound 
Wizard seems like weak tea by comparison - but only by 
comparison. I enjoyed it a great deal, after getting over 
the initial shock. 

Tricia Su llivan 

Reviewed by C herith Baldry 

Lethe 
Visu, 1996, 384pp, £5.99 

tt~~;~ar:~~i~fru!~:t~orir::;~lju~~~t;~iheg fai~~;ef:'c;; 
past wars; the population is fragmented by a combinat ion 

;~;:~f~Jioa~e e!t:t~h::!,~e;;ti'~i~kfedi~~i~:}~nbo!f1~:; 
intelligences who communicate through computer 
interface. 

Central to the novel are the altermoders, genetically 
altered humans who can assume cetacean characteristics 
and communicate telepathically with dolphins. Jenae, one 
of the most talented, is given the task of working with her 
dolphin group on data about an interstellar gate which 

has ~ft~~;~ti:g 0:i~~eth~g:t~~h;f SJ~1~::rt:~~ of Daire, a 

~~;t s~ud:s~o:~~ i~•tactidft~~y th:k~1h~~r~rJe~ t~: g:~: 

~h~~~ta~r5 abdifr~1e~~ekrn~e r;~: h::: :~e~%1:~~:0~~h~ 
reader suspects a connection; but, as the novel ei,;:plores 
the nature of this connection, it reveals what has been 
done on Earth in the past, and what the prospects are for 
the future . 

I found the novel slow-starting because of the amount 
of background that has to be packed in . Although I could 
take it on trust that there was a significant connection 
between the two contrasting settings and groups of 
characters, it's not until some way into the narrative that 
the connection starts to emerge. I also felt it unbalanced: 
the alien world through the gate, the people and their 
situation there, I found much more sensitively imagined, 

~ti!:~:i~~vr~~ia~~~ tc~:t;~e tt:~;ho~,aJ~~~e1e~dt~ 
fade out as the focus of interest. AT the same time, Lerhe 
gives a tremendously detailed and powerful view of a 
possible future, and I recommend it. 

Patrick Tilley 

Reviewed by Coli n Bird 

Star Wartz 
Orbit, 1996, 409pp,£5.99 

Just how many unfunny SF parodies do we have to put 
up with before Terry Pratchett finishes the Discworld 
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saga and saves us? I'm sure Pra1chen would have 
dispatched the rather piss-poor idea at the heart of St4r 
\f/arcz in a short story. Patrick Tilley takes four hundred 
pages to decide that a fish-out-of.water tale of an 
Earthman unwittingly thrust into futuristic space opera is 
funny. It isn't. Or is it that experienced genre fans will 
have read this all before in the works of Tenn, Sheckley, 
Harrison etc? 

It would be churlish to pick over plot holes. After all, 

~1e h:Zo~er:ut1:,e~~~;/ ~r~m~:~r~ilr°vf:~s i1ah:gh~csh;r~~ 
Apart from a few nicely-hanled farcical scenes early on, 
the author seems to think constant (and not very well
informed) references to pop culture serve the purpose of a 
witty commentary. And I won't mention the 'Sidelights 
on the Rimwor!d - by Fizz' sections that make one very 
aware of how much funnier The Hitch•Hiker's Guide to the 
Galaxy is compared to this woeful mess. 

As to the title I can only assume this is a cynical 

Fr~~~h?;;g/!fb~ f~ir ~~r~i~1~~~ t~:1?:~~nthi~ ~:n~i~~t~:~;: 
at a light-hearted (i.e. few laughs) parody of Space Opera 
in general and the publishers have misguidedly hyped it as 
some kind of classic of SF humour. It isn't. 

George Turner Vaneglory 
Avon Books, 1996, 283pp, £4.99 

Reviewed by Pat McMurray 

This is one of three novels set largely in a future Australia 

te:~:i~;es~iJ::g~~intti7tt~~~e~~::~~1f~;:~::; :~~ 
society collapsed in the mid 2010s, with the death of 90% 
of the world population through famine, war and disease. 
By the 2050s a new World Society has come into being. 

!ehc:~;ee~i:r~g\~!~,~is ;~:ysos~~rv~e~mfr~°mbet~:loc?'o~~ 
Times. The society comprises local governments, mostly 
a very religous Australia in this instance, with an over
~rch ing heirarchy of stateless who form Secunty. Security 
1s limited in how it can act with in local societies, but is 
very powerful in those areas where it can intervene. This 
naturally leads to a lot of beauracratic infighting with 
local authorities. 

This is the story of three survivors from the period 
just before the collapse, an Aus1ralian, a Scotsman and an 
Immortal. The Immortal is one of a small community of 
sterile immortal mutants, and is at least 30,000 years old. 
The Australian and Scotsman survive the collapse in 
hibernation, the Immortal just lives through it in disguise. 
The discovery of the two in hibernation forces the 

~l~~f~e1et~e:~e l~~m~::~rjf! l~~tce10a:t1:,~~~~;.~ 
man-on-the-spot. 

I haven't really summarised this novel very well, 

~~:~e'ie~i~fi1 :~~ ~t°i~ ~hi;~;c~~J~:t./°;be~~fe~: ~h~ 
Australian research station, a returned starship crewman, 
the Australian society of religous cults and violent 
teenagers, the Immortal society, Security politics, sexual 
mores of the many groups involved - this novel is too apt 
to slip out of focus, wander off at a tangent. It doesn't 
repay the effort needed to read it . 



Harry Turtledove 

Reviewed by Colin Bird 

World War: Upsetting 
the Balance 

NEL, 1996, 468pp, £5.99 

Turtledove's sprawling alternative history continues in 
this efficient third volume, taking us through mankind's 
development of atomic and chemical weapons to use 

~i:~ns:h\~\;i~rls~~ac~hr~u0gi a~~; fi~;tm[;.;f ti1~·;ee:t~h:~ 
you'll know what to expect. Conventional military SF, 
well-researched (the author has a Ph.D in history), and 
with a vast array of dramatis personae, including real and 
fictional characters. A neat twist is the use of both Lizard 
and human characters to give a more balanced account of 
the progress of the conflict. 

Upsetting the &lance postulates an accelerated 
Manhanan Project in response to the alien threat with the 
Axis and Allied forces cooperating in an uneasy alliance. 
Meanwhile us benighted Brits become the first to use 
chemical weapons against the invaders (the other 
nationalities found the prospect too distasteful!). By the 
end of this volume several cities have been nuked by both 
sides and it's difficult to see where the story can go 
without escalation of the conflict destroying the pl~nct. 

Rather like the film Independence Day, there 1s linle 
sense of the real carnage being caused by the combatant's 
scorched earth strategies 0iterally when both sides are 
lobbing nukes at each other). Turtledove's position as 
narrator seems ambiguously anti-war: there's not a single 
pacifist viewpoint expressed in the novel and there is an 
element of gleeful indulgence in such a 'mother of all 
battles' being related in such detail. The author dearly 
identifies most with his Jewish characters, using real 
partisan Mordechai Anielewicz as the heroic figure who 
ends the Holocaust by allying temporarily with the 

;;::kdsir!~is th;a:o~! t;;n~:~o:~t~ili;!1ri~~i~ ~~~:~c: 
fiction. 

A comprehensive, diligently researched instalment in 
what is, for me, a fruitless and heartless saga. 

Margaret Weis and 
Don Perrin 

Reviewed by Alan F raser 

The Knights Of The 
Black Earth 

Vista, 1996, 384pp, £5.99 

After her massive success with series such as Dragonlance, 
Darhword and the Deaih Gate cycle (with Tracey 
Hickman) , best-selling author Margaret Weis has teamed 
up with Canadian military software specialist Don Perrin 
for a new line of space operas featuring cyborg Xris and 

his ~~t ~~r~;:t~~e~ ~~t:~:t:~ns;e~~ading career, I 
read a number of books which stuck in my memory for 
years: Asimov's Pebble in the Sky, Van Vogt's The World of 
Null•A, and my then favourite - a cracking space opera by 
Edmond Hamilton called The Star Kings. In that book, 
the enemies of the Mid-Galactic Empire thousands of 
years in the future unveiled their ultimate space disrupter 

:~:f~: 0bn~~bt :t:t e;!n °!1~h: s?~ie17nt~~e0 fat:~eosr:h: 
universe, and destroy all life as we know it, is revealed on 
page 19! And it gets hairier from then on! 
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Weis and Perrin have produced a book in the same 
vein as The Sta.r Kmgs: a huge canvas, exciting, absorbing 
and undemanding to read. The fanatical Knights of the 
title mount an attempt to kill the King, topple the 
Galactic government and restore the lost supremacy of 
the now almost unihabitab!e Earth. With the Royal Navy 
thinking that Xris and his stalwart band are the bad guys, 
it's up them to use their every skill to evade capture and 
save the Galaxy! 

Book 2, RobOl Blues, was published on the same day as 

:~~ h:~~~~=~~h~~s ~~tuidbteh~~d~~c:~i~l series from Weis 

David Wingrove 

Reviewed by K. V. Bailey 

Days of Bitter Strength 
NEL, 1996, 662pp,£6.99 

Late in so long a saga {this is the seventh volume) it is 
invaluable to have so clear and readable a resume as the 
introductory chapter, 'Of Gifts and Stones'. As well as 

:~~l~~~c;;ctl~f ch;henoloeg~ft f:s h~f~~;!:g-lt: 
opposit ional/complementary ethos - the inwardness of 
Ben Shepherd's separatist 'Shell' philosophy and, 

TI~h~"s,it~~t7~~~l~h~~:rp~i;s!h:i:~a::,is:hic0i :~e~i~~ec~r! 
Ward's metaphoric philosophy of the 'Web'. Kim was the 

;1:~~~Jf:0~0{he k>~;st t::ll~ttte ~~ftf ~f;~~ ;~~fJ 
City into the light of Chung Kuo's interface with the 
universe. In the present novel, "the paranoia of that great 
World of Levels has been ended", and fleetingly it seems 
that days of peace might come to Rhineland China. 

:~~\~;\~re~cil~~ri;hero~~rtD:;~e~:ain tie~~~~ne1b:~~ 
where uthe river was a twisting strip of silver" an "further 

~f~h~h:krt~ts:li~;:;~h0 tgt:?_k~:7 l~t:e;~l:!~~i:c~l 

~~r~~;oe!eK'ba:t:::t0 ~~~a~~ "~J;~:~a~nt;f;kt:s~: 

~&r;::~ "~et!f\tg:ti!i;~w~~e~0 ~;~~p~~:~:i~!~1~~tn:.n 
As things deteriorate on Earth, so the 'spider/ascent' 

motif becomes dominant. Prefacing Part Two is one of 
Wingrove's ever-apt quotations - Whitman's 'A Noiseless 
Patient Spider', the spider there paradigmatic of the 
human spirit venturing to ~explore the vacant vast 
surrounding". Earth, devastated by plague and anarchy, 
seems finished, the future resting on human seed-dispersal: 

des!fi:/:;ly th:;:nJid1a6:~·YJ;Je, lo~ah~~~ :hii~e:0 of 
Jupiter's' moons is readied for take-off {fictively and 
symbolically affective, if astrophysically extravagant). 
Earth remains at the mercy (save for guerrilla action) of 
the evil genius De Vore and his legions of morphs from 
Pluto. 

Wingrove's short, focus-changing episodes create a 
'mosaic' rather than a linear narrative, invariably 

:~:
0r~br:~~ : 0~~r::a~rr;bJ:, r:~l~:~c~l[/~0~;ar :h: ,::~e: 

;i;:~rabt~r:; wh~tnch:;:~it~;1~:qu;~~~, 1::dit~ih~:i 
towards its eighth volume, is a. remarkably sustained 
imaginative achievement. 
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